What a Bit of Luck!
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They are all insured w,ith Mowbray Vale.
Now you might suppose that being so jolly knowledgeable about
insuring gliders, those Mowbray Vale people wouldn't have time for
anything else. Not so, they also insure cars, houses, and of course,
the things inside houses, and just about everything else.
So if you happen to be thinking of insuring your car, or your house,
or the things inside your house (including you!), why not talk to
someone who knows about all of these things?

Ring Carol Taylor on
Thirsk (0845) 23078 - 24hr. Ansaphone Service
Or write to:

MOWBRAY VALE INSURA CE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 1HL.
Represented at Lloyds

Telex 587470
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Pilots do it I A LIFETIME I
with Props! ~ OFGUDINGI

i

,ON COURSE
01 CoNVERS

GL\OER P''-'

I
I
I
I

Our Silver 'c' offer includes:-

11

FREE membership of The London
School of Flying for one year.
15 hours of ground school
3 hours of dual General Handling
3 hours solo General Handling
4 hours Dual Instrument Flying
2 hours Dual Navigation
The PPL Flight Test

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Available at:

11

!

The measure of your time in free 11
space is reckoned in terms of
distances and flying hours, but how I
well-preserved IS the data - the I
facts and figures?
I

Yours is an experience
worth preserving.
Now you can obtain a gliding log·
book which takes the sport and
yourself seriously. Professionally
bound and stitched with space for
all entries. A rugged 350 page log·
book with a waterproof cover, yet
one that sits handsomely on your
bookcase.
A DELUXE LOGBOOK LARGE
ENOUGH TO CONTAIN DETAILS

grlo';~~~O~~~~\f~~~IlMp~,g~

LSF
BHSF
BIGGIN HILL AIRPORT 09594 73583

GSF
DENHAM AERODROME 0895 833327

'Phone us now!

THE

*

*

Special Courses for Glider Pilols
10 oblain, Private Pilot's Licence
BrOfilze C and Silver C Conversion
Courses
Normal Courses for P.P.L.
Nighl - I.M.C. - RlT - Aerobatic
and Simulator Training
Flying Instrl:Jctor Courses
G.A.A. Appro,ved Courses 38 hours

I
I

Barclaycards and Access accepted

11

Diners Club Credit Cards accepted
Licensed Bar

THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB
YATELEY 873747 and 872152

FROM DITIEL

LS-4

HANDHELD
VHF AIRBAND
TRANSCEIVER

PROVEN THE BEST IN THE
WORLD

FSG5

FIRST 6 PLACES AT HOBBS

1 WATITRANSMITIER

13 OF FIRST 15 WERE LS4s

*
*

LS-6

*
*

TOUGH ALUMINIUM CASE

The new IS/17M Flapped
sailplcme with the latest performance
Deliveries commence Spring 84

SPEEDSOARING

12v NICAD BATIERY
FOR 8-12 HOUR OPERATION.
ONLY

£582.50 + VAT

FSG 50 G PANEL MOUNT

*
*

For information on Rolladen-Schneider Sailplanes
and Dittel radios, contact the Sole UK Agents -
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Blackbushe Airport

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
or more: 10% discount and postage paid.
I
I 8send
your cheque or money order to:
I LOGBOOKS INTERNATIONAL
I
I P.O. Box 132, Doubleview,
I
I
I Western Australia 6018.
Full refund 01 purchase price and postage I
I luaranteecllf not completely satisfied!
..
I.• • • • • • • • • • • •

FROM ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER

*
*

(ON A30 TRUNK ROAD
45 MINS FROM LONDON)

OF £14 INCLUDING SURFACE
POSTAGE. ADD £4.50 for S.A.L

ELSTREE AERODROME 01·953 4343/4

*

Camberley, Surrey

5 WATT -

720 channel Glider radio

Complete with all accessories
at £525.00 + VAT

6 LASHLAKE RD,

THAME,

OXON

084421 4132 or 08692 42691
24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

The Vii F transceiver
Becker Ar 3201 combines
small sile with
high performance.
Small instrument size (2!4").
5-7 Watts output power.
Reduced power oonsumptiofl,
approx. 70 mA.
Automatic battery voltage
monit0ring.
Automatic sen-test.
Four programmable channels,
non volatile memory.

VHF distress frequency 121·5 MHz
permanently stor,ed,
Prepared for frequency range
extension to 137 M'Hz.
ilncluded: Intercom, panel lighting.
Options:
Display ot outside air temperature,
display 01 battery vdltage.
For further information contact
Mike Dawson 01-8976446

IAI F~~~h

Fieldtech Heathrow Limited
Huntavia House 420 Bath Road
Longford Middlesex UB7 Oll England
Telex: 23734 FLDTEC G
December 19831January 1984
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SAILPLANE/GLIDER/AIRCRAFT

INSURANCE
TRY THE SPECIALISTS

RD Aviation Ltd
Export orders free of 15% UK VAT
All our prices Include VAT
Delivery at cost

VARIOMETERS
RICO

J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Ltd.
SECURITY HOUSE
160-161 BROMSGROVE STREET
BIRMINGHAM B5 6NY

All in one box but additiona"
meters can be driven by the
main unit.

Model VAS
(illustrated)
£437.74
featuring: Vario, averager,
nelto, up/down audio,
adjustable quiet band, variable damping, speed director

£256,,45
Model VA
as VAS but without speed
director andnetto. Can .be
upgraded to VAS later, if
desired.
Model VACS
£556.60
as for VAS but with electronic
total energy no probe
needed.

•
RATES ARE REDUCED BY
QUALIFICATION

WESTERBOER
SPECIAL SCHEME FOR
EXPERIENCED PILOTS

Telephone: 021-692-1245
Telex: 335142

SAILPLANE & ENG.
SERVICES LTD.
C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE,
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC
LOTS OF K-13 & SWALLOW SPARES
WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE

BUXTON 4365

SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLM FIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.

£239.20
Model VW711
Vario, Up/down audio, scale
change, capacity flask with
heat sink. (Each unit will
drive 2 meters if desired ie 2-seaters).
Sensor box
(without meter)
£195.50
The audio will work without
a meter and can be connected
to a capacity flask already in
glider.

CAMBRIDGE -

Details on request.

OXYGEN
Portable 630 litre system with regulator fitted
to head of bottle. Designed to fit gliders such
as ASW20 and Pegasus. Supplied complete
with economiser mask.

£196.65

RADIOS
For reliability - Avionic Dittel range is stocked.

The entire

Plus: refurbished PYE WESTMINSTER supplied
with 3 frequencies.

£159.85

POWER SUPPLY

Need a fully equipped, top performance Glider for
Wave flying expeditions
Competitions
Task weeks
or just doing your own thing?
then write to us NOW for a quotation:

HORIZON SAILPLANE SERVICES
56 HIGH STREET, WINSLOW, BUCKINGHAM MK18 3HB
242

Gell cell pack in box with voltmeter
fuse, etc. 12v 8Ah
~-~!!!!!
Gell Cells - YUASA
Gell Cell automatic chargers
~~
Panel mounted miniature voltmeters

£79.35
£17.80
£23.00
£13.80

Brochures, advice and price lists from:

John Delafield
Cotswold House
Mill Street
ISLlP
Oxford OX5 2SY
Tel: Kidlington (08675) 2357

Dickie Feakes
23 Orchard Way
Offord D'Arcy
Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire PE 18 9RE
Tel: Huntingdon (0480) 811931
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
AGENTS FOR ALL CAMBRIDGE VARIOMETERS
AND EQUIPMENT

Manufacturers of the all glass-fibre micro-light

PIPISTRELLE
Ring Herriard (025 683) 359 or write to us at
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hants, GU34 5SR for details

SZD-50 PUCHACZ
Two seat all fibreglass training glider

COME AND FLYOUR \..
DEMONSTRATORS
GLIDERS
MOTOR GLIDERS·
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
AGRICULTURAL AlC
HELICOPTERS
ENGINES
INSTRUMENTS
SPARE PARTS

PZL-WILGA MAY BE BOUGHT, HIRED OR LEASED
<'"

OGAR

Anglo-Polish Sail.planes Ltd.
(0494) 40911

. Wycombe Air Park· Booker . Marlow . Bucks
December 1983/January 1984

Two-seater Training Motor Glider Linbach Pusher engine 68 HP
Glide angle 1:27 suppNed with full set of instruments.
Oemonstralor at Booksr NOW

~.

(evenings and weekends 0628-39690)
24 hour answering service

Telex: 848314 CHACOM G
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FOURNIER RF10
MOTOR GLIDER

CANOPIES
A range of moulds to suit most
gliders
All made from 3 mm Perspex

IN PRODUCTION BY AEROSTRUCTURE S.A.
FIRST DELIVERIES EARLY 1984

Optically good

FRENCH GLIDING CENTRES
ORDER 35

All at £140.00
except K-13 which is £198.00

CERTIFIED TO J.A.R. 22

Fitting charge if needed £60.00

SUCCESSFUL DEBUT AT
CRANFIELD SHOW
DEMONSTRATOR IN U.K. EARLY
1984

BOB REECE
Rematic, School House, Norton
Nr Worcester

Sole V.K. Agent

SOARING EQUIPMENT LTO
193 RUSSELL RD, BIRMINGHAM B13 8RR

Tel: Worcester (0905) 821334

TeI021-449-1121

THE AVIATION BOOKSHOP

WINTER BAROGRAPHS

HAS
THOUSANDS OF BOOKS
THOUSANDS OF MAGAZINES
in many languages - as well as
THOUSANDS OF PHOTOGRAPHS

MAIN STOCKISTS

All on Aviation: WW1, WW2, Civil, Military, Engineering,
Aero Modelling, Navigation, Pilotage. Helicopters.
Meteorology etc.
Call in - or send £1 for large catalogue

THE AVIATION BOOKSHOP
656 Holloway Road, London N19 3PD
Tel: 01-2723630

Telex 335176

Access and Visa welcomed

THERMAL EQUIPMENT
LIMITED
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire
Telephone Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359
Large stocks of Winter variometers and airspeed indicators, altimeters, turn-and-slip indicators, etc. Send SAE'
for lists.

OXY,GEN EQUIPMENT
The Air Apparatus & Valve AJ.R. 24 series oxygen equipmenlfor gliders,
comprising a control' head and 680-'litre oxygen cylinder, is now available ,for self
installation. With all the in-flight oxygen controls situated in the one position. this control
head has been developed from the Company's highly successful DomIciliar)' oxygen unit to
Drug Tariff Specification 0 LB.
-The 680-lilre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium to H.O.A.L. 4
specification and is supplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The company also supplies portable oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-litre
cylinders, and face masks complete with valves and economiser bags.
In the unlikely event of servicing being required, the company operates a 24-hour
turn-'round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE -

SLlMLlNE 630 CYLINDERS

AIR APPARATUS & VALVE LTD
Oakfield Works, BratJ'ksome Hill Road. College Town,
Camberley, Surrey Tel: Camberley 35073135486
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SAILPLANE & GLIDING

~

COMME~CIAL C~EDIT
FINANCE
for
Gliders and Motorgliders

*

*

UP TO 10 YEAR TERMS AVAILABLE
- ADVANCES EXCEEDING £5,000
CDMPETITIVE TERMS ON NEW AND
USED AIRCRAFT
Telephone or write for written credit
details to Darryl Plumtidge or Paul
Potgieter, who are both pilots
Commercial Credit Services Ltd
Capital House
1 Houndwell Place
Southampton
S011HU

EB75
LOW·PROFILE PARACHUTE

IRVIN
Also available
The IRVIN EB62
and EB73

• All-up weighl6.9kg
• IRVIN lightweight
1.24 Canopy
• Contoured, 3-pin
side opening pack:
Length 550mm
Width 360mm
Depth between
65mm K 80mm
• 3-point quickly
adj ustable harness
•

Full packing and servicing instructions

• Suitable lor Aircralt, Gliders and Helicopters
For full details write to:

Sales Department, IRVIN Great Britain Limited, LETCHWORTH,
Herts. SG6 1EU

Telephone: 0703 333822
Telex: 477333 UNKSTN G

Tel. Letchworth (046 26) 6262 Telex: 82198

INSURANCE
,
I

)

MAY WE TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO WISH
ALL MEMBERS OF THE B.G.A.
BEST WISHES FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
MANAGING AGENT

WYATT INTERNATIONAL LTD.
Boundary House, 7/17 Jewry Street
London EC3N 2HP
Telephone: 0I-4814m/4742

Telex: WNDON 886572 &.883039

Registered Office: 19 Cursitor Street, London EC4A 1LT. Incorporated 20th May, 1982. Registered in London 1637001.
December 1983/January 1984
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TOM'S CHANNEL CROSSING
TOM DOCHERTY describes his 666km cross Channel flight from Lasham
to the south of Paris In his Nimbus 2e on August 3. It has been his ambition
for years to fly from Portmoak to the Continent, but that's for another season!
The forecast at Lasham for Wednesday,
August 3 promised good conditions for a
longish flight although poorer conditions
would affect that area north of Northampton. Alan Purnell was busy preparing for a 600km triangle but found time
to discuss conditions and the anticipated
cloudbase which by his quick, and as I
found out later, accurate calculation
would be of the order of 4000fl. Not
surprisingly my thoughts turned to that
elusive prospect.. A higher cloudbase
would be a distinct advantage for the
Channel crossing. It made good sense to
extend the track to Dover by going
northwards round the London TMA.
With the c1ag forecast at Northampton I
declared Cambridge Airport which if
achieved would take me conveniently on
to the track previously followed in
attempts from Portmoak.
I was in line for a launch about
10.30am with Alan Purnell and Chris
Lovell already airborne and reporting
weak but soarable conditions. The tug
piLot was bTlefed and everything looked
rosy. Too good to be true. Then followed two abortive launches. Well I
never, that hadn't ever happened before!

Low level smoke
Third time lucky, but to my dismay I was
being launched by a different log pilot. It
is rarely very good when you don't get
what you wallt! I was losing out on the
launch height of 2000ft with nothing in
sight !oca'lly, so I burnt my boats, pressed on northwards and ended up using
some low level smoke, - what a start!
Fortunately I scrambled out of that hole
fairly quickly and was soon climbing
back to launch height.
I skirled Booker and Dunslable both
eagerly launching Iheir morning queues.
Conditions were firming up very nicely
by now and I was anticipating seeing

Calais

Tom waiting

IQ

be launched.

RAF Henlow which was hosting the
Inter-Services Regionals. Startline chatter was remarkably different from the
Lasham brand but equally noisy. A
quick flick of the switch silenced all that
and left me to concentrate on the much
more welcome sound of the Cambridge
vario. I passed Henlow which lay slightly
south of my track and then through Biggleswade and Bassingbourn. Running
quickly into the TP at Cambridge, this
was to prove the best part of the entire
flight - what a pity the pleasure of
rounding a TP is so often marred with a
photographic fumble.
Now tracking L50° towards Chelmsford conditions were not holding up just
so well. I crossed the estuaries slightly
farther east than my previous tlight to
Challock and benefited immensely in
terms of confidence from the last experience. My wife Anne had pre-arranged
with a member of the Kent GC to listen
out at Challock. My new radio was playing up in transmission but eventually as I

.I

Boulogne

•

Dunstable

• Booker

·Reading
• Lasham
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o
Dijon

went over Challock I was able to pass
the message that I was heading for the
coast and this was duly telephoned to
Lasham. All thanks to my helper at
Challock.
Between Folkestone and Dover c1oudbase was at varying lower levels with
some sea air effect. This was disappointing to say the least. I entered cloud but
was unable to make sufficient height
above the ragged base around 4000ft asl.
I was now obviously wasting valuable
time. Eventually I beaded back inland to
a firmer based cumulus and succeeded in
climbing to 5300ft and from there
returned to the coast, avoiding the small
amount of scraggy cu arriving at precisely 5000ft as!. It is difficult to describe
the feeling at that moment. The air was
crystal clear over the entire Channel. No
visible prospect of any helpful lift and no
prospect of adding that extra desirable
500ft. "Will I or won't I?" - a comment
made by Justin Wills some years ago
about having faith in your glider, flashed
through my mind. To hell with it - let's
go! If I don't go now, I'll never go! All
noble stuff.
With the crossing underway some
minutes had passed and stiB the other
side didn't seem any closer. I made the
mistake of looking back over my shoulder. Those white cliffs were surprisingly
close and the urge to turn back unbelievably strong. I reSisted and settled
SAILPLANE & GUDING

A drawing of Tom's barograph trace.

This has been a good year for Tom and
727. On June 26 he completed what Is
probably the first 500kmfllght within
ScoUand In wave, startIng from Portmaak and turning at Loch Awe on the
west coast and Buckle via Aboyne on
the north-east coast. HeIghts were
between 6000 and 11 OOOft to avoid the
need for oxygen. The next day he
attempted a long run south, first turnIng at Aboyne, and was back over
Portmoak at 13 OOOft before Ham. But
the weather south of Newcastle dIdn't
match the forecast and he landed
after 555km. This was the day John
Cadman flew south from Enterprise at
Aboyne and Andy Penswick and Jlmmy
Luke flew from Portmoak to Syerston
for DIamond distance.

down to a sedate glide in remarkably
smooth air, my eyes shifting from ASI to
vario deliberately avoiding too many
glances at the altimeter. I took the
chance to look at the scene below.
Plenty of shipping activity and movements in all directions but very little
towards the French coast, where I speculated on the splash down area if all went
wrong! Thoughts at mid channel - too
late to turn back now.

French coastline
I glanced at the altitneter now below
3500ft but holding remarkably well.
Then all of a sudden we were making
ground with a chance to look at the
French coastline. I aimed to cross at
that visible prominence just east of Cap
Gris-Nez. I observed that the line of visible convection was well inland. I had
used a bit more than half of the total
height in the crossing and had to continue very carefully if I was to negotiate
the on-shore clearance. The last thing
would be to flop near the coast. Eventually a httle chirp on the vario gently
reminding me that it was still alive. I
press 00 down to 1400ft asl. The patchwork of fields had an even symmetry of
golden brown and rich green, quite
December 1983/JaniJary 1984

unlike my usual gliding territory. We
reached the slightly ragged cumulus formation and instantly had 2kt ... 2kt of
French thermal, back into the fray, a few
gentle turns to make sure it was for rea'l
and we gained a bit of height before
pushing on for s0methiog better.

Hurried along
Quickly back to c1oudbase, which was
surprisingly still only 4000ft, I set the
same 150 course aiming to skirt the
Paris TMA on the east side with the line
on the French half million map projected
confidently to the river Seine through
Troyes to Dijon and beyond! I was now
trying to make up for lost time and
abandoned the hassle of pinpointing
those unpronounceable place names.
Major rivers and straight line roads were
to keep me right as I tried to hurry
along. I crossed the river Somme to the
east of unseen Amiens down through
Roye, Noyon, Soissons with cloudbase
rising gradually.
A significant weather change lay
ahead to the east of Paris TMA. The
convection divided into formidable cloud
streets spaced at considerable intervals
casting deadly shadows over the intervening areas. Cloudbase was now back
up to the Cambridgeshire level of 5000ft
and I was able to fly just below base. I
could See the adjoining streets; the end
of the ooe to fhe starboard Side was in
sight. The other massive street to the
portside disappeared into a forbidding
black sunless mass. I decided to stick to
the one in the middle. Luckily this
proved to be the one that went furthest.
I was now more or less on a souther'ly
h.eading and il1evitably abandoned the
route to Troyes.
Thoughts were beginning to turn to
the aim of landing at an airfield if possible. Still high, I passed over an airfield
with parachuting in progress, probably
La Ferte-Gaucher. The end of the street
in sight meant a glide out over the Seine
towards Sens, then lots of flat areas by
0

the river Yonne, but no airstrips that I
could see. I continued to follow the river
getting steadily lower. 1 hadn't thought I
would get this far down the river which
now -turned abruptly to the east round a
hill.
I had abandoned the map a ,little way
back and now concentrated on an early
landing. Joigny (I discovered the name
later) was out of sight until I rounded
the hill. The pic,ture postcard setting of
Joigny straddling the river and rising up'
the hillside was truly a sight for sore
eyes. There just had to be an airfield
here. I scanned along tbe flat areas at
river level but nothing showed up.. I
lifted my eyes to the hill just above the
township and could just ma'ke out a
slender black line Cllt into the forest
edge. It just had to be an airheld. I had
enough height to flyover loigny pa.rallel
to the strip. The approach was over the
edge of the forest and I opted for a landing on the grass parallel ~o the larnlac
runway. The time was 1950hrs (2050
local time).
Joigny airield sported a neat modern
clubhouse and a hangar full of light aircraft. The bad news was that everyone
including the owner had abandoned the
place, put the shutters up and had gone
off on holiday.

Sole rescuer
Shortly after parking the Nimbus, my
one and only rescuer arrived having seen
me gliding overhead. He turned out to
be a construction foreman with enough
English to deal with the situation. He
whisked me off to the local gendarmerie
(at my request) in the hope of a quick
telephone call to Lasham. No chance!!
Oh - they were very helpful. Unfortunately my arrival coincided with the
report of a major road accident and a
shooting! and boy! do those Frenchmen
go on.
Next day the magnificent aerotow
retrieve was done by Ray Foot and
Johnny Taylor with the Robin arriving
exactly on time at Il.30am. The retrieve
was a lengthy four hour tow via the customs airfield at Troyes, Le Touquet control and back across the Channel under
lowish cloud and poor visibility to a customs landing at Lydd, eventually arriving
back at Lasham before the light ·failed.
The distance unfortunately fell short of
my aim and totalled 666km which means
only one thing - if at first you don't
succeed - FLY, FLY, AGAIN!!!
III
Please send your editorIal contributions to
our Cambridge office. By force of habIt
many of you stili use the Leicester address
which wastes valuable time.
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An Airborne Compute,r and Area
Navigation System
P.

w.

JAMES

Peter works at RAE, Farnborough and began gliding at Cambridge In 1958. He has flown at Lasham for 21 years and now has a Vega.

This story really began with an OIR flight
from Portmoak to Aboyne on October
22, 1979. I was indeed the "phantom
glider pilot" the Bath and Wilts. Club
pilots spotted over Loch Muick (S&G,
April, 1982, p84). Those pilots will
never forget that magnificent wave day,
sitting in the sunshine above the brilliant
white clouds which stretched as an
unbroken layer south of Aboyne as far as
the eye could see. However the douds
did make navigation a bit of a problem,
and started me thinking about building a
practical navigation system for a glider.
The obvious choice is VOR (VHF
Omnidirectional Range). This uses the
frequency band 108 to 118MHz, just
below the VHF communication frequen. cies, and the antenna is of convenient size
for putting in a glider. The fundamental
property of a VOR station is that it radiates, for each direction, a signal which is
effectively labelled with that direction.
The airborne receiver uses a decoder to
read off this information, and the result is
the bearing of the aircraft as seen from
the station, in degrees clockwise from
magnetic north.

tronic developments of recent years come
to the rescue. The first is the microprocessor, and the second is the syntbesiser. The synthesiser consists of some
clever silicon chips which accept a digital
code and tune the receiver almost instantaneously to a desired channel. The
microprocessor, together with other
memory chips holding the programme,
forms a dedicated computer, which can
calculate the aircraft's positioG using the
station posit,ions and the observed bearings. But it can do much more than this,
as we shall see.

LIqUid crystal displays

Equipmenl filled in the panel. The position displayed
is 5r 11' N, r 2' W.

.:---., -' _.

",
'.~

Stations plentiful

I

After obser.ving the VOR readout, we
know we are somewhere along a certain
radial line from the station. Clearly" we
need more information to gel our exact
position. One solution is to use the VOR
receiv,er over again to get a bearing from
another station. Our position is where the
two radials intersect. Of course this
method relies on the stations being sited
to make this possible, and fortunately this
is the case anywhere over the British
Isles, apart from some of the outer
islands.
The basic mode of operation could be
as follows. First pick two or more stations. Tune the receiver to the first station, observe the bearing and draw the
appropriate radial line on tine map. Then,
before the aircraft has moved too far,
tune to the second station, observe the
bearing and draw another radial.
Although th,is may be enough for a rough
fix, continue with further stations for confirmation and more accuracy.
h is not practicable to draw lines on
maps in the air, nor, with currently available VOR receivers, to keep up continual
rapid retuning. This is where two elec-
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The navigator removed from the panel with the cover
taken off to show the computer. The VOR receiver is
in the box on the right.

The rear view of the panel showing the navigator.
Photos: John Cochrane.

The 'cho-ice of display was a problem
because the characters need to be sufficiently large and bold, so as lo be read
with a quick glance. Eyes are better employed looking out for other gliders than
for peering at a liny and complex dis'play.
The device iUSes liquid crystal displays,
which are readable in Ihe brightest light
and consume negilig,ible power. Their
only drawback is that they stop workiIlg
at low temperatures when the liquid
freezes. TIle photo shows Ihe equipment
,installed in the lower part of the pane! of
a Vega. The two windows are for the
liquid crystal displays, each with four
digits. There are heaters behind the displays, energised below - 5°C by a
bi-metallic switch. Below is a pad of sixteen keys, arranged in the manner of a
calculator. The antenna is a horizontal
Vee inside the fuselage behind the pilot's
seat.
The computer is built round a
Motorola MC6800 microprocessor with
8Kbytes of programme memory, and this
sits just behind the panel. The VOR
receiver is fitted on the back of fhe computer. This close placing turned out to be
a mistake because of the radio interference from the computer! Current consumptioI1 from the 12v battery is O.5A.
The receiver is completely under the control of the microprocessor and cannot be
tuned by hand. It carlnot even obtain
bearings on its own. It jl.lst puts out raw
signals and the computer does the rest.
This approach saves hardware and also
makes it easy to apply corrections.
Let us follow the operation of the system from a cold start. The first task of the
computer will be to select a group of
VOR stations, so it runS a procedure ca1SAILPLANE & GLIDING

led the station s.elector. As the position is
unknown, the station selector starts by
stepping the receiver through the list of
stations. It normally finds one within a
few seconds, and this gives a rough indication as to what part of the .c;ountry we
are in. The station selector carries on
looking for ano,ther station, examining
candidates near the one already found.
As soon as it has two stations, the computer starts running its main programme,
.called the measurement cycle.
The measurement cycle tunes the
receiver in turn to each station in the
active list of stations, checks its Morse
identification and measures the bearing.
After every measurement it calculates the
aircraft posi,tion, and will display it if position mode is selecled. With Iwo stations
the machine is usually up and navigating,
but there is no security as the computer
cannot detect bearing errors and accuracy
can be poor because of bad geometry. So
,the computer continues to run the station
selector as a background activity, stealing
the receiver from the measurement cycle
from time 10 time.
The measurement cycle can handle up
to four stations. But what happens when
the station selector finds a fifth station?
Then the computer calculates a geometrical figure of merit for each combination
of four out of the five stations, and picks
the best gfOUp of fOUL Otherwise expressed, one of the old stations is
replaced by the new one if a better ,configuration thereby results. This mechanism is designed to keep the system
navigating on a new optimum group of
stations, the group changing as we fly
across country.
The primary output of the navigation
system is a position expressed in latitude

and longitude. Pushing the POS key
shows it in degrees and minutes of arc,
consistent with ,the grids printed on air
maps. tn addition I provide a few more
useful ,display modes. Many people like
to relate position to somewhere on the
ground, such as the home site, a nearby
town, or a goal or turning point. The
machine therefore has a "track" mode in
which, after a goal has been keyed in, it
shows the distance to the goal in nautical
miles and the magnetic track in degrees.
To enter the goal, we either use latitude
and longitude, or select from a built-in
table of the more common goals. The
device can do everything a final glide calculator can do. A push of the SPD key
displays the optimum speed-to-fly and
the proper heading. It selects speed to
give the best glide angle to the goal, but I
can override this and enlter any desired
speed. The HIT lGey displays the h~ig,ht at
which I need to be to reach the goal. I
have to tell the computer the wind vector
and how high to arrive at the goal, and
whether waterbaUasl is carried. 11 already
knows the polar of the glider. I can enter
much of this information on ,the ground
before the flight, so only a single button
needs to be pressed for each display.
Since the firslt flight in April t 982, I
have been checking the device over the
country nearlasham. It is possible to use
the set as a straight VOR receiver and
display the bearings. These commonly
show biases of up to five degrees, and this
leads to typical errors of around two
miles. Some way of calibrating out the
biases seems toO be called for. Another
source of error appears to be due to the
antenna, which is far 'from omnidirectional
and has several sharp nulls. As the glider
circles the rapid fading caused by the
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antenna can give rise to erratic bearings.
A possible solution might be to use more
than one antenna and use the one giving
the strongest signal at each moment of
time.
It is not usually possible to receive
signals on the ground but the system
seems to be usable down to about 100ft
above Lasham. Over Portmoak, VOR
stations can only be heard down to about
1000ft, because of the effect of the surrounding hills. An extreme case is the
Inverness station, situated at sea level
and so badly screened by mountains that
it is useless over much of the Scottish
Highlands. Clearly it would be dangerous
to let down through cloud to a site surrounded by mountains when the cloud is
below the mountain tops, as the signals
may be lost while still in cloud. For safety
we would have to divert and descend over
flat, low ground. I had to use the system
last October to get back from Aboyne to
Portmoak. There were no holes on the
way big enough to get a check point, but
fortunately the Benarty and Bishop hills
were stirring up local waves and created
two correspondi'ng holes to let down
through.

A complete system
What are. the possible extensions of the
device? An obvious enhancement
wou'ld be to ten the computers about the
aircraft height and what the air is doing.
An absolute pressure transducer could be
added to measure height, and by differentiation act as a variomeler. Then, with an
airspeed transducer, we get a complete
air data system.
Availability of airspeed opens up the
possibility of dead reckoniog, provided a
suitable compass is added. Perhaps a
three-dimensional f1l1xgate compass could
be used. With suitable software taking
into account the aircraft kl'nemaolics, the
computer could obtain an accuralte heading in spite of banking. With a mix of
dead reckoning and VOR navigation, the
reported position would vary much more
smoothly than with VOR alone, and as a
bonus the system would find its own wind
vector.
Another possibility is to connect a cassette recorder and record a continuous
log of position throughout the flight. A
replay system 011 the ground would later
teadthe tape and draw a chart of the aircraft path, analogous to a barograph trace
bO't considerably more informative. I can
imagine that tine \i.me will come when, far
from being illegal as at present, such a
device will be compulsory in competitions. Thils will eliminate the need for TP
photographs and unfailingly catch those
who infringe controlled airspace.
11
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by
PLflTYPUS
MORE TINSFOS*
A little while ago I kissed a tearful goodbye to my lovely 21
metres and acquired a share in a dinky little glider. I have two
thoughts on this change:
(1) Little gliders are ideal for doing the short safe outlandings
that you don't have to do if you have a big glider.

Thus, for a West Country TP:
A daring young nun of Devizes
Has a habit the Bishop despises
It's not the cut of her cloth
That brings on his wrath
But her love life which rather surprises
I like the double entendre on habit, geddit? No? Oh well, please
yourself.
Eastwards is trickier. Bury St Edmunds and Cambridge aren't
very amenable and the editor won't let me do the one aoout the
young lady from Diss. The number of times she says (his is a
family magazine - has she seen what they get up (0 in family
magazines these days?

WRITER'S CRAMP
Many people are curious as to exactly how Platypus unleashes
his creative genius and generates all this wit, drollery and occasionally profound observation. Actually that's a lie: there's only
one person who keenly wants to know and that's the editor,
whose interest is not so much in how my muse works, but whether
and when She (muses are female, as you classical scholars all
know) is going to come up with the goods before the printer puts

Short safe outlandings
(2) Little gliders are ideal for doing the derigging and retrieving
that you don't have to do if you have a big glider.
'There is no substitute for span.

~ ";i'~".,.~,..,.,.,~~._;.._
!

PLATYPOMES
Whenever I fly on a task I find myself churning out limericks
about the towns that represent the turning points. The limericks
have nothing to do with gliding but help keep the mind occupied
- so as not to waste time on such trivia as navigation, calculating
rates of climb, average cross-country speeds, final glides, etc.
Since everyone will soon have computers to do all those things
for us, there should be no need for the brain cells to do anything
but meditate. Contest pilots could be given a theme by the tasksetters immediately before take-off and the winning pilot would
be the one who had written the best sonnet - or epic poem if it's

BALLOO~ABOON

SPOON
SOON
J\}~~

MOON

I

An epic poem
a 500km triangle - by the time he gets back. The prizes for
speed and distance will of course be awarded to the manufacturers of the glider and the onboard avionics.
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Creative genius
on his little square hat (they make them from bits of scrap paper,
of which there's a great deal lying about) and goes home. Come
to think of it the printer doesn't wear his little square bat outside
the works, but never mind. The fact is I try to think of anything
but this column until 24 hours before the presses roll.
Rika Harwood used to send a series of postcards written up in
advance saying Nag! then Nag! Nag! then Nag! Nag! Nag!! which
constituted a sort of three-line whip: She who must be obeyed.
Gillian (excuse the familiarity) just sends a small, beautifully
typed note praising the last column far beyond Its worth and
pleading for the next one - with a PS to the effect that my
tailplane has been kidnapped and taken hostage and will be
returned in exchange for two pages of legible, non-libellous copy
(never mind the quality, feel the deadline) so I rni'ght as well get
to her on Fr,iday if I want to fly on Saturday, mightn't I? Then
under the gun, al)\ this tumbles out onto -the virgin paper in about
an hour. It looks it too, you may say, but at least I deliver it,
garbage or not.
I am ashamed to say that my own club, beyond dispute the
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Damn NOTAMS

best club in Britain (I go round other clubs initiating bar brawls
like this) fails with almost clockwork regularity to deliver any
club notes. I don't know whether this matters all that much, since
I find Club News almost as dreary as competition reports (even
the comps I've flown in come into this class, and especially ones
thatI've written up myself under one of my noms de plume) but
if we're going to have a Club News section, then for Pete's sake
the leading clubs in the land have an especial duty to tell the
world what they are doing or at least that they are still in business.

Being asked to task set at a Comp is a bit like being asked to a
partytha! you know is going to be prelty grim - you don't want
to go but you're furious if you're not invited. Once the invitation
comes, f1aHery and vanity work their usual evil spell and you're
'stuck with it. (Same goes for organising conferences, by the
way.) 1 was contemplating what the nastiest features of task
setting were, and wondering what could be done about them.
The wors't is the bumf and bureaucracy. My pet nightmare is
that I will inadvertently send 50 pilots through six: purple airways
or other prohibited areas in a row because I failed to read all the
NOTAMS properly. I imagine the Queen Mum, while quietly
doing low level strafing runs in a Tornado in the middle of Birmingham, is suddenly sUHounded by clouds of glass-fibre
because Platypus mistook the date on one of several hundreds of
pieces of essential reading. A long term in the Tower for Plat,
prospects of knighthood (previously considered by all in wellconnected circles to be a dead cert) irretrievably blasted; ruin,
disgrace. W'ake up screaming.
AB that sort of thing could be computerised: you feed in your
task - itself alr.eady optimised by a computer using weather data
direct from satellite - into the termina'l, which is of course
updated daily by the Air Ministry, and a synthesised voice booms
"OK Plat, you're on", or more often "Another blunder! Try
again." Next thing would be to get the NOTAM computer and
the weather computer to talk to each other on the phone (they
can do that already, honest) and between them decide the task
and cut out the middle man. The advantages of this is that a
computer can't be psyched out or browbeaten by a bunch of
manipulative egotists whose attitude to any task depends entirely
on whether they are in the lead or trailing. Especially so when
the decision to scrub is hanging in the balance. I don't know what

A duty to tell us what they are doing

'I'm not blaming the CFl-manager (else I'm grounded) or the
chairman (else I'm expelled under rule 16 - the one about
ungentlemanly conduct - and that would be a pity since it's 23
y.ears since 1 fell foul of that rule, though I've been grounded
immmerable times) but someone, somewhere is falling down on
the job.
Madame Editor (I'm only allowed to get familiar once a year)
has to deal with people sending in illegible club news in pencil on
pieces of Bronco, or even trying to dictate it over the 'phone. My
robust and insensitive view is that the non-appearance of the
required text on the due dates should cause a note to appear in
the appropriate space saying "The Bedfordshire Incipients GC
has, not submitted a report this month - for the third time in a
row." Shame, chagrin and public humiliation may bring these
slackers to heel. (Some chance, Ed.)
OK, so we drive around in a trailer at dead of night kidnapping
tailplanes . . .

11

It's the Tower for Plat

------------------it says about today's pilots but "Scrub" is almost always greeted
by hysterical cheering. The only chap who doesn't cheer is the
one who is currently second by a few points. It wasn't like that in
Rocky Stone's day, I can tell you.
But I'll leave those other bugbears of task setters - the pilots,
the weather, the contest director - to another occasion. When
I've consulted my lawyer. (He's already working overtime. EO.)

Tailpiece, Saturday, October 8, 1l.OOam
I'm duty pilot and writing this sitting on a pile of tyres in a
freezing cold wind with Light drizzle. Some fools insist on Uying
so I'm stuck here. My fingers are fwzen so my writing is slowly
becoming illegible - I begin now to understand where and how
those pathetic club news notes originate. . .
It
December 198:3IJanuary 1984
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TAPES FOR GLIDING INSTRUCTION
DEREK PIGGon
There is nothing very new about using
tape recordings as an aid to instruction
as I do but I find it surprising that i:t has
not been adopted more widely for gliding. They can offer an attractive alternative or supplement to reading and are
relatively inexpensive to make. Because
of the individual nature of gliding
instruction, it is impractical for the
instructor to cover every detail with each
student. Usually the instructor has a
number of students, all at varying stages.
Inevitably SOme are left to read or to
discover for themselves information
which the instructor would have wanted
to cover if only he had the time.
Many people do not have the time or
patience to read and absorb a lengthy
book but welcome listening to a tape as
they drive to work or ,to the airfield for
their next flying session. You can even
listen to them in bed!
There are many different types and
forms of tape recordings each with their
particular advantages and problems.
They all have the great advantage that
the instructor knows exactly what the
tape contains. This is particularly important with briefings for emergency procedures such as cable breaks. Although a
briefing does not constitute a lesson, it is
a comfort to know that all aspects of the
subject have been covered. It is only too
easy to omit a vital piece of information
which does not happen to be particularly
relevant on that day.
Tape recordings can be used for short
briefings, comprehensive talks, entertainment and home study.
A plain tape cassette has the advantage of being cheap and requires only a
cassette player. This is ideal for a short
subject. Ideally it would have a booklet
of illustrations or an automatic slide projector to give the listener visual information at the same time. But this is both
impractical and undesirable in a car. Of
course, an actual talk by a competent
instructor would always be better but
tape does have the advantage that it can
be played over and over again and
perhaps listened to as a refresher at the
start of each season.
I use these 15 to 20 minute briefings
for launching emergencies on car or
aerotow and for a briefing on field landings. They form a good basis for the air
instruction and seem to be reasonably
effective.
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There are a number of exercises in the
training of a glider pilot that really do
need more than ;ust tne air instruction.
But how many students actually receive
these briefings at the gfiding club? Misunderstandings and not being ,told about
various aspects cause probllems, slow
progress and even accidents. Bad
weather programmes are one way of
tackling this problem but there will
always be .a number of students who miss
some or all of the sessions. I have produced
notes fnr instructors to help them give
comprehensive lecture briefings and
these are required to be signed off on a
progress sheet before solo. Where this
proves impractical the tapes can be used.
These lecture briefings are important
because they help to extend the knowledge of the student. The pilot who only
thinks about and learns about gliding on
his training flights at the gliding site
often has very little background knowledge. As a beginner it saves time and
money to read books and to listen to and
discuss other people's problems and
experiences and it is for this reason that
I have produced a number of tapes for
sale.

Some absolutely essential
There are lots of things which might
be the subject of talks, but some which
are, in my opinion, absolutely essential.
Stalling, incipient and full spins, the
effect and use of airbrakes, aerotow and
wire launch procedures and emergencies
and circuit planning including situations
such as running out of height etc. Without a carefully prepared briefing, vital
pieces of information may be left out.
Personally I do very little pre-flight
briefing, Ijust outline what I expect to
do or the student to do on each flight.
Instead I introduce my new exercises or
manoeuvres in the air and then explain
them afterwards.
During the Motor Glider Study in
Texas the instructor's time was being
paid for by the student and there was
seldom time to de-brief at length. After
a flight and a brief explanation, I would
put on the tape briefing for that stage or
refer the student to the appropriate
chapter in a book. Tbey also had access
to the tape again when they arrived for
their next flying session to remind them

of their last flight. This proved very
popular with the American students.
This kind of tape briefing also provides the instructors with a useful guide
and review if they are going 10 give a
similar talk themselves. They also help
to keep the general instruction standardised and going along the right lines.
There are several ways of making
these recordings. At first you may find
that you have to have a live audience: I
used to give the talk to a group of students. With more practice you wil'! be
able to sit in front of the microphone and
give the same briefing and this eliminates most of the background noise. The
alternative is to write out the wb01e
briefing and get a good reader to record
it. This is a lengthy business and often
lacks the enthusiasm and spontaneity of
the live recording.
A few sketches ()[ photo copies of
drawings help the explanations and keep
the students' attention, but even widlOut
these visual aids the students seerrl so
highly motivated that they listen intently
and often insist on playing the tape
through a second time alone sitting.
Where tJhe audience is static, the syncronised tape/slide presentation is very
effective but it does need the special projector and it takes an incredible amount
of time and effort to c,ollect the necessary slides, record the tape and get it all
nicely synchroRised. We have a number
of programmes made by the s'taff and
members at Lasham on daily inspections,
airfield hazards, cloud types and formations and a useful introductory talk CilO
our site which we show to all our course
members on arrival. This keeps them
happy while we get the gliders inspec,ted'
or do other Monday morning jobs.
However, it is noticeable how after even
a year or so these carefully made slide/
tape programmes begin to date.
A number of my American students
always brought their own pocket recorders and every word I uttered in the air
and on the ground was carefully preserved to be run through at home. ShJdents do quite often misunderstand their
instructors and being able to play back
and relive the flight must be a very valuable asset to learning quickly. It alS0 has
a salutary effect on theinstrllctors and,
hopefully, makes them think more carefully about their instruction. This is, of
course, normal technique on instructors'
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

courses where it is particularly important
for the trainee to be able to hear his own
instruction and recognise how he can
make it more potent. CFIs might like to
try recording their instructors at work
with students on training flights. They
would be surprised how ineffective many
instructors are and would be able to help
them to improve their techniques.
The latest thing, of course, is video
whi<;h offers the possibility of making
your own training programmes. Once
again it is a very time consuming business and only certain aspects of training
may be worth filming. You might think
that a film on the effects of controls

would be useful but hl pract,ice it would
only be worth showing to the absolute
beginner and to people who might be
enticed into trying a flight by seeing how
simple it all is. Unless the original is
made on professiona'l equipment the
quality of the final prints may not be
very good and it might not be worth the
effort and expense of making them. A
number of clubsa!ready have video cassette programmes about their club to
show to pwspective members. One of
my projects for this winter is a trial programme on learning to land and it
remains to be seen whether it is a success
or not.

HOW SAFE IS YOUR TRAILER?
Own.ers of gliders spend many hours and
not inconsiderable sums of money on the
maintenance and good condition of their
gliders. Conversely however it seems
Ihat, in general, little or no attention is
paid to maintaining the trailers in which
many of the pampered gliders live. Last
year we discovered quite by chance that
we had two problems on the trailer, both
potentially dangerous and damaging to
the glider. These concerned the tyres and
the suspension.
Tyres We happened to notice deep
splits in the treads of both tyres - the
splits ran about one third of the way
round the circumference of each (see
photograph). As the tyres were only

The tyre is being squeezed to make the split mere
apparent.

about two or three years old and had
trailed for less than 4000 miles I phoned
the manufacturer to complain.
The tyres were 5.60-13 crossply and I
learned thal they were rated for a Max of
360kg each (ie nOkg for a pair) up to a
speed of 50mph and inflated to 29psi.
Max. We had a trailer with an AUW of
800kg and had inflated the tyres to 35psi
to stop them looking flat and had then
regularly cruised motorways (abroad of
course) at 65rnph!
When I told this to the tyre manufacturer he suggested that far from having a
complaint we were a very good advertisement for his tyres. We could easily
have burst a tyre when travelling fast ...
The splits were due to overstressing.
I was advised that the Min tyre rating
for a trailer of up to 800kg and up to
December 1983/January 1984

50mph is 5.90-13 crossply or 155-13
radials. For 800kg at over SOmph we
were recommended to go for 165-13
radials. Recommended pressures for
either type of tyre were 30psi for that
.
weight.
There is some commonality of ratillg
between the various makes of tyres bu,t to
any trailer owner in any doubt may I suggest checking widl the manufacturers of
whatever tyre you use. I cannot guarantee that the figures which I was given will
apply universally.
Suspension If the suspension on a trailer
is not working effectively, damage can be
caused to both the trailer and to the
glider inside by shock "'lads being transferred directly from the road (bumps,
potholes, even .. joints" in the road or
motorway) to the trailer and thus to the
glider. The suspension is meant to cushion bumps but if it is worn or overloaded
it will not do so.
Many trailers built in the last five years
have been fitted with some form of independent suspension units which use the
compressibility of rubber to provide the
springing. ThiS is the type fitted to our
trailer and is the subject of the second
part of this article.
. The problem we found, and which
probably applies to many other owners of
similarly equipped trailers, is that the
suspension units are de~igned to be at rest
unloaded. Glider trailers however tend to
spend most of their time loaded ie, with
the suspension compressed. After a couple of years of being compressed the rubber tends to lose its springiness and so the
suspension loses its cushioning effect.
Damage to both trailer and glider can
result.
Trailers usually have 15cwt or 1 ton
units on them. Bear in mind that 15cwt is
762kg and you will see that where these
units are used they are often almost permanently fully laden.

Finally, if you don't already use tapes,
try them. They won't be as ,good as an
actual instructor talking personally to a
student but they are an effective substitute and certainly better than no briefing
at all. If you are a student, why not take
a small recorder up on your next training
session. You will certainly find it interesting and helpful to be able to play it all
back and think about. things while on the
ground.
I expect you will find as I do that not
every instructor will agree a 100 % with
what is said on the tapes. But this is one
of the things you have to ,Jive with if you
make recordings.

a

GEORGE COPPEN
It is quite simple to test whether the
suspension is operating sa tisfactorily.
Park the loaded trailer normally on a
,fairly level and hard surf<\ce. Then take
the glider out and see if the trailer rises
on its s·uspension. If it does, either the
,rear of the trailer or else the stand bar at
the front will be clear of the ground and
the trailer will rock to and fro. If the
trailer is still soUdly on the ground at both
ends, dren the suspension is tired. The

photograph shows the difference between
the old mis-shapen rubber caused by
three years' use and tQe original round
section. There is little spring left in the
old piece.

Noticeable difference
We have Indispension units on our
trailer which were refurbished last winter
for a very moderate cost by the manufacturers in Bolton. At the same time we had
them upgraded from 15cwt to I ton and
the difference was noticeable. (The
trailer tows better for one thing.)
To prolong the life of the units one
should try to park the trailer as high as it
will go on the stand bar when it is empty.
If you have to park the trailer load.ed,
after a retrieve for instance, lift the front
as far as you can when putting down the
stand bar. Then re-set it when next you
.
take the glider out.
This article does not attempt to cover
all that needs to be checked on a trailer..
It only sets out to try and identify for
others, before it is too late, two possible
problem areas which we happened la
come across. Hopefully it ,is cOllvenient1ly
timed for action, should any be necessary,
to be taken during this winter.

a
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ROMORANTIN - "VAUT LE VOYAGE"
MAX BISHOP describes a gliding paradise on our doorsteps
Gerard Lherm, the French pilot placed
sixth in the Open Class at the Hobbs'
World Championships, is a warrant
officer in the French Air Force. During
the L2 months preceding the Championships he flew a slaggeriAg SOOhrs in a
Nimbus 3 belonging to the Air Force.
TIlis aircraft is normally based at. the FAF
Soaring Centre at Romorantin (Lair et
Cher). Whereas in Britain direct public
financing of gliding is restricted mainly to
the Air Cadet organisation (now being
re.~equipped by Schleicher and
Schempp-Hirth), the French government
continues to support gliding for regular
servicemen, thus promoting airmindedness in those who normally work on the
ground. The. fruits of this policy can be
seen at Romorantin, which is lavishly
equipped for advanced soaring and
cross-country training (basic training is
done at regional clubs). The fleet comprises 26 high-performance gliders
(Janus, Calif, LS-4, ASW-20, Nimbus 2
and 3), and the Centre is staffed by 14
very experienced instructors, most of
whom are also either administrators or
glider repairers.

Classic soaring weather
Each year in June the Centre hosts the
French Air Force National Championships, and for several years now an invitation has been extended to a RAFGSA
team to compete. This year we were also
joined by a team from the German Air
Force, and were lucky enough to hit some
of the best soaring weather since the
legendary summer of '76.
Three tasks of around 200km, three of
between 300 and 3S0km, one of S70km
and one of 760km was the final tally. An
average task length of 363km and an
overall completion rate - in the ISM
Class - of about 70%, with average
speeds in the high 80s is not perhaps the
dreamland of New Mexico or Nullarbor,

but not bad for somewhere that's only
half a day's drive from Dover.
Neither Hobbs 1983 (6S7km) nor
Waikerie 1974 (707km) could match
Romorantin for task length. The 760km
triangle, with TPs near Roanne in the
Lyons area, and near Dreux, north of
Chartres, was not just a show of bravura.
Two pilots - Castel (Nimbus 2) and
Bonnot (ASW-17) - a,ctually completed
it, and there would undoubtedly have
been some ISM finishers if there hadn't
been a 2Skt headwind to contend with on
the st(;cond, 360km long, northerly leg.
The competition was conducted in a
pleasantly relaxed and democratic manner. Earnestly seeking a signature for my
barograph on Day I, I was told that barographs were not needed. "We always find
out eventually if someone is a cheat ..."
A "silent start" ground clock system was
used, which worked extremely well
because the rules (for penalties etc) were
thrashed out and agreed by all pilots at
the first morning briefing, The organisers'
flexible approach was well illustrated on
the 760km day. 10 give everybody the
best chance of completing the task, they
declared that there would be no speed
points and dele'ted the startline, allowing
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everyone to set off straight from tow.
Even the three-course lunch with wineon most days consumed under a succulent
sky which would have seen any selfrespecting Anglo-Saxon 7Skm down
track - was brought forward an hour so
that launching could start early.
The final day was perhaps the most
exhilarating - a 300km "butterfly" over
the lakes and forests of the Sologne. The
scorers wanted everyone back early, so
the director, Jean Jacques Couture,
announced a "regatta" start. All pilots
were timed from the moment the line
opened. The numbers in each Class were
sufficiently small to ensure that competitive instincts did not endanger flight
safety, 'but when you can actual,ly see the
opposition mosl -of the time it certainly
sharpens up the aggressive edge. Not to
be recommended fot British Nationals!
The area around Romorantin is ideal
for restful fami;ly holidays. Vineyards,
rivers., forests, the magnificent Renaissance chateaux of the Loire (good TPs)
and historic towns I.ike Orleans, Tours,
Amboise and Bourges. There are several
well-established civilian clubs iA the area
which welcome visit'ors with or withoUI
their own glider. The Aerodub de la Sologne at Romoran'tin itself is one, and
Iss~lUdlln another. The Federation Fran- ,
~aise du VQI a Voile (29 rue de Sevres,
75006 Paris) will provide details of all
clubs. An off-peak return sailing from
Dover to Boulogne in June with P&O
cost a total of £162 for a Chrysler Alpine,
three people and a Mini Nimbus trailer.
A Customs and Excise form XS 29A
(Specification for Temporary Exportation of an Aircraft) proved most useful ill
smoothing the passage through British
customs.
Why go all the way to Australia when ,
there is a soaring Mecca on your doorstep
... and t,he wine's better! The Romorantin area warrants three stars in any
Michelin Guide to gliding. It's worth the
journey.
11
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BUYING A TUG?
Then the deliberations of Southdown GC which led them to choose a
Pawnee 235s might well be helpful. JOAN CLOKE recalls how they reached
their decision and reports on the success of the tug after Its first season.
Our problem was that the trees were getting taller and the engine of the Super Cub
was gelling older. The topmos t branches of
the trees at the end 01 the runway seemed
perilously close to the two-sea.ters on some
days. Our site at Par'ham in Wes-tSussex is a
grass airfield dating from the 1930s.11 is a
.mile frOm the Downs and is surwunded by
trees. The ma,in runway is abou t 900 yards
long and tfue runway is about 700 Y!lrds.
Because of the size of the site we have
limited the membership to abol,lt 200 flying
members and recently the number of privately owned gliders has been pegged at
20. We do jus10ver 6500launches a year of
whiCh some 3600 are aerotows and the rest
are winch launches. The increas·ing
number ofcross-country pilots has brought
a good deal of pressure on aerotowing al
soaring times and the growing numbers of
high performance gliders on site has
emphasised the need for a <tug with adequate JX)wer. Looking ·to ·the future and the
possilJility of owning, at some time, a
glass-fibr·e two-seater, we realised that Ithe
time had come to examine our aerotO\Ving
operation.
It seemed to us that we had three
0ptions . The first was to replace the 150hp
engine in our existing Super Cub.; the second to substitute a 180hp engine and the
last was to buy a more powerful aircraft.

The three options

I

The first option was attractive since it was
the least expensive and meant that we
could retain a well tried and mainly acceptable tl!lg, but it would impose hmitations on
towing and did not fit our established policy of steadily updating the fleet. The second choice would give us the power we
needed initially but would inevitably
deteriorate and in the end we might not be
much better off. The third option led to a
search for a new tug.
Our tugmaster, Angus Buchanan, led
the project and after a good deal of
research recommended that we should
consider buying a Pawnee. These singleseater, low wing aircraft have been used for
crop spraying for many years but recent
developments of land vehicles with low
pr~ssure tyres have decreased their popularity and some have come on the market.

I
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Ta'lgarth has used one successfully for
some time alld John Bally agreed to bring
their tug 10 Parham for trials during September of last year. We had a1lready visited
Booker to see their 180hp Super Cubs in
action and had a good idea of their performance and of the technical details of conversion.
The P!lwnee trials at Parbam, in very
difficult weather conditioos, enabled us to
tryout take-off and circuit operations and
to make noise comparisons witb the Super
Cub. Noise is important to us and becomes
increasingly so as the village expands and
the houses creep ever closer. The difficulty
of accurate measurement is that the perception of noise is partly subjective and it
was c1earfrom ,the trials tha't while the extra,
power of the Pawnee would enable us to
avoid locally sensitive ar;eas and 'Use
reduced (X>wer for much of the time, the
sound of the engine and propeller was
noticeably different from that oHhe Super
Cub. It was not necessarily louder.

A crucial decision
Dick Stratton, BOA technical officer,
has said that the purchase of a tug is probably the most important decision a club has
to make (apantfrom buying a site ofcourse)
and the club committee was very aware of
this. It cQnsidered eight different factors in
coming to its decision: noise, safety, reliability, launch turn-round, ease of flying,
flexibility of use, running costs and capital
costs. The decision was to buy a Pawnee
235. A 'major consideration was safety.
The increased boundary clearance is lhe
major safety factor for both tug aod glider
pilot, but additionally the Pawoee cockpit
is virtually a safety cab mounted above the
engine. There is good visibility and excellent manoeuvrability. A disadva,ntage is
that being a single-seater it could not be
used for pilot training and checking, nor
could it be used for transport or navigation
exercises. We made inquiries and found
that if the noise really became a problem it
might be possible to fit a Hoffmann four
blade propeller for which trials are taking
place abroad. Propeller noise is the only
real problem and then only at Max revs.
Nothing in aviation is simple or straightforward. After a lot of work, many visits, a
great deal of help and advice from many

people, and several changes of plan we
bought a Pawnee 2358 (gravity feed system) with a rebuilt engilie and a sound
airframe in good condition with no signs of
corrosion. We think there are advantages
in the gravity feed model as opposed to the
wing tanks and during tbe hot, airless
summer we had no problems with fuel
supply.
We did our financial homework in Considerable detail and by the time the Pawnee
arrived on site had come to the conclusion
that we might just be able to afford to keep
the Super Cub as well. So we decided to run
an experiment during the summer and if it
proved s'uccessful we would operate two
tugs. We begged our members to realise
that the scheme was not necessarily permanent and that in the end we might have
to sell one of the tugs.
Thatwas in early summer. Therestofthe
story will be familiar to all tug operators.
We had two lugs on site for two days. Then
the 'Super Cub engine expired. It returned
to operations with a replacemenl engine
two months later. The soaring season is
over and we have oot been able to carry out
our experiment and we have not been able
to do the technical and operating trials as
we had planned. We are stm not cerltain
that we can afford two tugs but our cash
flow is standing up well and we are hopeful.
We normally fly below full power and have
had no complaints about noise so far. We
have encountered no operating problems.
The Pawnee seems to be reasonably
economical provided that it is flown competently and it appears to use 1.25 gallons
of MOgas fora tow to 2000ft. We should he
able to give a more detailed and accurate
account next year.

Unstintlng help
The project involved a great deal of time
and hard work by club members,especially
our tugmaster, but it would not have been
possible without the help and advice of
many others outside the club. We would
like to thank everyone who was so generous to us with unstinted help.
If any other clubs are thinking of going
"agricultural" and want any advice or
assistance Angus Buchanan will be
pleased to help.

a
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COMING BACK TO EARTH .. ·
NIGEL PRINGLE writes about a potentially dangerous winch
launch IncIdent .he shared with rre.vor Fox In a K-13 at Camphlll.
Hang-ups are now very rare, but are an
ever-present hazard with all forms of
launching. Every pilot should be briefed
about the possible ways of dealing with
such a situation but how many
instructors prefer to ignore the risks and
hope that it will never happen to them or
their pupils? This instructor, Trevor Fox,
understood the problem when it happened to him, and dealt with it successfully to prevent a serious, if not fatal,
accident.

chance for height and a few seconds to
work out what to do. Uppermost in my
mind was the need to get S0me slack into
the cable. At 750ft I opened the airbrakes fully, which gave us just entlUgh
slack to regain some degree of elevator
control, and I started to dive at about
50 0 towards the winch to increase the
slack. Unknown to me, the winch driver,
seeing the dive beginning and ,the cable
still attached, immediately gui'llotined
the cable.
Still maintaining a steep,_ full airbrake
dive, I began a 360 turn to lay the cable
out across the airfield and to 'keep it
clear of the glider as it came round the
turn. At about 450ft I attempted to
break tbe cable by closing the airbrakes
and pulling up sharply, but the cable was
brand new and didn"t want to break. The
drag of the cable along the' ground was
now so strong that I had to lower the
nose again or run out of speed.
By then we were down to less than
150ft. A final, almost vertically banked
turn into wind, wit'h the wingtip perhaps
20ft from the gro\lnd, and, with the ASI
needle flickering around 40kt, the aircraft flopped onto the ground and, with
the wheel locked, ground quickly to a
stop.
We were down, unharmed and in one
piece. It had seemed like ten years. In
fact, from the top of the launch to
touchdown was probably less than
twenty seconds.
0

Hills and tiny fields

I

It was Monday morning, the first day
of our vis-it to Camphill. The prospect of
a new site, lots of hills and tiny stonewalled fields to land in gave our "flat
earth" contingent from Lasham the
incentive to do their check flights and
get cracking in spite of the poor soaring
conditions.
Camphill uses a very powerful winch
for launching. The accelera tion is
extremely rapid, and you are off the
ground and rotating into the climb
within a few seconds.
The first launch began. The K-13, with
its towing hook on the left of the keel,
had been positioned on the left of the
cables, so' that the cable was brought
across the front of the glider. The "all
out" was given and the glider started to
roll; at that moment the winch engine
hiccupped and the cable momentarily
stopped. The glider, stil moving forward,
ran over the shock rope and became
entangled with it. The winch roared
again, and before anyone realised what
had happened, we were airborne, and
with the .cable attachment point now
shifted back by four feet, pitched
immediately into an oversteep uncontrollable climb.
"Hey! Not so steep"'I shouted.
"It's not me, the stick's fully forward!"
Immediately I realised what had bappened. The aircraft was now being
launched by the wheel. After that, we
had only one thought, to keep the sticks
jammed hard forward against dle stops.
We were climbing at about 50° and the
slightest back pressure during that
,im'possibly ste.ep climb would have
,immediately stalled the aircraft, with little or no chance of any recovery.
Mercifully, the winch driver was maintaining a steady launch, g,iving us the
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Derek Piggott comments:
Over-runs are 'common with almost all
forms of launching and with every overrun there is a possibility of a tangle with
the wheel or skid. This is particularly
true with modern machines being
launched by aerotow. The rope is thin
and the attachment point is frequently
within inches of the main wheel. However in many types the pilot can prevent
an over-run by applying a little wheel
brake at the start of every take-off. With
car or winch launches the shock absorber
rope or wire should be stiff enough to
prevent it being wound into the wheel
structure. A length of stiff hose running
up to the rings is a good solution and
would have prevented this incident.
These problems also highlight the
need for a positive stop signal which can
still be given after the glider has started
to roll and which can easily be seen by

the tow plane pilot, winch or car driver.
It must be clearly understood that anyone at the launch point seeing a glider
over-run should shout out stop to the
signaller and on hearing a shout of stop
the pilot must always release. This ,
ensures that if the launch does continue
the pilot is fully aware that he has a
hang-up. The pilot should keep the stick
hard forward and try not to 'let the aircraft leave the ground. If the launch continues, keeping the stick hard forward
will ensure a recovery from the steep
climb if the cable breaks. Remember, if
this. happens you may have a few feet or
half a mile ofcabfe still aUached to your
glider. The drag of the cable on the
ground may be very high so if possible
pick up plenty of speed and land ahead.
Once launched the essen'tial thing is to
keep slack in the cable by using airbrakes and circling or S-turning over the
winch. Do not assume that the winch or
car driver has guillotined or released the
cable.

Keep over open area
If the cable comes tight or catches in a
tree or object on the ground the glider
will be pulled into an ever-steepening
dive requiring a severe snatch to break
the cable or weak link. A dangling cable
may catch and pull you into the ground
at any time until you are safely down, so
keep over an open area and get down
quickly, flying a fast approach speed.
With a modern glider having the
wheel well ahead of the C of G, it may
not be obvious that the rope is jammed
in the wheel. In this case the first indication of trouble will be the glider suddenly nosing over into an ever~steepen
ing dive. A steady pull on the stick may
not break the cable; a quick turn might
produce some slack, but otherwise the
cable must be broken with a severe
snatch. In our briefing we recommend
pushing forward for a few seconds to
slacken the cable and build up speed, followed by a rapid pull out to try to break
the weak link or a weak point in the
cable.
At Lasham all our students are given a
briefing about hang-ups and over-runs
when ,they are briefed about cable break
procedures and this is signed for in their
logbooks. I wonder if this is a common
practice at other clubs?
11
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THE DAY OF THE GAGGLE'
IVOR SHATTOCK
A dearth of good gliding weather this
spring made even a few hours soaring
memorable and so it was when the gaggle flying week arr,ived. Ken Slewart,
nationa'l coach, came with the BOA
Twin Astir and a car boot crammed full
of the latest gadgetry for teaching mere
mortals things 'like final glide and computer cockpit games.
And didn't we need them! Monday
was very wet - have you noticed that
Mondays aren't what they used to be?
One could depend on a Monday at work
in office or workshop being a superb
gliding day. Not any more.

Gather errant flock
This one was no exception so the day
was spent learning the ways of the gaggle
pilot. My role was to help Ken gather his
errant flock and advise on the local
weather lore. Apparently Ken had on
one occasion flown three aiRs in one
day, each time with a gaggle! This was
going to be a new experience! Since we
often flew in company - we had flown
to Ammanford and back in a trio on a
sea breeze front a few weeks previously
- any new techniques to' keep groups
together would be welcome.

"Your rabble joined my gaggle",

However Tuesday dawned fair and
bright and then went grotty as did
Thursday but two days were of soarable
quality. Having practised follow my
leader around the circuit through the
sink to the ground (Hugh, Astir 214) we
were ready for big things.
Wednesday saw my gaggle of three
, assembled over Raglan and moving to
Monmoulh where we became four. We
were myself (PIK 20), Earl (Jantar 2),
John (Jantar L8m) and Paul (00-200).
Apart from Paul's inability to climb
we had no trouble keeping together and
rounding the TP of Hereford before
heading for Shobdon. Here the c1oudscape looked dismal so further progress,
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although possible, seemed fraught.
You know it's quite a responsibility
Leading a gaggle. Although it's every man
for himself when a predetermined height
'level is reached, one is stiJl inclined to
choose the ~oft option.
And so ,j( was on ,the final glide from
Hereford. On the one hand one could
glide over broken countryside and a dark
large spent cumulus cloud or try around
it via arable areas.
I dismissed the gaggle and _headed
around the cloud witJhthe DO-200 following, as he put it, "in the low tow position." We didn't make it but landed
safely whilst the two Jantars got home
easily.
Never mind, there was the big day to
come! Friday looked better so the task
was the M4 MSO junction and Hereford"
making it 130km.
As Ken had yet to marshal a gaggle
he assembled Hugh (Astir) and Eric
(Libelle) and elected to launch first. By
the, time he had gathered his gaggle we
were launching ours with myoId Club
Libelle 773, flown by Oave as a new participant.
Jolly Ho off we go. By the time we
reached Monmouth it was organised
chaos!
Two gaggles - one frequency, 13004.
"Maypole gaggle on track"
(That's mine)
"48 gelling behind"
(Ken's)
"Keep oUl of my turn"
(Ken 97)
"Acknowledge"
(97)
"Breaking left Maypole"
(Me)
"I've only got 1300"
(48 Ken's)
"Carry on"
(Ken)
and so it went on.
"Who is that?"
(Someone near London)
"1.1. "

"Oh"
"773, do you know your gaggle has
turned for home?"
(Ken)
UNo"
(773)

Finally we caught up
and seven gliders were
gaggles at Ledbury.
In the words of the
"Your rabble came and

the orderly trio
in a gaggle of
national coach,
joined my gag-

gle." At the TP it was every man for
himself to go home or whatever. Can
you imagine it, three gliders in the same

Strip became thinner,

grass strip becoming thinner and thinner
under the plough?
Imagine the confusion when on landing the pilot you have been flying with
turns out to be someone else? We had
pollinated Ken's gaggle with our Libelle
(Oave) whilst their Libelle (Eric) has
sneaked away to his own field landing.
Presumably he got fed up doing righthand circles to his much preferred left.

Returned via traffic lights
Meanwhile Maypole gaggle, sorry,
rabble did the honourable thing and
returned to the site, admittedly via the
traffic lights at Monmouth, and set about
hitching up the other menage a troi trailers.
At the field there was less confusion
now, four pilots, three gliders, three
retrieve cars, three drivers - no trailer
key. Perhaps someone had already put a
glider inside and locked it up! Then we
would be in a mess, four gliders, three
trailers, four ...
In the end all was well. We got the
gliders stowed and set off for Usk.
Our day was not complete however as
on the fun down into Monmouth we
espied the Jantar (John) trailer in two.
Split like an eggshell vertically down the
middle with both ends on the floor like our gaggle really.
Within the hour half the entire club
members had diverted traffic, fetched a
trailer, loaded the Jantar and dragged it
off to safety. So ended John's 300km
attempt.
Now, if he's been in my gaggle that
day - but then you can't gaggle on a
300km badge flight. Just as well too,
we should have known two's company,
three's a crowd and four a rabble.
When are you coming back Ken?

a
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SOARING'S SUPER SfAR
CHRIS RIDDELL reviews Happy to Fly by Ann Welch, published by John
Murray at £10.50 and available from the BGA at £10.95 including p&p.
That Ann Weich has written her autobiography. Happy to Fly is an event. Full of incident and often very funny, lit is a damn good
read that describes the formative years of the
sport of soaring flight. There is rlO doubt that
Ann's contribution has been Immense as an
instructor, adminstrator and publicist. Her
work has been recognised by the award of
the CBE and MBE and by the FAI's Gold
medal.
Born in London but brought up in Surrey,
Ann's early life was influenced by her visits to
stay with her aunt in Devon. Henry Williamson, the author, lived close by and often visited the house - sometimes entering by the
window. It was he who first showed the 15
year-old girl the gannets and falcon flying the
Devon cliffs. He must have recognised something unusual in the girl who talked to him of
areoplanes and her desire to fly. Henry did
not laugh as others did at these ideas,
instead he discussed them with her. He
admired the models that she had made.

gliders, a winch and retrieve car and just paid
for the printing. Ann was the first and only
instructor. She was 21.
!he Club flourished and Ann took up skiing.
With other members of the Surrey Club she
attended three ski holidays organised by the
Anglo German foundation in Southern Germany. On one occasion she met Rudolf
Hess. She was impressed with his dreamy
eyes but not his skiing.
On the outbreak of war, her husband, for
now she had marJied Graham Douglas, was
posted la RAF Carlisle to, command. She followed him, but when, Graham was posted to
a Fighter OlU she applied to join the ATA
and was accepted by No 5 Ferry Pool at Hatfield. She had about 65 hours in her logbook.

Studied drawing

I
I

The unconventional ch'ild who cycled to
Biggin Hill to watch the silver biplanes and
prepared her own plans for the models she
made tor each 'type at light aircraft of the day,
was clearly going to be difficult to place in life.
She disliked her school but showed some
aptitude for drawing. FOllowing an introduction by Henry Williamson, her parents sent
her to Cheshire to stvdy drawing with Charles
Tunnicliffe. They hoped that this would lead
her Interest away from aircraft but down the
road tram the TUI'l.nicliffe's was the Lancashire Aero Club, ..
On returning to Surrey .she managed to get
sufficient funds together to take a flying
course. As it was cheaper to learn to fly at
Barnstaple, she spent a summer there and
went solo In a OH Moth in September 1934.
At home after the flying course she joined the
Brooklands Aero Club and her description of
the carefree life of the dawn patrols, the parties- Pimms was the No. 1 drink - are a
reminder of the days that led up to the Second. World War.
Ann's first experience of gliding occurred
when she took part in a course at Dunstable
r·un by the Anglo German Foundation. She
soon became proficient and it was not long
before she was helping those who were just
starting with hops down the Ounstable slope.
She was then Jiving in South Londor;l, Ham
Common, and the journey to Dunstable was
demanding. She realised that there was a
need for a gliding club to the south of the capital. She was successful in her approach to
Graham Douglas, the proprietor of Redhlll
Airfield, and he agreed ,to 'Put up £300 to start
the Surrey Gliding Club. That sum bought two
258

years to have her first child, Vivienne. The
second, Elizabeth followed a year or so later,
while Janet was born some time later. As
soon as hostilities ceased she and Wg Gdr
Douglas resumed their pre-war activities 'at
Redhill.
The Surrey GC was one of the first to
resume flying after the war. Initially without
equipment, it started with a nucleus of' five
members. Ann's story of how they acquired
the Weihe and research contracts to develop
sailplanes - they had a Cirrus engined Auster - to bring the club back to life makes
excellent reading.
She is very frank in her description of how
she became the British team manager for the
1948 Intemational meeting at Samedan in
Switzerland. She was in the right place at the
right time. Ann continued as team manager
until 1968 but she was not elected for the
1970 Marta meeting and went there as a
member of the intemational jury. The International meeting of 1965 held at South Cerney
In Gloucestershire was Ann's high point. She
was the competition director and principal
organiser. The great success of the meeting
was due in no small part to Ann's ability to
pick the right people to help r'UI1l the organisation and letting them get on with it once she
was satisfied that they knew what to do. To
this end her work book was a great help. It
showed her immense capacity for hard work
and attention to detail.

British delegate
The two chapters covering the period in the
ATA are particularly fascinating. She flew
some 27 different types of aircraft from Tiger
Moths and Spitfires to Hurricanes, Blenheims
and Wellingtons. She ferried over 100 Spitfires from the small assembly factories set up
on minimal ail1ields over the south of EnglaAd'
to the maintenence units where the guns and
radios were fitted.

Sense of caution
She describes one Spitfire delivery from
Chattishill near Stockbridge to Coleme where
the cloudbase was 300ft and visibility 700yd.
The sense of caution these activities
developed. served her well and; twelve months
later she was the only pilot left alive among
those she had jo'ined at Hatfield. If the Surrey
Club had lbeen her secondary education, then
the ATA was her university. It formed in, 'her
the ideas that were to play so important a
pari in the instruction of glider pilots when
she served as chairmarl of the ~nslructor's
Panel. The BGA system of instruction was
accepted world wide as the standard to sel.
She left the ATA after rather more than two

Ann resigned as BGA vice-chairman after
the South Cerney meeting to dellOte more
time to her growing family. She continued to
chair the Instructors' Panel and followed Phi/·
lip Wills as British delegate to the CIW.
U wass disappointment that the ISGA
declined to confirm her membership of CIVV
Council when the ailing Pirat Gehringer,
whom she greatly admired, was about to
retire as president. As president elect she
had hoped to follow Gehr,inger but the American 'Bill Ivans did so. He had no wish to lose
the good sense and experience of Ann Welch
and; he invited: her to become the chairman of
the Intemational Jury. In this capaci~y she
attended the Intemational meetings and her
descriptions of them give a wealth of anecdote and. her sense of fun is very eVident.
I'n 11972 the BGA had started to take a
benevolent interest in hang gliding. But the
two activities of soaring and hang gliding
developed separately. On its formation Ann
was inVited to become president of the British
Hang Gliding Association. Her activities at
CIVV were extended to include this as well.
I suspect she was a little surprised to ,find the
same eager enthusiasm among the hang
glider pilots that she had found so attractive
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among soaring pilots thirty years before. It
was, she says, like writing the rules for gliding
all over again. There was one difference:
unlike soaring she did not fly hang gliders
extensively. Instead she took a few flights to
familiarise herself with it.
Hang gliding did one more thing for Ann. It
brought her a wider circle of friends throughout the world. There is a delightful account of
staying with FAI colleague Bob Purves and
his wife and of flying in their Cessna float
plane to the Canadian lakes, there to picnic
and fish in the remoteness of the Canadian
summer.
Has the real Ann Welch stood up out of
these pages? I think so. She is there,
shadowy, elusive, but there nevertheless. Her
simple style of writing and direct approach to
problems remind me that hers Is an aviation
culture. The work is done within the defined
limits and that is an end to it. Her explanation
of her decision after a flight with Alvarez
Orleans de Borbon of Spain to stop flying at
the age of 60 showed her objectivity. She still
held the British women's distance record, and
she did not wish to do something by incapacity or ill judgment that might damage an
aeroplane or sailplane and thus break the
near perfect relationship that she has had
with them.
Some see Ann Welch as an enigma: a
power seeker in a man's world. There is, I
suppose that risk when young women are
allowed to fly Spitfires in wartime. Had she
wanted the glory, she might have flown the
Nationals to win as Ann Burns did. This

would have led the way to the Intemationals.
She did fly hi ~he 1956 meeting at Camphill,
with I..ome Welch in the lback seClt 01 the
Eagle. Her interest was influence. The influence that lis the counterbalance to the power
of men, a role that women have played since
the beginning of time.
Ann Welch l1as a very simple message: "It
is always more fun to do something than to
be somebody." In ,her rationale of Ifler 'attitude
to instruction she makes It clear that people
have to think for themselves if they are to be
able to control their situation and enjoy it. She
emphasises the importance of learning to fly
at an early age as she did. In hang glidiAg
and microlighl she sees l!;le means to cheap
flying. I feel, myself, that she unde'r-estimates
the technical difficulties.

Not enough family detail
Now this is a book aoout lIying. As an
auto'biography, I would criticise it because we
are told very little about her family. I w0uld
like to have known t!;le name of her mother
and father, and where they came from. What
did her father do apan from those years in
the Army? Although she says that money
was sometimes scarce" they were comfortable, and she always had enough to learn to
fly and to run a small car. What happened to
brother John who went to public school and
then no more is told:? I would like to have
known more of ,her aunt in Devon, at Torcross. Was she eponymous? What has hap-
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pened to Graham Douglas'? We are told that
they lived apart for five years before she married Lome Welch. She is also uncommunicative about the progress of her daughters. I
would like to have read more about them.
Behind the persona there is a very private
person.
So could Ann Welch have happened at any
other time? I think not. She needed the
affluent and relatively open society of the thirties in which to develop. The war glamorised flying and created a large number of
people who wanted to take it up. Many found
in soaring the means to do so. She perceived
the need and had the inclination of the aristocrat to start at the top and the ability to slay
there for forty years. Her intuition guided in
her choice of able support for the Nationals
and Internationals, and she was a good listener. She is very bright but ,in today's world
no girl without 0 or A levels would be
accepted as a pilot. She is an efficient executive, but one bom a generation or so later
might well have been inhibited in this by the
ideas of her time. In her enthusiasm and
humour she is uniquely Southern English.
Now a grandmother who went as a deckhand on a sailing ship in her sixties, she still
relains that zest for life and that interest in the
things that still have to be done. The girl who
went to fly on a motorbike now walks with
princes but has never lost the common touch.
Be it at Cirencester this year, or in a packed
hangar in darkness of an Icelandic
December, she still has the power to enthrall.
She is our Soaring Super Star.
11

in a glider

CATRIONA TAIT, the 15 year-old member of' a gliding family, describes how two
Scottish clubs became involved this summer with making a television programme

Recently our small Scottish gliding club (High, land) and RAF Kinloss GC had the unique
opportunity to assist in the making of the
television series "Now Get Out of That". For
the uninfonned this programme choses two
teams, one from America and one from Britain and gives them an aim. The contestants
follow a gruelling 36hr course of physical and
intellectual tests. You may well ask what gliders or pilots had to 'do with this!

Something more original
In the previous series the contestants were
flown-in by helicopter and dropped into water
but the BBC wished something more original!
The lask appeared simple or so we thought.
The oontestants would be given parachutes,
strapped in a glider and flown to a field near
to the "research station" (this being Brackla
distillery). The unsuspecting contestants
were informed that they would jump with
parachutes but of course no one was risking
tailptanesor canopies.
After a great deal of fuss and bother which
I won't go into and many lengthy and expensive lelephone calls to and from Birmingham
Pebblemill studios, it was arranged for two
RAF two-seaters (a K-21 and a K-13) and our
Bocian 1E to be launched from Dalcross AirDecember 1983/January 1984

port at 6.30am and to land at flosefield where
the contestants would be dispatched' to
rescue a chemist?! So Jim Tait, his everwilling offspring, with Angela Veitch and' Alan
Clark left their beds at3am on Monday,
June 6. Destination Dalcross.
We assembled along with Micl< Simmonds
and Oscar C0nstable, the Kinloss pilots, at
5am at Dalcross. The weather untypically
was perfect, the gliders lined up on time,. Tile
BBC made their arrival with four enth\Jsiastic
British contestants (they knew they wouldn't
be jumping out). Nothing could go wrong or
could it? The tug Sierra Alfa was late due to a
drop In oil pressure and it 'costs £10 000 an
hour for a camera crew! Finally that sweet
sound "Sierra Alia cleared for landing" f1oatedacro$s the air. Apart from a Dan-Alr
flight to London there were no other delays
and, all ttlree gliders with their televised pilots
were safely en route for Rosefield. The rest of
'us made all speed 10 meet them. Unfortunate'ly we missed the landings but witnesses
said that there was some spectacular flying,
aeroplanes included!
The BBC, having departed, left us the problem 01 launching; through a 30 yard gap in a nil
wind - I, was fascinated by the Bocian's 90"
turn at SOft! The gliders were safely bedded

down among their powered compatriots at
Dalcross ready for Thursday when we were
greeted by a terrified American foursome.
They had spent the previous day learning
how to bale out and since one of the girls had
broken a leg in a previous parachute jump,
they were to say the least apprehensive. I
suppose our "Paras" imitations didn't help!
The weather was satisfactory and guess
what? The tug was late due to bad weather!
TV licences are on the upl
I, believe the landings were I'ess spectacular this time but ,flOW we had a new problem.
lio take-off into wind would mean. passing
over the fann.house with no let out if things
went wrong. At least if things went wrong the
other way there was only a fence 10 clear and
300 yards longer ground run. Eventually tug
pilot, Mick Orr, organised John Maclarlane in
the 80cian to take off downwind acrosS the
fence and they made it. The RAF gliders did
not get off lill the next day and incidentally, or
should I say unincidentally, they towed out
over the house with at ,least 10ft to spare!
We flew briefly at Dallachy but retired at
lunch to the pub in a state of nervous exhaustiofll. A job wel'l done; partioularly by the pilots.
Look out for us In April 1984 - we're the
ones who do it qUietly!
11
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GLIDING OPPORTUNITIES OVERSEAS
A marked feature of S&G in recent years has been the increasing number of articles inspired by
British pilots flying abroad, which obviously reflects the trend towards greater opportunities to travel.
But just what is the chance of the casual flight wedged in between the family holiday or business
trip? This issue we have aocounts from AUSON CAMPBELL, LAURENCE MATTHEWS and CHRIS
LYTTELTON who happened to call in on clubs without making elaborate prior arrangements.

Experiences of California
This May I visited three Californian gliding
sites, and I would like to offer some' brief
impressions of Californian soaring from the
point of view of a Brit touring sans sailplane.
Before leaving England, I wrote to several
"gliderports" on my track from Hawaii to Tucson, Arizona, requesting information about
tow prices, check rides, sleeping ar,rangements etc. I had 'several rather daunting
replies from gliderporl secretaries, enclosing
glossy brochures and ending with phrases like
"Thank you for your interest", or "We hope you
will fly with us soon!" My British gliding certificate would not be aoceptable, but a student
pilot certificate could be issued (usually on
site) without FM paperwork, which would
enable me to fly solo. Would 11 please bring my
logbook: I never travel abroad without it!
My apprehension about the atmosphere at
American gliding sites was unfounded; the
operators are mostly instructors themselves
andl have tremendous enthusiasm. They are
in the flying business not ,because il is lucrative, but because Ilying is their life. Almost all
gliding- operations are run commeroially: any
clubs which do ,exist are more or less just large
British-style syndicates, who have problems
getting launched and so fly from commercial
gliderports anyway. There are rates for hire of
aircraft and lor instructors' time (which
includes ground briefing), as well as for tows;
instructors and aircraft are bookable.

No "club feeling"
This leads to a rather different approach to
the sport, the pattern of training and atmosphere on the airfield are particularly so. In
many ways the latter is very pleasant! No
launch queues, no waiting about (except for
the weather!), no hangar packing - the aircraft are for the most part left tied down outside. On the other hand, there is no "club feeling": very few ,people are in syndicates and
owing to the booking system there is sometimes a shortage of bodies around to help rig,
or to collect you from a field 300 miles away!
fhe aircraft and buildings tangibly "belong to
someone else".
.
.
Training is almosl exclusively from aerotow,
and many solo after around 30 flights (though
this could mean 15hrs!), However after solo,
new pilots are on their own - most people
don't take post-solo training and' have to learn
soaring techniques by trial and error. To fly
cross-country, it is necessar:y '\0 have your
own aircra'ft, and many people jump straight
Irom a 13m SChwelzer 1-26 with, a VD 01 25:1
to a glass-fibre flapped glider.
But they certainly CIa get the soaring
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weather! Every type of lift you can think of is
there; some sites seem to have everything.
Ten knot thermals and 20kt waves are common -one pilot told me he wouldn't dream of
stopping for anything less than 4kt! My first
stop, Tehachapi (near Bakersfield), is a beautlilul site; the atmosphere is professional, but
relaxed and enthusiastic. The owners' fleet is
entirely metal - Blaniks and Schweizers.
Everyone was very sorry that the weather
didn't come up to Californian scratch and
didn't, in lact, produce much of anything while
I was there!

Impressive mountains
My second stop was Hayward, in the Bay
Area near San Francisco. It was the weekend,
a fairish day, and the airfield was lull of laidback young Californians, pop cans, radios,
chewing gum and Space Invaders. The
immediate area was festooned with power
cables and a ride in an IS-28B was going to
cost around $70, so all things considered, I
decided not to fly there. But again, the site is
beautiful, with some impressive south-west
facing mountains only a couple of miles away.
My final stop was California City, where the
world altitude record was set. This s~e
recently had 13 good wave days out of 30. It's
near the northern edge 01 the Mojave Desert,
just five miles or so downwind of the
Tehachapi mountains and the end of the
Sierra Nevada range. If you like scrub desert,
this place is fantastic. After a check ride in an
IS-28a in the roughest conditions I've ilown in
(and in the company of jets from neighbouring
Edwards Air Force Base!), I set off to do a little
blue thermalling - not a cloud ill the 'sky. After
ha~ an hour of h:Jmpy scraping about, I ran into
a huge bUbbly area olli.ft, , was at 7000ft and
just thinking, what a curious thermal, when
everything went smooth and at ~ 4kt I shot up
to ~ 2 500ft - a monster wave was lurking
almost directly over the field. However, having
no ol<ygen, nO' barograph, nG camera and not
much daylight, 1descended, much against the
efforts 01 the air to prevent this! During my
flight, the wind had veered 45° and was now
perpendicular to themounlains; the, conditions
had become classic. At dusk, an enormous
text-book roll cloud many miles ,long lormedin
the lea 01 Ihe Tehachapis and the manager
star1ed muttering something about two-sealer
distance attempts.
The following day, the wind had backed
again; it was very strong afld rough; but at 45°
to the mountailas. No one was surprised to see
nQ sign of the wave. However, by the' afternoon, wispy rotor clouds lbegan fOlliT)ing
upwind and my friend and I set off to explore in
the Astir Twin 11 - with oxygern and camera!
After a very interesting ,tussle with the rotor, on

tow (j,ust), we contacted the wave and rode il
to 24500ft, eventually topping out when the
Twin's UD collapsed at 75kt - the air was still
going up. Needless to say; the view was magnificent, with the Sierras llnfolded upwind and
to the north, the Mojave with its salt lakes
spread out to the south and east, and beautiful
lenticulars forming and dissipating way below.
Later on, and with much more - very
amorphous - cloud around, I1 went back to
25 00011 in the Pilatus, complete with loaned
barograph, and at the top, headed crosswind
to EAFB. Tile other direction looked very
unlandable and strictlY for the lOcals (in lact
the whole' area is pretty grim). After a time, I
found I couldn't feel my feet up to the knees,
let alone the rudder pedals, so raced back to
ttle airfield looking lor sin'k (honestl). Not finding any, I let down through some incredible
turbulence, with gusts taking the Pilatus from
just above the stall to Max rough air - 1 was
very thankful for that good strong oilcan!
A 500 mile flight that day would have been
no problem at all. Goodness knows how
strong the wave would have been if the wind
had been perpendicular to the mountains.
Wl:len I got down, li apdlogised to the tug pilot
for almost having both, of us upside down: "No
problem at all", he said, "Hardly noticed you".
There is a Californian who is really laid-back!
I th ink ijt Is fair to say that my impressions of
soaring in America are very good. ¥ol:llose inl
some areas, but gain in many others. Training
is purposeful, efficient, but limited, and the
cost is rather higher than here, unless you
own your own aircraft (in which case,
aerotows cost about the same). With two
days of such fantastic llying I didn't regret a
cent of the $135 it cost me'! I know where I'm
headed the next time I'm in the western USA.
ALlSON CAMPBELL

Gliding in Germany
An early solo pilot finds a sudden opportunity to spend two weeks. in Germany. Should
the logbook get packed along with ihe toothbrush? After visiting 'four gliding clubs around
Cologne my answer would be a definite yes.
My firsl visit was to the Bayer LeverkUsen.
club, which I tracked down after a glider flew
over the autobahn I was driving along. fhis
club is heavily subsidised by the Bayer chemical firm who, Ilot satisfied with this ,contribUtion, also help by 'kiCking oil tl:lermals from
their huge works across the road.
, spent the moming chatting 'n between the
inevitable glider-pushing and pickea up some
German gliding vocabulary, Did yOll know that
the most widely-used word for thermal is
"bart" meaning "beard"? When I asked why,
one lad said that perhaps it was because
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somebody had thought thermals looked like
beards. Well, ask a silly question ... And then
it was my turn to Ily. So there I was in the rear
seat 01 a K-13, ready for my first flight abroad.
Predictably, it was all in sink but the second
turned out to be the best flight I had in Germany, out to a power station 23km away and
back.
The second club I visited was at Hangelar
airfield, near Bonn. Perhaps I should say the
second to eighth clUbs inclusive since Hangelar out-lashams Lasham by having no less
than seven clubs all based at the same airfield. This is the on,ly place I turned up to twice.,
once during the week and once at the
weekend. At weekends there are three two·
cable winches operating in parallel as well as
an aerotow Queue so that what with all the
light powered aircraft also using the airfield
you have to ·keep your eyes open.
In the afternoon 'I fOllnd that even Germans
are not immune to wind changes and the
operation of changing ends when you have
three winches and about 50 gliders on the field
is something to behold. (Question: How do
six people and one car get three gliders to the
other end of the lield? Answer: Form a train
roping the second and third gliders to the tail~
skid of the one in front. And three gliders is by
no means a record, either.)

More :like home
Undlar, out in the rolling hills of the Sauerland to the east of Cologne, felt more like
home: no huge spotless hangars here, only a
bumpy field with lots of mud. In fact they went
one better than Ringmer and had cowpats as
well. There were even old tyres to plonk on the
glider wings, a custom that was sadly absent
elsewhere. A modest operation, Lindlar; just
the one winch.
As with all sites I visited, glider retrieve was
by hand and it seems to be the done thing for
almost everybody at launch point to participate even if this means that there are more
than a dozen people retrieving one glider. The
cables are hauled back to the launch point by
a vehicle which is usually an ancient and artistically painted W.J Beetle and which is widely
referred to as a Lepo. (Legend has it that in
olden days it used to be predominantly old
Opels that performed this job).
The fourth and final club I managed to get to
(after the conference which was the main
reason/excuse for my being in Germany) was
at Langenfeld between Cologne and Dusseldarf. This is another club with financial support; in this case the Land (Federal State) had
chipped in with some two million OM to help
buy the field. T'he club has been established at
this site for two years and already have a very
impressive hangar, workshop and clubhouse
facilities. As was the case at Leverkusen a
strip for landing had: been marked out. The
attitude towards landing aircraft is fairly casual
as long as the landing strip is clear - there's
no stopping vehicles on the field while aircraft
are on the approach or anything ·like that. In
fact at one time the tug aircraft landed (slightly
downwind) on the landing st~ip while about 30
yards 10 one side a winch launch was taking
place in the opposite direction.
In general I found everybody friendly. As
over here, people are happy to chat and answer questions, especially if willingness is
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shown in pushing gliders .about and helping in
general. Interest was shown as soon as it
transpired that I was English and only
diminished marginally when they found out
that I didn't know George lee after all. Prices
for B winch launch varied from free to 15DM
(around £3.50) but with the accent on free.
Even the place charging 15DM more than
redeemed ~self by letting me halle a free ride
in 81 Cessna. On m.y second visit to Hangelar I
got cleared to go solo, but as that was about
the last flight of the day and I was leaving the
area early the next morning, I never did fly by
myself over there. Clearly all you people with
Bronze Cs and above will have few problems
should you go over and fly in Ge rmany. Being
able to speak the language certainly helped,
but this would be 'by no means a necessity,
especially in the big centres, and frequently
people are only too happy to practise their
English.

Saw what could happen
And, finally, the most "exciting" incident I
saw was at Langenfeld and it convinced me
that the little game we play between pilot and
handler of reciting "canopy" closed and locked,
airbrakes closed and locked" is a good idea
after all. ,until now, the airbrakes half of this is
the one I have heard mostly emphasised; now
I have seen what can happen when canopies
get forgotten about.
A Speed Astir is being launched on aeratow. A wingtip touches the ground soon after
"all out" and the pilot is unable to lift it, so he
pulls off into a graceful groundloop. Up goes
the canopy, but the pilot is pushed back to the
launch point still sitting in the cockpit while the
tug turns mund and taxies back. The rope is
re~attaohed, the pilot no doubt still having his
mind on groundloops. Aerotow, take two.
About 50ft up and maybe threequarters of the
way down the field, it happens. The canopy,
hinged at the rear, ,flies open. Before it
wrenches 'off completely, tearing a chunk out
of the fuselage as it goes, the drag pulls the
glider up into a steep climb and the mpe
breaks. This all happens in a couple of seconds. At the launoh point there is just time to
realise that something is wrong and then there
is this glider where it shouldn't be, with bits
flying off.
The next ten seconds go by In slow motion.
Ahead, a pine forest starts at the field boundary andl there is no mom for a straight-ahead
landing. We watch the glider regain flying
speed and wonder where it's going to land.
Everybody around me stares in 'horrified silence as it starts a wobbly turn to the left. Adjacent to the gliding site on that side are two
fields, one with a root crop, about knee height
and', a little further on, another ploughed.
Somehow the glider's left wingtip just misses
the ground, the right wingtip just misses the'
pine trees and down goes Ihe Astir into the
root crop. There's a pause and then we're
running to the scene Where we find a relatively
undamaged glider and, thankfully, an undamaged if rather shaken pilot. I don't want to
overdramatise this incident but 'it was as near
to a nasty crash as I want to see for some time
and a reminder to early solo pilots like me, if
one were needed, not to skimp on the checks.
Even abroad!
LAURENCE MATTHEWS

A visit to South Africa
A business trip to South Africa in March left
me with a free weekend - too good an opportunity to miss given the wonderful conditions
that were all too evident from a variety of office
windows.
I had been given the name of Carol Clifford,
,secretary of the Witwate,rsrand Gliding Trust,
and she directed me to the club which is abo ut
45 minutes SW 01 Johannesburg, There I was
installed in the Twin Astir for a Check flight by
Dave Boome, eFl, after reading various medical' notes. These ·are ,necessary", for as the site
is 52001t asl, and with very high ,temperatures,
dehydration can be a major problem. As we
pulled off tow at 1600lt linto smooth 5kt lift
Dave muttered bleakly 'something about a 10-";
cloud base. As this was 1O.30am and it was
already 12 OOOft asl and rose during the day to
14 OOOft asl, I suspected a I~g pvll. lit was only
after the comment had been repeated by a
number of other club members that the truth
dawned - this was merely a mediocre day in
this gliding Mecca.
Dave checked me out to fly the club Astir,
and a very pleasant hour ensued, spoilt only
by having to come down to let somebody else
have a go. However, such is the hospitality,
that my flying for the day had still not ended.
Grant Jenkins, owner of the original demonstrator Janus C, had heard that there was a
visitor about and landed to give me another
flight with Dave Boome in his glider. The twoseater flights totalled just under two hours and
with the hour in the Astir this doubled my
hours for the winter.

Building new clubhouse
Every Saturday the barbecue is lit for a
"Braai", and convivial conversation becoming
slightly blurred as the evening progresses.
The club has recently moved to its new site at
Donaldson Dam, near Western Area, and the
members are building a new clubhouse. Plans
are in hand for a swimming pool, and impatient syndicate partners can windsurf on the
dam while waiting for the latest 500km to be
completed. The club fleet consists of three
tugs (lOO Super Cubs), the Twin Astir, two
K-7s and an Astir, while the 30 privately
owned aircraft include a Ventus, LS-4,
ASW-20, two Janus and a second Twin Astir.
Sunday was a repeat of the Saturday, marred by the discovery that good lift can be
accomplished by very strong sink. I probably
hold the record for the shortest flight from a
2000ft tow, but the locals did not seem to have
the same problem. Towards the end of the day
there was quite a display as the cross-country
types returned at high speed, dumping waterballast.
I can thoroughly recommend that anyone
who is locky enough to be within the area at a
weekend calls Carol Clitford - 615 2461 from
Johannesburg - as this was an entirely
enjoyable experience. Many thanks to all concerned.
CHRIS LYTTELTON

r.I
Make sure of your copy of S&G by taking
out an annual subscription. Details on
p254.
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WEATHER SATELLITE RECEIVER
KEITH MITCHELL writes about a system for
displaying weather pictures and facsimile charts

I

./~

'·7GHz

Earlier this year at the BGA Weekend at
Cirericester, I managed to borrow for demon'stration a fascinating piece of gear which look
recordings of weather satellite transmissions
and turned them into pictures on a television
screen. The complete outfit was borrowed for
the 15 Metre Nationals at Booker and live pictures from Meteosat were available for ,the
first naif of the competition w,hich allowed
everyone to, see immediately why conditions
were so awful.
I have now assembled my own system in a
reasonably transportable form which is, I
hope, sturdy enough to survive the average

gliding competition. The diagram shows the
equipment involved. The 1,2 metre portable
dish aerial is made from segments of
aluminium sheet pop-riveted together but an
alternative construction could use moulded
GRP covered with kitchen foil. The first piece
of electronics converts the Meteosat signal at
1700MHz to a more manageable frequency
of about 137MHz. It is mounted as close to
the aerial as possible and is fitted in a
weatherproof box. This is a professional item

made by SSB Electronics in Germany.
The 137Mrlz VHF FM receiver was modified from a kn produced by Ambit International and descrit>ed in an article in Radio
and Electronics World'. It is crystal controlled
On up to six channels and can receive signals
from the American and Russian Polar orbiting
satellites as well as, Meteosat.
The scan converter is an electronic FAX
machine with the disadvantage that it does
not produce lpermanent pictures, but its picture quality CM only be equalled by very
expensive machines which use photographic
techniques, The signal picture information,
which comes in at four lines a second, is
converted to digital form and stored in computer type integrate<! circuit (silicon chip)
memories, Circuitry similar to that in video
games and home computers reads the information out of memory and presents it in the
form of a standard video signal which can be
viewed on a monitor or, after going through a
VHF modulator, a standard television set.
Meteosat is a gea-stationary satellite il1l a
fixed position over the Equator at zero longitude so setting up the dish aerial is very
simple. In south-east England it points due
south with an elevation of about 30°. Visible
light, infra-red and water vapour pictures are
transmitted fegularly throughout the day While
at night the visible light pictures are omitted.
The pictures are particularly easy to use, as
the continental outlines are added by the
computer at the satellite's controlling ground
station in Germany.
As the scan converter is readily switched to
decode various facsimile formats, I have also
used it to display weather charts transmitted
by Met stations on long and short wave
bands, and have made a simple receiver for
the long wave transmissions from Paris and
Offenbach 2 •

AS USED AND
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Prepare for the winter
NOW
is the time to fit a
FlEnNER 2000
wlary ventilator
Maintains a constant flow of
fresh air through your trailer
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A complete METEOSTAT
ground station system
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A further development which I am pursuing
is the use of a video tape recorder tQ Irecord. a
sequence of Meteosat pictures which are
updated half-hourly, and to animate them so
as to estimate the rate of movement of
weather systems.
Detailed technical information on the set-up
is available from the appended references, or
I may be contacted through the BGA office,
Throughout the development of this project I
have had continuous support and encouragement from Ambit International of Brent.
wood, Essex.
References: 1) Radio and Electronic
World, May 1982, "UOSAT Receiver",
Graham Leighton; 2) Radio and Electronic
World, 'September 1983, "Weather Facsimile
Reception", Keith Mitchell with addItional
information given in the following Radio and
Electronic World articles - August 1982,
"Meteosat", Terry Weatherley; August 1983,
"Digital' FAX Conversion"; and March 1983
and August 1983, "Polar Orbiting Satellites",
Terry Weatherfey.
The actual cost was about £500 to £600,
making as many parts from kits as possible,
and the box was acquired from the local electronics junkshop.

PESCHGES WINS
BRITISH OPEN CLASS NATIONALS
with a little help from: Ralph Jones (1st)
John Taylor (2nd)
Both flying NIMBUS 3's equipped with PESCHGES vario/flight
directors and nav. computers.
The system which provides:
Unsurpassable accuracy
Unequalled TIE compensation
All weather reliability - world wide
Maximum durability
Easy installation - only pitot and static needed

*
*
*
*
*

dM~~~@~~Vt1 @
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~~SOCIATES LTD rg
110 Kendal Drive, Slough, Berks
54 Tor Bryan. Ingatestone, Essex

Tel: 0753·31796
Tel: 027735-2418
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

WELL AND TRUL Y KIPPEREDl
The story of the 1983 Standard Class Nationals at Husbands Bosworth from August 13-21 by
JOHN WILLlAMSON. Kipper: "fish •.. cured by suspension In smoke for several days."
Anyone who Aas flown a sailplane in August,
south of about Sunderland, knows all about
stubble fires. When 45 ot tlS Brits an(! one
brave Frenchman assembled at Hus 'Bos on
August 13 we might have known what was in
store!
The newly extended clubhouse was used
for briefing and very civilised it was 'too. New
briefing boards in Virgin blue, yellow and red
on purest matt black; plenty 'of tables and
chairs (but pilots only, please - it still isn't
that big); good acoustics· and a good team.
Director Frank Davies set his mark earl,y on
by decisive answers to the usual crop of
questions posed by pilots who, hadn't read
the rules. Claude Woodhouse set the tasks
- and got a bit of stick at times, but was
usually right! - Mike Garrod arranged the
weather for our delectation and delight, with
the most pretty pictures of what the weather
might look like. He tended to be pessimistic
and one or two tasks were marginally undersel. The startline no-nonsense team was
headed by Eileen Cooke, whose professional
training occasionally showed through if we
got our procedures wrong. Nick Manley
attended to the needs of the scoring computer while Mike Smith - the other Mike Smith
- manned control, apparently without sleep
or rest for the entire week. There were many
others.
So, to the flying ...

Oav 1, Saturday, August 13

...

Task: 202.5km .., Dunstable, Chipping NorIon,
Weather: A high over Ireland (it had been
there for weeks!) moving slowly east. Light
northerly flow, inversion at 35ooft. Started
cloudy; broke to scattered shallow cumulus.
Straight away the French ASW-19 look.alike, the Centrair Pegasus 101, showed us
that it wasn't necessarily an ASW-19 fly-alike.
First and 2nd places went to Srian Spreckley
and AI Kay. Srian started later than he had
Intended because he got a negative start
(eventually) and had to turn back from 15
miles out, only to be tdld When he got back
tha he needn't have bothered, his start was
OK after all. Apart Irom that he had a straight
forward flight, tuming in 92,5kmlh for his
1000pts. AI Kay found it a bit bothersome
between Dunstable and Bicester, and several
pilots got swom at, at some length, on 130.1
by the parachutists at Weston on the Green.
We felt a bit grieved at this since Weston's
danger zone Is presumably not active above
2000ft at weekends. ifhe normal NOTAM
specifies Monday ta Friday. Anyhow, no one
got size twelves through the canopy and all
was well.
Third place went to Mike Smith (the other
Mike Smith!) who timed his start just right. "It
went 'bang' just as I crossed the startline!" Six
pilots found the photographic lOAeorientation
at Dunstable beyond their comprehension and
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Brian SpreckJey, winner of Days J, 4 and 7, and "King-Kipper!" Standard Class Champion. Photo: Laurie Watts.

got penalised. Mary Charlett-Green, the only
female pilot and in her first Nationals, had a
good day, finishing well inside the first half of
the field at nearly 68km/h. Yves de la
Casiniere, our French guest who lives and
flies near Paris, managed n.5km/h for 8th
place.
Day 2, Sunday, August 14
Task: 250km .., Winthorpe (nr Newark), Caxton Gibbet.
Weather: The high had slipped SE to the
English Channel. (Sorry, Yves, La Manche.)
Slack westerly flow with instability to 5000 or
6000ft. Small amounts of cumulus and moderate to strong thermals lasting until 8pm.
This proved to be the best day of the
Comps for pure racing. Everyone got round
at speeds ranging from 93.4km/h (Mike Smith
- LS-4) to a shade under 60 (Steve NashCobra). The day devalued itself to effectively
the difference betweern the two scores 544pts. This was one of the under-set days. It
could have, been 400km but no one was
inclined to grumble - we had had a super
flight. Justin Wills didn't think so however. His
82.11 km/oh put him at an unaccustomed 19th.
He, quote, had "A bad first 'leg; a bad second
leg and a bad third leg." Gillian, added tactfUlly, "We aren't talkingabo!Jt today." In spite
of his!jloom, though, It oost him only one
place overall. Mike Smith now ,heldl the overall lead and his pleasure at this situation was
eVident at briefing nex1 day when he got one
01 the biggest rounds of applause all week!
For me the flight was uneventful round to
Cax'ton Gibbet by which time " had got ahead
of the field. My one mistake was to take the

wrong stubble fire (choice of three) after
rounding the Gibbet, near St Neots. 'I
recorded at the time "This will lose the day
for me." It did. Brian Spreckley chose the
right 0ne from about a minute behind me,
rushing in at 900ftandl climbing, varios 'pegged off the clock, to 5800ft tor a fast glide
home. He had especially enjoyed the second
leg. philosophising aft~rwards, "Slightly out of
form, and you stop at the first thermal of a
street; one notch up and you, wait for the second or third, But on form and you really push
on, for the good one, which yOIJ know is
therel Your 'form' Is self-fUlfilling." His
93.1 km/h was achieved with less than half
ballast, all of It in one wing! On dumping a
little early on, to get his flew Pegasus "feeling
Irighl", one dump valve stuck open and emptied its wing. He found he oould circle at 40kt
,one way but had to keep 45kt !he other. Martyn Wells showed us why he is in the BritiSh
team by pulling up three places to 3rd overall,
and was 2nd for the day. Tony Watson, mar·
ginally the oldest pilot in the Comp, was third.
Bob Fletcher broke his Libelle on arrival and
was out of the Comp. He continued to fly hors
concours in a borrowed Astir.
Day 3, Monday, August 15
Task: A flat 148km .., Dunstable, Towcester.
Weather: A strong SW wind developed
ahead of a cold front moving south over
Scotland. Convection limited to about 40ooft.
After the very slack winds of the last three
weeks this one fell windy. So much so ~hat
some were psyched out and pressed far loo
far upwind for fear of being drifted away. losing out overall, Winning speed. by a very large
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margin was set by Bell Benoist at 81,5kmlh.
He started early, thought he had made a mistake in so doing, and decided to just fly fast
and' ignore weak lhermals. He flew entirely
alone - the gaggles were huddling together
for company - found streets most of the way
and didn't circle much at all. His barograph
trace was a revelation. It looked as though he
had been hill soaring (at 3000ft) or as though
the instrument had stuck!
Justin Wills came home far too high and
reckoned to have wasted at least ten minutes
getting 1000f! more than he really needed. I
did ~ the other way, squeezing over the fence
with only enough to turn crosswind and land.
I wish someone could tell me if adrenalin is
good or bad for you! Phil Gaisford had the
misfortune of a collapsed wheel frame. Luckily it was only a (protracted) nuts and boils
job once he had got the bits, and he was able
to get it done the following day ...
. . . which turned out to be duff. Brief, hold,
rebrief, scrUb. Then a whole day wet and
miserable until 1630 when the front went
through.
Day 4, Thursday, August 18
Task: 320km _, Stratford on Avon, Ludlow,
Nympsfield (clubhouse).
Weather: Yesterday's front turned round and
went back north, fortunately far enough away
to leave the Midlands in a slack southeasterly flow, unstable to about 7000ft.
The Stratford turn was added to ensure
pilots wouldn't stray into the Birmingham
Zone. Twenty-seven got round. Mister
Speedy being Brian Spreckley at almost
90kmlh. The computer couldn't separate him
from Martyn Wells so they both got 1000pts,
but Brian got the hot-kipper award by just
0.02kmlh = 2Om/hr!Which means that had they
started wings level, Brian would have crossed
the finish Just 80yds ahead! Makes you think,
doesn't ~7 Steve White had his best day yet,
being3rdat 87.2kmlh. DaveWatl, meantime, in
Mike Carllon's ASW-22, plunged off into the
distance and back again to set a new UK record
for the 300km goal and return speed al some
indecent speed, showing that the gap between
a leisurely lunch and early tea need never be the
same again- if you've got forty grand to spare!
The Winner's Howl[)unnil each day has a
slightly depressing effect on those that "also
flew" so lor once let's have a humbler story.
Also flew ...
By 1300 the day was brewing nicely and it
was a question of guessing the best time to
start. Away at 1330, a poor first thermal at
five miles persuaded me to go back. Then I
noticed tape apparently streaming from aileron gaps on both wings. As the streamers
lengthened I called the crew to meet me w~h
new tape and fresh water and landed just as
the last gaggle was leaving. Refurbished and
with half water I was on my way only half an
tlour later from an excellent climb straight off
tow. No problem - until I almost landed 20
miles out without a sniff of a thermal on the
way! Dumped most of the water and promptly
went into survival mode. And that's how I
stayed, thoroughly psyched out and feeling
very much alone. Treating every thermal as
though it were the last - and to be honest it
always looked as if it were - I plodded round
Ludlow and south towards Malvern. 130.1
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was very quiet and I consoled myself that at
least we were all in the same boat. And then I
heard Brian calling final glide to Hus Bos!
And me only half way round!
To cut a sad story short I crept round
Nympsfield as the proper thermals were
dying and joined Yves as we groped through
the mtJrk looking for stubble fires. My last was
at Banbury where I shared a good black one
with fellow-kipper Brendan Chaplin in his
Cirrus. He got back. I got lost!
Day 5, Friday, August 19
Task: 186km double C/R, Kineton (nr
Gaydon), Tamworth.
Weather: A freshening ESE airflow. Initially
unstable at medium levels, by the time
ground convection began a strong inversion
had formed at 3OOOft.
With the low level air already pumped full
of smoke from the day belore, on this day we
were due to get well and trl,llykippered! With
the corn harvest 90% cut the yeomen of England pllt their homeland to the torch this day.
We haq to tAse them, t,he thermals were
pathetic! The sun shone. all day; it was hot
and murky. The sailplanes were getting tanned along with the faces! Howard Jarvis won
the day, getting the edge because he followed the A5 back from Tamworth -there wasn't
much else to follow with any certainty, so·
close to Birmingham's private airspace. But
he followed it at exactly the right moment to
see a frenzied burn-up getting under way
before his very eyes, which took him nicely
back to final glide height. Most of those still
airborne, and it wasn't many by this time,
were lured further east and from three miles
away couldn't have seen his good fortune.
Ted Lysakowski had his best day as well,
coming home at nearly 54kmlh in 2nd place.
Four others completed but not everyone had
passed Y so the day was devalued to 526pts.

John's barograph trace on Day 6.

Claude Woodhouse gives a field brief on Day 5.
Photo: Laurie 11'

Perhaps it's time for yet another appraisal of
the scoring system. This, our worst day, produced just the same effective points as the
best day, when all raced round the triangle so
easily. "Sumpin" wrong somewhere?
Day 6, Saturday, August 20
Task: 165km "', Cax10n Gibbet, Henlow airfield.
Weather: A thundery trough crossed the
area dUring the night, replacing the easterly
flow by a cooler southerly. Alter a cloudy
start the day improved to give good soaring
conditions well into the evening.
By now kippering was in everyone's blood
and the route, through the granary of England, ensured plenty of dense black smoke.
Except that preoccupation with stubble fires
might distract one from the occasional advantages of more normal thermal and clolAd possibilities. Today's super-kipPers were lS-4s
flown by Justin WillS at 76kmlh and Martyn
Wells at 73.5. The day was devalued yet
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THE TOP SIX
Their overall plac1ngs day by day. Day placlngs In circles

DAY

I $preckJey
Kay

Smith

Metcalfe

Welfs

MiJce Smith grins happily after winning Day 2to go into overalllead.
PIlato: Jim Cooper.

again by the unexpectedly rapid ,progress. of
the winner, to 872pts. Third place went to AI
Kay (pegasus), and lourth to Warrenl Kay, no
relation to AI, and by now thoroughly used to
and enthusiastic about, the DG-300. The lat·
ler, on it's debut in England, was the
designer's own personal aireraft, loaned for
the occasion because Warren's own could not
be delivered in time. It has a blown wing in
the style of Ihe ASW-22 and there were some
mutterings about lift-enhancement devices in
the 'Standard Class. But of course the blown
wing is to remove a drag-bubble from
beneath the wing, not to enhance the lift.
Warren was very happy with it and it did look
very nice and clearly had a bit of urge to it.
This one, a prototype, is about 501b overweight,as is Warren by his own admission.
This day he flew with half water, about
180lb, so effectively had 280lb of ballast.
He felt hehadi a poor first leg but it bucked up
approaching Caxton Gibbet" from whence he
flew a single stlreet to Hen Iow. He arrived
very low, having spotted a fire nearby. He
didn't cloud fly at all but used the cloud patterns conventionany to keep his speed up.
The ·radio was pretty busy 01'1 130.4 with
cloud ,calls and I used three clouds myself.
The barograph trace is perhaps 01 interesl.
The consistent low points are all to stubble
fires not all 01 Which worked as anticipated.
These fires "pulse'" quite markedly, typically

"/Cippuing" getting a bit close to home/ The field next door was set alight as we waited on the grid. Photo: Laurie WatlS.

FINAL

1[> Spreckley
2[> Wells
3[>K8Y
4[> Wills
5[> Smith
6[> Benoist
every two or three minutes, so that il you
miss a "pUlse" you may have to hang around
at low level for the next to gather up its skirts
and go.
Day 7, Sunday, August 21
Task: 175km O/R to alternative TPs, Ely,
Cambridge or Duxlord.
Weather: The southerly flow persisted but
became more unstable. By mid-day showers
had developed, mixed in with good thermals
from mid-morning. Cloud cover increased up
to 7Jaths stratus at times, later.
Yesterday the startline had been almost
parallel to track, causing some bother to
pilots who, of course, cannot see exactly
where they are laterally in relation to it as
they transit from the gate. Today we had a
change, with the finish line roughly parallel
with the inbound leg. It would pay to cross the
line at the east end, lurthest from the observers. Hope they will see our fin numbers!
Head kipper today was Brian Spreckley.
He started early but 15 miles out climbed up
high in cloud and was able to come back in
VMC to recross lrom on high and at VNE. He
then lound good streets to Duxford where he
ran for a growing cumulus. The lift built to
9kt on the averager and he took it to over
9000ft Irom where he could glide home. His
speed was almost 83kmlh and the day was
again devalued by being won in under the
2Y2hrs. But not by everyone. Speeds for the
linishers ranged down to 51kmlh, and ten
landed out.

So it ended. The Great Kipper-Fest, 1983.
was over. We had had a good time. Undoubtedly the contest was vastly affected by the
stubble fires - Ihe contestants, loo. I was
still ocughing a week later! - but the diagram
perhaps shows that it wasn't unduly flukey.
Five 01 the lirst six pilots by Day 7 were in the
same segment on Day 1. From Day 3 on they
swopped places amongst themselves but by
the last day only the last swop Iremained, with
Brian Spreckley narrowly replacing Martyn
Wells as King KiPPer. There were no outrageous upsets. The winners proved their
consistency, which is what matters.
We said goodbye to Hus Bos, and the
60-odd lhelpers who made it possible. The
beautiful task and Met boards went back into
storage lor another year, another harvest
time. We packed up our tents and stole away.
By Monday morning there remained only
sun-starved patches of pale green, and an
empty, echoing clubhouse.

a
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FINAL RESULTS

DAY t

tU

DAY 2

202.5km.
Dunatable.
Chipping Norton

Standard Class
Pilot

P...
\

2
3
4
5
6
7
6
9
'0
11
'2
'3
14
'5
'6
11
18
'9
20
2'
22
23
24
25
26
21
28
29
30
3\
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

GUder

Spreckley. B. T.
W&tII,M.D.
Kay, A. E.
WIll.. T,J.
Smith, M.J.

P&gIlSUS

L5-4
Peg••us

Benollt. J. D.
Whll•• S. A.
Key, W. M.
Wlltllmson. J. S.
LyNkowlkl. E. R.
Btomw'ch. R. C.
Metellfe. G. C.
Jarvll. H. R.
Stewert. It
GOrTlnge. J.
Smith. G. N. D.
S""'",. C. G.
Throssell. M. G.
AIldls. C. J.
Marczynskl. Z.
Smllll, O. A,
Gaiaford, P. A.
Hardlng, R. W.
Clmp, G. W.
Fo....y. L. K.
Cockburn. D.
Chaplln. 8. M.
Cockett, T. F,
Sh.erd. P, G.
Enn•• C, J.
Forrest, 8. R.
Smith. E. R.
W.tson. A. J.
Langrlck, D. J.
Sheffie5d. R. J.
Hay.l. D. M.

Dean,

M. J.

pmer, T. J.
Stepheneon. B. K.
KooglI, B.
Harkln•• A. O.
Glddln9" J. B.
NISt\ S. R.
Flelcher, R. W,
Charten-Green, Mary

L5-4
1.5-4
L$-4

,..
38

C.sln",.. de I., Y.
Relcher, R. W.

1

82.<8
77.39
82.13
79.n
80.2'

ASW·19B
Std Cirrus
L5-4
L5-4
AltlrCS
Clrrul15
00-'00
ASW-15e
ASW-19
Std ClrTUI
L1belle
LS'"
L5-4
Llbelle
AIUrCSn
ASW·l98
Std Cirrus
ASW-19
ASW-l98
DG-l00
ASW-19
AliI,
L5-4
Cirrus 15
Std CirrUI
Cobra
Ubelle
Std Clrru.

76.15
71.3D
70.30
·73.37
50.• '
64.28
78.21
71.09
66.80
67.04
61.18
69.39
70.23
64.75
65.2.
66.87
67.48
63.91
70.87
60.21
66.90
60.17
57.87
(93.7)
'(161.4)
72.46
57.07
965.02
65.65
61.55
'64.58
'68.92
53.55
58.03
56.1'
46.01
67.27
4"47
68.66
67.57

L5-4
UbetIafAaUr

'77.51
68.66

Peg•• us
00-300
ASW·t9
Std C)rrue
Std Clrrua
ASW·,g
LS'"
ClrTul75
Std CIJTUI
Std Jlntar
ASW~1M

HO,., Concou..

• phofographfc {Jefl81y;

Spood
(01.1.)

IU
,4I.1km&

Cuton Gibbet
Po..
4
2
8
'9

36
40
42
20
43
'6
11

982 "9:107
895
93.19
976
86.72
935
82-11
943
93.36
674
83.19
82.62
79'
714
86.40
177 89.58
81.50
605
671
19.63
86.64
909
787
83.39
714
73.32
77.29
718
6'8 87.15
758
86.27
773
72.68
679
74.58
64.<8
686
715
82.62
726 81.70
665
79.84
7•.02
184
81.03
602
84.3.
716
19.98
60'
562
79.95
129
85.38
200 179.41
811
81.12
548
80.39
537
90.28
694
68.72
61.42
727
578
82.60
68.95
10'
79.30
4B6
75.23
565
77.82
S32
80.11
359
722
79.•1
262
59.52
748 '85.22
727
66.11

26
3'
45
'9
43

802
855
785
7114
871
756
803
19'
9SO
604
487
827
606
174
108
7SO
787
176
456
8'9
562

6
'6

8<8
746

'2
'9

857
8'9

I

6
2
4
3
7
9
'3
'2
32
29
5
IQ

24
2'
3,
'5
'4
28
27
23
'9
30
11
33
22
34
31
45
44
6
36
39
26
18
35
25

.

84.49
'85.22

Plo.

Towceatar

Spoed

POl.

Plo.

Spood
(01.1.)

'3
2
'2
4
6

528
636
529
595
565
727
S02
370
6'5
388
539
221
427
SO,
472,
339

89.'5
89.'3
84.91
86.4"
15.99
75.78
87.20
8'.94
(305.2)
77.69
87.59
77.69
(268.9)
69.25
72.78
75.•5
(3'2.6)
68.82
70.26
59.30
84.13
76.37
('38.4)
(312.1)
(220.0)
(60.0)
4&30
(298.0)
81.62
59.32
'(291.3)
(263.1)
62.67
('31.2)
60.55
'67.91
(157.9)
65.63
(203.5)
(222.5) .
53.67
('38.4)
(203.5)
ONF
(52.6)

(01"')
945
997

65.17
74.25

893

65.27

8'9

70.74

I

,()()()

68.23

'5
'6
9
5
22
30
7
'4
39
35
6
to
40
37
'2
'6
2'
29
38
24
'3
21
28
11
33
23
25
3
42
44
'6
4\
32
38

636
627

34

B8B
939
809
779
895
840
678
74'
900
886
671
698
657
827
6'2
192
689

81.55

\

'66.03
52.21
12.35
53.71
66.07
('42.5)
56.85
63.01
60.60
49.61
63.01
57.97
56.56
1113.9)
66,49
59.75
52.'2
67.07
68.19
63.38
59.29
61.63
69.65
61.35
61.53
5397
SO.62
63.09
56.16
60.60
61.55
55.79
ONF
54.13
6\.96
.7.24
(107.9)
ONF

'5
35
3

6&75
ONF

34

11
40
28
17
23
38
11
21
30

.

'0
25
36
9
1
\4
26
20
5
8
22
33
37
'5
29
23
21
3'

'1.1

320.tkm.
Stretford-on-Ayon.
Ludlow, Nymps'\eld

Oun.teb1e.

PI•. Spood
(01.1.)

Po..

DAY 4

DAY 3

14.'

250.1km A.
W1nthorpe.

SO,

440
423
170
544
462
369
SS,

564
S06
456
48S
582
554
483
392
35'
S02
425
472
484
.. 4

32
'9
39
42

393
489
3'0
'59

43

0

6

571

(255.6)
(\96.6)

POl.

,
2
5
4
'2
'3
3
1
30
9
19
9
32
17
'5
14
29
'8
\6
24
6
11

.

28
36
43
27
3'
8
24
34
33
22
42
23

2'
39
20

31
35
26
4'
37
44

PI..

DAYS 19.'
1ae.4km double (){A
Klneton.

T.mworth
Spood
(01.1.)

SO.10
(118.2)
956 52.68
972 ('78.2)
864 51.91
862 "52..65
980 (178.2)
926 (SO.6)
5'3 (111.4)
882 53.92
771 (179.8)
882 (44.5)
484 54.63
795 (,72,:8)
831 (157.4)
859 (52.6)
526 (37.9)
190 (93.4)
805 (79.1)
692 (65.3)
9<8 (15.4)
868 (82.4)
2'3 (147.8)
527 (51.9)
360 (80.5)
72 (64.3)
518 '(131.9)
500 (68.6)
922 189.')
692 (98.8)
(78.4)
438
473 (48.2)
127
200 ('72.8)
705 (67.0)
(75.4)
73'
244 ('66.5)
157 (53.9)
330 (79.1)
364 (66.1)
(48.2)
634
2'3 (76.2)
(51.9)
330

I()()()
,()()()

59

35

424

39

322

DAYS

.....
5
8
3
8
4
6
6
38
'3
2
7
41
I

11
15
35
42
'9

23

32
27
21
'6
36
22
33
17
29
20
'8
25
39
43
11
30
27
'4
34
23
3'
39
26
36

29
29

DAY 1 21.'
17Skm OfR
Ely, Combr1dgo
or OUxford

Henlow

Plo.

Speed
101.'.)

POl.

PI•.

Spood
(01.',)

511
446
522
448
520
496
448
87
428
525
452
69
526
432
389
92
5'
208
\69
\28
157
.71

61.65
73.•7
71.85
76.00

5
2
3

62.97

'2
'6
'3
4
'5
25
20
'0
'7
30
3'

168
841
820
872
710
654
703
8'2
663
564
596
733
640
486
477
686
124
743
547
768
'86
567
131
598
587
164
359
550
253
522

8'.39
68.86
72.94
73.20
70.40
79.57
67.33
U.62
S6.60
65.69
55.67
62.61
56.'8
60.28
55.03
64.63
67.85
55.51
65.07
64.41
56.71
('5'.5)
68.21
57.06
66.39
59.35
53.'3
55.52
53,.5
51.62
54.47
55.60
('39.4)
('47.6)
61.12
(51.0)
(\64.0)
('61.6)
55.17
('SO.,)
(4\.1)
('39.0)
('66.8)
ONF
ONF

362
90

171
'25
308
'38
'96
223
'65
80
0
432
'33
'57
4'4
96
169
'32
80
159
90

ONF
ONF

(68.8)
(68.6)

20.'

16S.7km ...
C..ton Gibbet.

'38
138

58.46

62.40
71.13

59.17
51.19
53.76
64.80
57.28
••.91
••. 1.
61.01
64.10
65.63
49.79
67.60
(87.3) .
51.39
65.11
53.95
53.03
67.29
(149.8)
SO.03
(11 •. 4)
47.76
(68.9)
51.5.
51.22
56.95
(63.2)
('35.2)
(95.6)
(62.2)
45.72
(119.2)
(123.1)
(145.3)
ONF
ONF
60.49
SO.,8

,

14

11
8
21
6
40
23
9
19
21
1
32
26
37
28
39
22
24
'8

..

34

36
42
29

36
35
43
33

'5
26

'90

568
564
636
115
3'8
209
117
496
214
285
0
346

680
'552

69.43
67.01

P...

,
7
5
4
6
2
10
3
23
'2
2B
'6
24
'8
30

14
11
29
13
'S
22
31

•

2'
11
'9
32
2'
20

33
3'
27
4()

39
17
42
35
36
25
38
43
41
34

Plo.

ToI.

818
722
n3
776
742
855

56"
554'

Pto.

703

794
570
683
559
645

5<61
5411

S344

5304

465'
4505
4456

'4373
4354
56S 4269
6'6 4222
55' .179
670
710 ..sa
557 .,28
675 3996
667 3970
572 3Ml
009 392'
714 3842
576 38'5
892 3n8

....

604 3842
527
551
589
508
5014
5sa
280

36'4
3516
3542
3455

3434
34'0

3409

300 3368
lI26 3278
73 3'56
336 2998
332 2978
S60 2B26
305 2750
SI 26B5
279 2459
340 2003
\584
'348

7
11

729 4247
699 3276

barograph penalfy. DNF .. did notlly.

C~NTRAIR PEGASUS10'1
WINNER OF THE 1983 STD .CLASS NATIONALS
Congratulations Brian Spreckley ~md AIi~ter ~ay On 1st and 3rd placings
Centrair Pegasus 101 has proved to be the best "inew generation" Std Class
Sailplane, at the lowest price. You could be flying one next seas()n

Also ASW 2OF,avallable
New
second hand

and'

'Ring Stev~ Whi~e (>11 ;Q4~4 36888 or
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THE FUTURE OF GLIDING
After the healthy boom years of the early 1970$ when gliding grew steadily, the total membership Is now
the same as it was in 1916 - 10 200. Bill Scull, ,BOA director of 'operations, discussed this in his article in
the April 1982 issue, "Where Is Gliding Going?" p68, and now Alan Austin, Anthony Dicks and Jeff
smithers have prepared a paper analysing recen.t trends.
They reach the conclusion that it probably does matter that gliding has not
expanded as predicted - in 1976 it was
thought that by t 982 there should be
12000 members, - simply because most
organisations and businesses need a
steady increase in business to be financially viable.
Apart from considering the lack of
growth, they emphasise that private
ownership has increased substantially
while the number of club gliders has
grown much more slowly. In fact there
are now fewer club single-seaters.
The UK gliding movemerH is traditionally based on clubs and depends
entirely on them for launch and other
facilities, but the authors wonder
whether this move to private ownership
will effect the financial viability of clubs.
They admit that there is little firm evidence to show whether the stagnation is
coming from established members deciding to give up gliding or a drastic slowdown in recruitment. If it is the first
reason, then there is obviously a significant loss of revenue but the latter cause
could create bigger problems in the
future.
For the purpose of general discussion,
the authors assume it is a bit of both and
that one is not more significant than the
other. They go on to make the following
points.
Costs have increased significantly since
1976 - administration, fuel, insurance,
repairs, equipment etc - but there are
only the same number of members paying. This obviously forces more people
oul and may have already increased the
cost of starting to glide to a point where
it discourages newcomers.
If membership remains static or
decreases further, it is going to cost us all
more each year.
If recruitment is slow, it won't be long
before we feel the effect on income by
less usage of the training fleet and early
solo machines, which are usually club
owned, and in the utilisation of staff,
particularly the very important nucleus
of professional instructors.
This will effect some clubs more than
others with perhaps the vitally important
big ones with a depth of expertise such
as Booker, Lasham and Dunstable suffering most. Though it will be bad news
for all other clubs.
The authors think it would be valuable
December 19831January 1984

to have a view from each club on recent
trends on membeJ"ship, the attitudes of
their members on ,the cost of gliding and
how close they are to being under sufficient financial pressure to make it
impossible for them to continue.
The next point they raise is the signtficance of the changing club g'lider/private
owner ratio.
While agree,ing that to some extent the
move is inevitable with the emphasis
now on cross-country flying and tra,ining
and a keen de,termination to exploit the
few good days of the year, they wonder
whether private ownership threatens the
viability of clubs.
We all need clubs whether we fly club
aircraft or not since the UK system is
based on club sites, hangarage and
launching facilities. This means that all
private owners are also club members
and it is in their interest to keep these
clubs viable. But, the authors stress, if
club fleet usage diminishes, then clubs
may well have to increase their income
from pr,ivate owners to cover the overall
costs - not forgetting that private owners do need the club to have two-seaters
for check flights and further training
facilities.

Alarming Trend
The authors pinpoil'lt another alarming
trend. With the increase in private ownership, often soon after training, clubs
now have 'smaller single-seater fleets
which restricts those who can't afford a
share in a glider. This may well mean a
move back to an older membership and
a narrowing of the broad range of people
at prese'nt in the sport.
They conclude that we must have
clubs and their facilities and it could be
that a greater percentage of the money
will have to come from private owners.
It is vital to retain the ab-initio facilities
and a high level of training expertise.
The single-seater club fleet is most at
risk but there will always be a demand if
costs caR be kept significantly below
those of private ownership.
Clubs will have to keep a watch on
their finances and be flexible enough to
change policies or charges annually. It is
worthwhile encouraging the use of club
single-seaters by reducing the costs at
certain times and encouraging private
owners to fly them at a reduced membership fee (again with a limited use), so

providing extra income when it isn't
worth rigging.
They say that while it wouldn't be
right 10 dissuade people from starting
new clubs, it would probably be better to
encourage them to put their efforts and
resources ,in.to existing ones that may
have the benefits of security of tenure. It
is a danger too that small clubs may discourage potential members by the frustrations likely if resources are limited.

What ca,n be done?
1. They want more information from
clubs to find out whether there is a general trend of less new members or
whether the average figures mask a
widely differing situation for each club.
Also to find out whether the clubs that
are financially beuer off are of a particular type, ie big, small, offering holiday
courses, private owner or club fleet
orientated.
2. They expect the private owner trend
to continue but want to ensure that this
doesn't threaten facilities by reducing
the income to clubs. This should be discussed within the gliding movement so
that all views are aired and to emphasise
the responsibility private owners have to
their clubs.
3. They contend that training and twoseater gliders remain a vital part of all
clubs and we must take advantage of any
public interest we can generate. Single
seater club gliders need to offer an obvious financial advantage over private
ownership and fleet size must be flexible.
Too few club gliders discourages interest
or encourages private ownership,
whereas too many club gliders are
expensive since under-utilisation could
put a club under serious financial pressure in just one season.
4. They stress that recruitment is important and we should consider whether a
BGA recruitment promotion would be
more effective than the present methods
and decide how this could be made practical financially and in sharing out the
response.
5. We should decide how many people
we want in the gliding movement, taking
into account the number of sites, their
potential for development, their security
of tenure, the existing and forecast airspace regulations, the overall training
quality and ability to monitor safety
standards.
la
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Happy to Fly

REGIONALS'RESULTS

Autobiography of
WESTERN REGIONALS No.

•

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1\
'2
'3
.4

June "·'9

Jones. R.
Roberts. D. G.
Hodsman, O.
COIe. R.
King, P. A.
Tull. V. F.
Harringlon, T

Andrews. P.
Lytlellon. C.

131 Nimbus 3
118 NImbus 2

714
64.

108

M~ni

114
106
,,..
10S

I/entus 16.6
Mini Nimbus
Kestrel 19

"725
669

Nimbus

V~a

Bleaken, L.
Furtey, R.

ASW·?Ot

116 Nimbus 2

'06 f>.$W-2O
Pennycutck. C. 108 Veg.
lane, I.
.08 LS-.3A
Rober1s. D.

Gibbons, J.
15 DOlon. A.
16 Walker, A.
.7 Johns, H.

96 Sport, lIega
92 Berglalke

BOOKER REGIONALS Open Class

,

20

2.

A$hLKSL R

,.

t •

'"
111
109
III
131
111
106
118
107
106
111
lOO
108
118
lCe
108
',1
106
106
, 18
108

..

RTf pena!t'/.

1000
920
9.0
770
.000
849
"4
840
622
78'
72.
340
327
\10

89'
927
932
898
858
326
625
384
374
103
228
445
78
294

245
479
46

78
0
0

-

0
683
'0
0

'2'
.72
59

-

'942

309
762
'000
954
829
237
872
'82
69'
4'0
285
547

-

864
908
927
309
422
539
703
·342
324
303
37'
0
0
0

363
1167

3'3
'82

5875
SOSO
4816
4785
45SO
37'5
3638
2672

26SO
2517
1847
1812

-

1299

0

964
737

ONF
ONF

From gaining her pilot's licence at 17;
starting gliding three years later; flying
Spit·fires. Hurricanes, B1enheims and
Wellingtons from tbe factories to opera·
tional units; to her involvement with the
world of gliding, hang gliding and
microlight flying, Ann Welch's personal
story of fifty years of aviation revea'ls a
truly pioneering spirit, mmpatient with
bureaucracy and petty restrictions and
full of interest for new developments
and ideas.
Illustrated £10.50

5164

1294

• barograph penalty, \ "" airspace pensJty.

July 9·17
Day 1.9.7 Day 2.11.7 Oay3.12.11 Day 4.1:).7 Day 5.14.7 Day 6.15.7 Day 7.16.7 Day 8.17.7 Tolal
152.25km .. lS03km ... 152.6km .. 202km OJR 177.8km .. 189.9k;m. 192.8km. 177.9km. Points

Sailplar.e
H·cap

p"",
Campbell, B.
Kay. A~rwall. O. S.
Stone, A. J.
WilhaJl. C.
Jones, A.
Woodlord. J.
EJlis. J,
Glossop, J. D. J.
Emmen, M,
Murphy, T.
Hegnet, A.
Sheppard, F. J.
CUl1Is. C.
Harborne. P.
SlaNord·Allen, P. R.
WalSh,A.
Read. G.
Davey,A.. Gunner. E.
Cousins, R.
Walson, Trish'B.8.C.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
.3
'4
'5
'6
•7
•6

~

-

-

467
'0
0
450

108 LS-3.A

DNF "" did not fly.. ' • photo penalty,

No

-

90 K-6f.

896
932
28'
700
268
842
780
727
'95
0
338
.40
79

568
527
5'3
470
570
468
\52
41\
412
'92
'304
·"'73
32.
65

7'5
677
304
62
1563
580
147
'64
460

96 l:..lbelt.•

1"

ANN WELCH

Day 2.13.6
Day 3.14.6
Day 4.15.6 Day 5.17.6 Day 6.18.6 Day 7.19.6 Total
Day '.12.6
1e1kn'J ... , 65Mm goal race 2.c2km goaf race 253l<m .. 242km ... 226km .. 174km. Points

Sailplane
H'cap

Pilot

498
405
520
39'
322
498
40.
346
96
367
390
96

ASW-20L
ASW·20L
Ventus
ASW-20L
Nimbus 3
ASW·20L
ASW-20F
A$W-17
Vent us
PIK 20:>
ASW-20L
Vega
ASW·20f
Jantar 2
PIK 200
Mosqul1o
ASW-20L
Mml Nimbus
ASW-20
Ntmbus 28
ASW-20

430

378
367
280
89
79
'63
340

5'

694
7.8

447
384
393
376
3'0
346
226
338
62
373
384
286
'33
0
148
0
269
0
43
0
0

63S

629
711
598
38'
82'
544
36'
90
586
275
2.9
597
349
586
.73
6
0
32

979
977
859
943
666
827
784
736
846
823
866
626
872
878
799
2'5
349
260
300
0
0

760
7'3
710
667

879
8'8
864
874
792
80.
849
7'2
8'0
6.2
739
773
834
560
54'
738
0
299
268
0
0

771

67.
640
702
632
424
386
244
273
653
227
399
236
409
0
0
0

698

5320
S083

365
30.
2'9
.79
257
252
2'5
8'
226
242
2'4
'27
116
0
0
0
260
0
0
0
0

76'7

74.
744
707
560
640
556
723
584
577
664
656
506
5'0
529
547
399
0
0
0

4941

4803
4736
4556
4139
4092

3939
3789
3646
36004
3589
3194

3.89
2510

2336
1619

600
340
83

Sport Class
Day 1.9.7 Day 2.11.7 Day 3.12.7 Day 4.13.7 Day 5.14.7 Oay6.1S.7 Day 7.16.7 Day 8.17.7 TOlal
14.1km. 1'35.4kmO!R 152.6km ... '46.2t<mOfR \51.2km .. 148.9.2km. 171.5km .. '63.4km atR Points

SailPl8t\e
P,lOt

No.

•

2
334
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

••
'5
'6

17

.6
'9
20

H'cap

101 lS-4
96 llbelle
100 Sld CIrrus
102 ASW-19
103 lS-4
101 lS-4
98 Std Cirrus
Hulch"son, S.
103 Pegasus
Aiway. J.
102 ASW-1ge
Brown!ow. R
98 Sld CinLtS
Go"inge. J. P
100 Cirl\1S
Baker. PJBaker. A.
103 Phoebus 17e
Belbin, E.
Warren. G
100 Sld Cmus
100 ASW·19
Parker. T.
82 EoN 460lb
E!lis.C.
94 Dart 17R
Slringer, N. F.
94 Dart 17R
GIn, PJLlpsjel. E.
GIb:SOI"J. N.
98 ASW-15s
96 libelle
Walhen, A.
94 DaJ117R
Bu~by. I.
Levi. AMhiletlead. P, 96 Libelle

Sheard, P, G.
FttH:!man. D.
AJ"dis. C. J.
Aspland. W.
Hunt. S. G.
Ke09h. B.

SOO
43'
373
495
4.2
457
0
355
422
446
270
258
384
369
383
0
316
374
.59
0
3'0

.54
397
3,8
.58
0
378
393
369
0
3'8
0
280
0
'63
292
0
.60
68
72
0
0

654
98
609
702
638
473
556
65'
238

.89

476
28.
.5
'60
555
324
380
0
3
0
0

739
764
596
645
756
630
67.
77.
3'5
564
704
581
653
690
380
515
0
29'
342
0
0

793
'923
726
'644
725
·696
682
773
748
808
642
56.
5.0
661
634
573
254
254
80
526
0

929
920
759
783
776
651
795
773
83.
730
606
732
696
57'
52.
429

660
823
832
72.
869
652
740
.30
728
396
65.
53.
168
0
0
0
599
68
0
0
0

300
507
465
0
0

59
249
'56
22.
0
'76
245
2'8
22.
0
75
'49
0
0
0
200
0
'56
'98
0
0

""pens/fy

Sailplane

,

Pilol

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
.0
11

.2
13
.4
.5
•6
'7
'8
.9
20
21
22

Kay, A. E.
Wart, D. S.
Rand!e, M.
Name, A. J.
Walson, A. J.
Penlecost, P, R.

Cooi<.I.R.
Hog9. A. J.
Cunningham. G. W.
Tapson. B.
Bradney. F. G.
Cousins, R.
Walson. Trish
Genlry. J. M.
West. D.
Comen. C. G.
Bell.J. G.
Light. P. O.
evans. M. J.
HaszlakiewlCz. M, J. C.
Sampson, O. L. H.
Rolls.J. lSwof1er, P. A. de C.
Wes!. J. M.

H'cap

Day 1.23.7 Day 2.25.7 Day 3.26.7 Day 04.28.7 Day 5.29,7 Day 6.30.7 Tolal
110km O/A 186km ... 15S"m .. 145.2km .. 125km .. :i16.2km .. Points

111 ASW·20FL

587

115
109
106
106
106
10e

663
68.
673
8.0

Keslrel 20
Venlu.s B
Mosquito
MosqUllO
Mini Nimbus
ASW-20

'06 ASW-2O
118
108
106
118
112
106
108
, 08
113
109

Nimbus 2
Vega
ASW-20l
Nimbus 2e
Kestrel 19C
Mini Nimbus
Mosquito
Glaslltlgel 304'
Keslrel 19
Venlus B

\12 00-202
118 NImbus 2
108 M'<l$QI.J(!O

108 Vega

4369

4176
4113
4062

4040
3503
3453
3426
3373

3026
2934
2765
2041

2029
1718
1319

526
3'0

also by Ann Welch:

The Story of Gliding
Illustrated £9.75

Pilots' Weather

Illustrated £9,50

Accidents Happen

Illustrated £3.95

with Lorne Welch and
Frank trYing

LASHAM REGIONALS - July 23·3'
Clas8 A (handicaps
104)
No

4688
4605
4369

-

630

6'6
622
6'3
735
63'
628
612

-

0
.5.
682
614
54.
859
44
30
264

-

965
873
641
890
654
869
66'
866
837
636
522
847

-

0
439
560
664
87
0
'24
6'3
0
0

-

696
589
475
427
600
335
372
S06
2.6
456
449
3.6

336

-

376
526
399
436
3.8
287
316
336
92

'000

-

853
6.7
659
488
605
854
4'6
4.6
·767

86.
360

-

746
763
275
289
326
499
393
126
280
\14

800

-

682

~7'O

470.
4266

723
666
776
713
598
62'
211
6.9
.51
'39
489

'OCO

7'9
591
565
0
573
-'68
0

499
689
562
579
4'5
53.
555

.2593

'211

60'

1911

56'
605

1075

-

0
0

986
'523
783
69.
552
990
6.3
545
590
34.

-

New Soaring Pilot

Illustrated £8.50
4148

4049
3928
3676
3615

33.4
3290
3'92
2981

29\1
2838
2639
2453
2055
'998
'207

with Gerry Breen

Hang Glider Pilot

Illustrated £4.50

with Roy Hili

Soaring Hang Gliders

Illustrated £5.95
JOHN MURRAY

- penalty.
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c.... B (handicaps

703)
Day 1.23.7 Day 2.25.7 Day 3.26_7 Day •.28.7 Day 5.29.7 Day 6.30.7 Tolal
, 'Okm QlA 186.4km •
15Gkm. 145km .... 125k,m .... 225km .... Polnls

Sai\plane

No.

H'cap

Plol

D. J.
• Eade.
Smlh. D. A.
wit>l.C.

101
103
100
98

AIlal. M. D.

lOO Std GirTus

SmilhetS. J. W.

100 ASW-19

2

••
•
5

7

•

9
10
1\

'2
'3
14
.5

••

17

'.

Breeze. O.

_.H.K.
NicIIoI~. R. J.
Terry, C. J.

103
9S
90
100

LS·4
K·21
K·6<
OG-l00
96 TW!l1 As1it

CMdaJe. P. J.
Evans. M. F.
Weslon. J.
Sewar!, K.
Gothrie.P.A.1.
Goodman. R.
Tlu. H. AGi~.

102 ASW·198
102 ASW-198

100 SkJ Cirrus
94 Foka 5

E. E. F.

ENSTONE REGIONALS Open Class
No

•

2
3

•

5
6
7
8
9
10
\I

12
'3

Poze,skis, ARandle, Jane

1'8
1 13
109
111
118
106

s",,:, R.

D tlam,M.
CosIIll, M.
Murphy, T.
Brisbourne,
Wllson, T,
Bobbin. T.

R..

Nimbus 2e
Kestrel 20
Ventus
ASW·2O.\.
Nimbus 2c
PIK 200

.06 OG·200
112 KesCtel 19
106 PII( 200

'Nes1, S.
Cumner. G. M.

Herrlngshaw. G,

492
62.
'89

'36

73.

824
891
303
842
737
240

0
659
0
0
16

Day 3.30.8

2.SOkm dotJble "

292.5km "

106
1 13
111
116
112
102
106

ASW-20
I(eslrel 20
ASW-2Ot.
ASW-17
Janlar 1
Cinus
ASW-20

'000

106

veQa

709
ONF
413

19

TI11ck.M

111 ASW-2Ol

ONF

20

NlchoU., G.

.06 LS·3A

'187

-

le

-

759
546
532
58'

-

570
20.
668
755
268
8S8
174

30'
ONF
267

759
'9'

2914
2458
2441
2418
2181
2163
2\59

0
0
4
0
0
0
47
0

2050
'859
1748

0

8..
793
645

-

-

Tolal
Points

2765
2469

-

804

904
355
48.
9'8
453
346
3'2
28.

50S

57
124
0
0
"4
0
.2
154
0

.000

577
9'8
90s
977

700
685
6.8
'596

Day 4.'.9
189km double "

998
970
752
825
1393

986
929
967
949

-

17
18

_ay.

664
819
..4
766
803

S80

Day 2.29.8

873
742
7SO
684
934
841
492
558
650
565

Motle:rshea1. J.
Pozefskis, P.
Phdlips, D.
DatbV. M.
Zeailey. T. S_
Clarite. C.

".5.6

884

650
07

643
332
7.
292

856
0
189
0

.

,

0
622
86

0
276
9'
0

954

...0

983
820
'000

«79
4331
422.

. .0

3911

955
820
858
853
716
8J4
937
286
386
275
266
303
48

3662
3522
3044
2931
2805
2771
274'

2583
.966
1815
.626
1592
538

-

No.

•

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
.0

"

.2
'3
14
15
16
'7
18

Day 1.26 7 Ooy 2.28.7
124km ....
131!1:m •

Salpiane
H'cap

HIlI.D.J. M.

101 LS·"
98 Sld Cirrus

BromwJC.h. RC
Fox, R.

96 Cobra

$wannack. J.
Rice. J.
SI PieHe, A. H. G.
McLane. L.
Keogh. B.
Walsh,A.
HawkWlS. P.
Luke, J.
Austin. D. C.
Cervantes, S.
Mortinet, A.

112 Kesllel 19
106
106
101
106
106
103

[)G.2OQ
VeQ3
LS·4
Mosquito

M4rn

OUS

Phoebus

106 OG·200
Vega
Janlar
Kesllel 19
STd Jamar
98 ASW-IS8

106
112
112
99

RamS«ieo, P_
Ouftin. E. R.
Taylor, C.
Ree...es. C.

98 OG·'OO

Sunon, O. A.

106 Vega

Tolal

Potnls

730
704

373
360

1103

609

435

1044

628

382

748
538
663
3:JO
657
359
3.3
627
649
297
ONF
ONF
143
ONF

257
356
90
410
80
358
382
59
ONF

-

339

420
324
ONF
ONF

.060
1010

'005
894
773
70W
730
717
695
886
649
627
'20
32'

'43
0

Sport Closs
Day 1.27.8
189km ...

t 12 Keslrel '9

Cox. F.

716
704
582
.85
7'0
.47
547
287
309
33
0
715
0
405
500
94
379
235

July 23-31

Augu.t 28-Seplember 4

Sailplane
H'cap

P,1o'

80W
694
6.8
835
855
'23
798
325
784
120
.98
78
.48
82
0

97 Astir CS
102 CIrrus

876
857
766
907
817

895
723
957
731
486
0
225

80'

97 Astir

Bash!"!. J. C.

95.

401
853

LS·4
LS·4
SHK
Llbelle 2018

NORTHERN REGIONALS Open Cia••

34

0

No.

,

2
3
4
5

Sailplane
HeAp

PIIOI
Ward,M.
TayJor, K. R.
Bentslon, G.
8l'OO~, M. F.

78 SF 26A
84 Skytalit 3
94 Oar1 17

aaines, R.

96 Lobelia

96 Vega

Holland. P.
6
7
8
9
'0

1731
1117

"'2

'886
'336
939

13

..

15
.6
17

ElIi!, C,
Hannigan, A.
Rogers, N.
Purser, H.
MWlelon,A:
Norrison, P. R
51011, B.
VVhile, M. D.
Taylol. J.
Stoker, T.
Grinin, B. J.
AGey, E. A.
Bond, M,
Svenson. 8. W.
<>tender. S.

Day 1.26.7 Day 2.26.7
96.6km ... 124km"

772
712
663
709
oW4

-

497
429
388
253

8'6
776
727

88 Olympia 419

463
363

313
364

90 K-6E
90 K·6<

30'

96 Llbelle

404

253
0

397
0
97
0
263

'35
419
297
369
0

78 Skylar1t 2
90 K-6e
96 Cobra

82 QIymp<a 463
96 Sllene

645

8J9

8:JO

357

86 Skylaft( 4

96.

-

492
459

-

'269
1 UI
1051

435
338

82 Olympia 460
84 Skylaft(:J

-

TOfal

Points

-

690
657

389

-

645
532
419
394
369

263

Sport Class
No

P;oot

2
3
4
5
8

North. S.

,

Day 1.27,8
13t.5km"

Day 2.29.8
I 48.75km ...

100 Sld ClfrUS
96 Sld L.ibe[)e
100 Sld CIrrus

852
659
545

96 S1d lAlele

"521

885
779
795
8'6
8'5
670

Sailplane
H'cap

How"",•. P.
""""" P.

Sha<_. R.
Haml•. E_

88 Olympra 419
84 K·6<;A

Pa:_.G.
Garctler,O.

7
8
9
10

Joody. M.

1'1 .... 8.
Cra!g,

G_

11

Robe.... D.

'2
'3
14
•5

S..,;gh. K.

16
17
.8
19

84
84
96
100
90
98
98
92
98

Websler,M.

Wesley, J.

Kelly. N.
Edw8lds, D.

Bom. A.
lawrey, M.

K-6cR
K-6cfll
Sld UOoIle
Sld Clfrus
K·6e
SpOrt Vega
Sld Cirrus
Pilalus 6-4
Sld Cirrus

90 K·"

20

El'it. C. A. P

2.
22

Roberts, J.
Jones. N.
.IoOO90n. E.

23
24
25

Cox. A.
Nash. J.
Con.. E.

211

Mace, J.

94 Dart 17A
94 1$-290
92 8ergfalke 4

'535
4"
·537
450
486
398
188
572
·379

-

595
540
'00

-

"313

67

95 Club Asljr

-

94 Cobra 15

96

Jarvts, P.

"" photo penalty:

2155

874

20'
440
232
'25
ONF
217

-

'43

-

400
146
379
DNF

85
113
170

-

"-

9SO

89,

350

304
374
520

2277
2275

680
8.5
838
553
817
339
413

617

509

940
897

-

"219

·333

2467
2438
229.

96'

-

S&G PRICE RISE
We regret that after holding the price of S&G at £1.10 for two years it will be
increased to £1.20 per copy from the February-March issue. The annual Subscription, which includes postage, will be £8.75.

1965
1922
1885
.852

BRING BACK THE CHARTS
As we went to press, the BBC launched their Sixty Minutes news programme
complete with a revamped weather spot replacing the old, competent forecast.
The BBC, while admitting to us that there ,had been complaints, were unable to
promise they would reinstate the familiar forecast. We can only hope that by the
time this issue is in print they will have had second thoughts and Mi<;:h<l.el Fish
et al are back with their charts.

1577
1528

1523
1482
1314

.273
11'4
1074

1024
9.4
837
822
524
459

HAPPY CHRISTMAS
We send all our readers the very best wishes for Christmas and the New Year
and our grateful thanks to contributors for keeping our tiresome deadlines
during 1983.

217
ONF
193

97

- barograph penalty;

TOlal
Poinls

'000

9:JO

683
725
620
548
·628
623
612
890

279
94 Foka 5

96 Cobra

Oavies, M.

ONF '" did no( JIy;

-

22'
455
>324

98 DG'l00
88 Dart 15
103 L$-4

Hut, J.
Lassan, M.
Fmdlay, D.

568

Day 3.30.8

2O,kmOfA

t - no

control.

720 CHANNELS FOR £454
MICROCOMM
12v

INe
VAT

722

190z 23/s sq X 8fs

9 Preset Freq. & Intercom
Also available:

Self-contained VOR for £454

AGENTS

SPECU'Il.ST SYSTEmS
TIM NEWPORT-PEACE
0276
33706

32 FERNHILL LANE
HAWLEY, CAMBERLEY
SURREY, GU17 9HA

December 79831January 7984

MIKE YORKE
0276
65S76

1984
PILOT'S PALS
The International Aviation
Calendar
Get some lift during 1984 with our
beautiful full colour calendar
designed for flyers and
enthusiasts.
UK price £3.50 each + 75p p&p.
EUROPE £1.50 p&p. Other countries £4.50 p&p Air Parcel Post
and insurance.
CIRCUIT PUBLICATIONS
Big 159, 81ggln Hili Airport, Kent
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NATIONAL LADDER WINNERS
Two Lasham pilots claim the National Ladder
trophies this, year. Chris Love III heads the
Open Ladder to win the Enigma trophy and
Ray Pentecost is top of the Club Ladder to
gain the l. du Garde Peach trophy.
Open Ladder
Leading pHot
1, C, Lovell
2, N, Hacke"
3, R, May
4, L, E, Beer
5, F, J, Sheppard

Cl.., Ladder
Leading pilol
1, R, Pentecost
2, C, Starkey
3, T. S, Hills
4, J, Walker
5, M, F, Brook

Club
Surrey & Hants
Coventry
London

Booker
800ker

Pts
8548
8409
7716
7245
7061

FIts
4

Pts
3577
3279

Flls
3
3

2929
2584
2134

2

4

4
4
4

SECRETARY's
DESK
Barry Rolfe, BGA administrator

Club
Surrey & Hants
Surrey & Hents
RAE Farnborough
Coventry
Yorkshire

4
4

COMPETITION NEWS
Ted Lysakowski, chairman, BGA Competitions' Committee
1984 Squad. The British team squad for the
1985 World Championships at Rieti comprises,
the 1983 National Champions and
runners up, Ralph Jones and Johnny
Tllylor (Open), John Cardiff, Chrls
Garton and CMs Starkey (15 Metre),
Brlan Spreckley and Martyn Wells
(Standard).
Nine pilots se:lected by a voting panel
of 40 (top 12 from each Class plus the
1983 Hobbs team pilots) and listed in
alphabetical order: Denls Campbell,
Andy Davls, Bernard Fltche«, AI
Kay, George Lee, Ted Lysakowskl,
Chrls Rolllngs, Dave Wa« and Justln
WillS.
The team for Rieti will be evolved In early
September 1984 from the squad, except that
the 1984 Champions (if not already in the
squad) will also be eligible.
1984 Nationals. The highly successful struclure of ,rl:Jrmlng the three FAI Class ChampiOAShips on separate dates and venues
remains unchanged. The Nationals will be
unhandicapped and each Class will produce
one National Champion; the Open Class will
additionally have two supplementary awards
for best perfonnances in sailplanes up to 21 m
span, and up to' 19m span. The dates and
venues are as follows:
Standard: June 2-10, Nympsfield
15 Metre: July 14-22, Dunstable
Open,: August 11'-19, tasham
Entries will be limited to 40 ,in each Class.
Application fonns are ,available from the BGA
office and the closing date is Tuesday,
January 31" 1984. Prior~y will be decided by
the pilot's positions on the 1984 Nationals
Ouaiifying lUsts.
1984 Competition Calendar. The dates of
other competitions confirmed at the time of
wr~ing are: Competition Enterprise, June
270

FROM THE

Have you been gliding abroad this year? If so
we would like to hear about it. Please let me
have a brieJ summary along the lines of countries vis~ed, own ~lider or rental abroad,
clubs visited', paperwork and qualifications
required, and it you are willing to pass on
details of your experiences (gliding only!) to
other pilots. We get a lot of inquiries every
year Irom people wanting to take their gliders
on an overSeas holiday and needing this sort
of-advance ilaformation. The best way that we
can help is by putting them in touch w~h
another member who has boldly gone before
etc so please volunteer to join our foreign
information service.
Speaking of travel reminds me that the
BGA chairman, will be unlocking my ball and
chain Irom the Secretary's Desk four times
during t/;le winter months to attend regional
open, meetings with club officials and discuss
what the BGA is or isn't doing for you. Two
meetings at Baoker and Nympsfield in
November will have been held by the time
you read'tl:lis but on Sunday, February 12 we
shall be, visiting Saltby and on Sunday, February 26, Sutton Bank. Further details have
already been sent to club secretaries and we
hope that clubs within reasonable reach of
the meeting venues will all be represented.
Perhaps when we get together one of the
old favourite topics will be the SOp SUbscription I'evy which, goes Into the British team
fund every year to help towards the costs of
sending our representatives to the World
Championships? At present this is raising
less than £5000 annually or about £9500
towards each Championship whilst they are
held biennially. This is the third year of the
SOp levy whilst inflation continues and it has
been suggested that each member should
3O-Juty a at Aboyne; Inter"Servlces 'Regionals, July 31-August 10 venue to be arranged;
Lasham Reglonals, August 11-19 (10 be run
concurrently with Open Class Nationals).
Applications are invited from clubs wishing to
run competitions. The preferred dates to
minimise overlap are May 19-28, June 16·24,
June .3O-July 8, July 28·August 5,. For an up
to date position please contact the BGA office
or myself.

contribute £1 per head in future - what do
you think?
Over the last ten years or so about 250
young pilots have benefited from the generosity of Whitbreads, who through the Sports
Council have financed every year the WMbread bursaries which were awarded to pilots
achieVing the Bronze badge before their 19thl
birthday to help pay for some more flying, We
have now exhausted the fund and 'unfort,unately Wh~breads are not renewing the
sponsorship for 1984 so there will be no
further bursaries awarded, but we should like
to thank the brewers for their backing.
Cheers!

Abused by clubs
The telecommunications section 01
National Air Traffic Services have asked us to
remind members about the operating terms
of the radio licences granted to gliding Clubs.
The frequencies 130.1, 130.4 and 130,125
are for use in communications between
ground sets and gliders and 129.9 is solely
for ground to ground contact in glider reCOvery operations. Because the ground station is
confined to communications with gliders on
these frequencies the requirement for examinations and granting of operators' licences
have been waived by the regulatory
authorities. It is alleged that these tenns are
being abused by clubs in communications
with other general aviation aircraft. We shall,
of course, take this opportunity of .repeating,
our offer to the authorities for the BGA to take
over administration of radio licences for gliders in the hope of keeping down the exorbitant charges which are presently made.
European Championships. The 2nd European Championships will take place at Vinol'l,
France, in the three FAI Classes, between
June 20 and July 9, including a compulsory
training period from June 20-26. The UK
intends to field, a team 01 six pilots, ie the
maximum nLrnber QI places offered by the
organisers. The BGA funds will not be used
to finance this event, and the candidates for
the team should be prepared tQ self-finance
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

the event. Assistance from the Sports Council
may be available, but cannot be guamnteed.
Those pilots woo wish to be considered tor
the team should apply to the BM office by
Monday, January 9, 1984. Priorities will be
determined by the applicant's position on the
1984 Priority List, except that the order 01 the
top 25 places will be no,tionaUy changed (Ior
this purpose only) so that the 1983 Hobbs'
team pilots asSume positions 21 to 25,
whereas the No. 5 position becomes No. 1,
No. 6 becomes No. 2 etC.
Italian ChampIonships, Rletl. At the lime 01
writing no details are available but it is
expected Ihat the BGA will be offered some
places as in previous years, This event is of
interest as Rieli is the venue of the 1985
World Championships. The priority will go to
the team squad and within the squad to those
pilots who have not previously flown at Rieti.
1I the squad does not take up the available
places the priority will be decided by the
applicaAl's position on the 1984 Priority list.
Applications to the BGA office by Monday,
January 9, 1984, please.

TWO FATAL ACCIDENTS
Fred Sage of the Essex GC was killed in his
Mini·Nimbus at Roanne, France, on June 22.
(reported in the last issue, 1'1222.) The glider
was on linal approach when It was observed
to enter a dive hitting the grQund at
approximately 70° There is no obvio'us
explanation other than negative 9 and
perhaps subsequent disorientation.
On september 1 there was an accident to
a Bocian at Nympsfield in which James Find-

The ASW-19 (Valiant) and K-21 (Vanguard) Which were formally given their names and
accepted into Air Cadet service by Mr Colin Humphreys, deputy !Jnder secretary of State (Air)
at a ceremony at the Air Cadet Central Gliding' School at RAF Syerston on September 20.
lay, t'he instructor, and Oavid Pearson, a student who had recently soloed, were 'both latally injured. T1iere was a cable break at
2-300ft and although a landing straight ahead
was probably possible the glider made a turn
to the right towards the ridge (which was
working at the time). The turn developed into
a spin from which there was insufficent height
to recover.
W. G. SCUll, Director of Operations

THE BIRTH OF BURN GC
Tile Concaster GC Ilave a new site and a
new name - they have installed thei., lieet in
the Ilew har:lgar at Bum and at their dinnerdance 'in October toasted the passing 01 the
old club and the, birth of Burn GC.
The new postal address is Burn Gliding
Club, Park Lane, Bum, selby, N Vorks Y08
8LW.

INTER-YNIVERSITY TASK WEEK
This year Imperia'l College were the hosts at
Lasham Irom Atlgusl7-13with six universit'ies
competing on the five contest days. The Surrey team won with their Socian; Essex
(K-6cR) were 2nd; Cambridge (K-13) 3rd and
Imperial College (Bodan) 4th.
I1 was a most enjoyable and well organised
event. Edinburgh University came the lurthest
and while the 10984 task week will- again be at
Lasham, there is talk 01 holding It at Portmoak in "985 and hopes that more universities will send teams in the future.

KIDSII WHO WOULD' AYE 'EM?
This spring Barry Pearson, CFI 01 North
Devon GC, casually suggested to a leader of
activity holidays for children aged ten to 18
years that some 01 the visitors ,might enjoy an
air experience flight. Three months later he

1984 BGA CONFERENCE
HOTEL NORWICH
Saturday, 17/Sunday, 18 March, 1984
Pilots! Get your new 1984 diaries out now and mark March 17 and 18 as The Weekend. This is
when you will be brought right up to date on:
New glider designs
Cross-country flying techniques
New instruments
Winning contests
and other essential knowledge on gliders and how to fly 'em in 1984, presented by top designers
and pilots.
Our hosts will be the Norfolk Gliding Club, presenting a dazzling social programme, the highlight
of which is the BGA BALL on Saturday evening.
Special Ladies' Programme. Special facilities for computer buffs and a contest for the best gliding
computer game.
Note: Special low ra,tes for under-25's.

(Full programme contents and list of speakers to be announced in February-March 1984 S&G.

EXHIBITION of GLIDERS, INSTRUMENTS and ACCESSORIES

DON'T MISS IT!
On going to press we heard that Hans-Werner Grosse of West Germany, the breaker of countless long dIstance world
records, and Kees Musters of Holland, the new 15 Metre Class World ChampIon, will be special guest speakers.

December 1983/January 1984
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realised the scale of the operation - in July
the demand was for 200 flights a week and
they finished the season having introduced
more than 2000 children to gliding in their
Bergfalke 2 and Grob 109. The record was
52 flights in one day.
It meant pulling in friends from the Bristol &
Gloucester GC, see ,the club news contribution, and as they are 'hoping to continue the
scheme ,in 19848arry is inviting fit passenger
carrying pilots to join them tor a ()evon week
with the promise of doing 120-185 flights.
They are also looking for a winct:l driver for
the ~ason who will' accept a MG PPL as
payment. If interested contact Barry, tel No:
0271 78204.

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY -

MODEL GLIDERS

74' ----std Cirrus

1915

S

75

Cobra 15

1867

76

K-&

77

76

g,

ReI.

Glider

BGA

No.

Type

No.

E
0

..

T'me

1089

M

2.6.83

70

Compiled by KEITH MITCHELL,
Chairman, BGA Safety Panel

PiloClCrew

Date

Place

SUMMARY

Age

Injury

PIHrs

Challock

55

N

92

19.6.83
15.30

PosUand NF

46

N

107

Pilot released towrope after second wing drop

26,5.83

Nympslield

52

N

246

with aircratt at 45" 10 runwav. Aircrall conHnued
tuming. rose 3-511 into the air and lhen landed
heavily.
Whilst walching other alrcraJt rT'()vemenls pilol
made a hurried shor'l circuit allowing the airspeed 10 build up and being amcklus 10 gel
gltder onlo Ihe ground louched down with
starbOard wing hining the ground fust.

Nr Basings10ke

53

N

93

Pilot elected 10 land on go,i"course fairway as
olher fields in area very soft After normal landing into wind pilol unable 10 pt'event winglip Slriking one of the ban~s on eithef side of fairway.

15.6.83
16.00

Finedon

59

M

1294

Whils1 making an uphiH blA downwind approach
into chosen field pik>t decided 10 land in Ihe
overshoot field but caughl two concrele posts in
boundary fence causing the glider 10 slew and
break the fuselage.

M

28.4.83
15.00

NorthWeald

57

N

14

Undercarriage gradually retrac1ed during land·
lng run anowing fuselage 10 conlact runway.
Probably nol locked down.

1487

M

4.6.83
11.30

North Weald

11

N

40

Speed high on autotow·and pilol lowered nose.
Drogue cable chute hi1ling wing. Pilot released
cable and waited tor chute [0 tan before landing
ahead.

Libelle 201B

1887

S

22.6.83
17.08

Midland

39

N

75

After making a salisfactory landing an unnoticed
sheep jumped inlo the air and was hit by the port
wtnglip causing the aircraft to slew. bounce and
land heavily sideways. The sheep was kHIed.

K·13

1436

M

19.6.83

Doncsster

51

N

400+

P2 failed 10 101Ild out after prompt Pl look over.
but too late 10 8\K>i(J heavy landing
Winch launch in light C;roSSWI,..j. k'110 wind wing
held height on ground run and downwind wing
dropped into long grass inilialing groLlldloop.
Cable released but glider airborne and louched
down on nose theo heavily on lail
Aller an apparenlty notmallanding run. 'uselage
was found broken 311 iorward of lail. During the
flight both trim pOsition and rudder control were
nol as usual. The break occurred in the area of a
recent repair
During a long wave cross-counlry l~ghl. dropped below wave lih and afler a IUr'lher hour 01
lhermal soaring selecled small cui field.
Approach over trees to uphill slighlly downwind
landing. Pilol presumes aifcrah slaned aller
crossing boundaty and whilst side slipping.

Skylar!< 2

1

71

72

Ca""an

2593

Kestrel t1

1720

S

M

17.15

73

As1irCS

2195

M

25.5.83

1

?

This beautiful model is the work of Peter Miller, an experienced and acknowledged model
maker with 30 years' experience who has
recently launched his own model making business - Miller Aviation Models.
He will accept orders for any type of model
from a 1/10Ott:l scale sailplane embedded in
clear resin to a V4 scale 58-10 with a 24ft

BGA

79

K-6cR

2870

lA

17.6.83
16.30

Parham

55

N

15

60

Ml00S

2867

M

14.6,83

Falgunzean

65

N

240

81

Cirrus 75

2138

S

27.6.63
16.00

Arvan. Loch
LOrTl()fld

54

M

750

82

AslirCS

2329

M

12.5.83
14.45

High Clere,
Ber!<s

30

N

86

Pilot le" hill lift IOw 10 land on site. Extended
circuit downwind resulling In \ow 'inal turn and
no-brake approach to rough undershoot area.
With canopy misled over glider groundlooped
and hit pile of tyres.

Approach Into field of short crop in!o wind and
across Slight slope. Rounded out a little high on
landing. first one wingtip then the olher touched
ground and glider gfound looped 80"'. Undersur·
laces of oolh tips damaged by large stones.

MAIL ORDER

You won't need to penetrate our defences to discover the
secret of the best gliding value next year. Skill, daring
and £4.95 will get you a copy of the magnificent 1984
SSA gliding calendar.
12 exceptional full-colour gliding photographs to brighten up
the year. Hurry, because we have imported only a very
limited quantity of these superb calendars and at this price
the demand should exceed Vne.
P.S. Don't forget our special readers' offer this Christmas how to get your free T-shirt.

see the enclosed leaflet for details of

Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
or ask us to send you our complete sales list
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Telephone 0533 531051
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

'" ""w·"
Il4

1:><>,

UbelJe

'665

M

S

<.I""
12.30

Dunslable

26.6.83
14.00

Hunsdon
disused A/F

N

35

N

27

65

159

Pilot eft decisK)n 10 poll off a SloWl5 crosswmd

launch too late. Turn"9 into wind to miss lhe
ridge Ihe winglip caught k>ng grass causing lhe
glider to turn righl be/ore dropping 1)010 the
ground 'ail first.
Pilot selected field of beans in rows giving
appearance of fUHOWed surface. Landed near
boundary which appeared Ie~el with adjoining
track. Steered glider along row in crop not fearislng this con-..erged wilh boundary. Winglip
slruck unnoticed bank on bounOafY. ~ndu:::ing
ground loop. Surlace actually quite fiat

15

Swallow

7

M

3.7.83
12.55

Eaglescon

N

26

21

W.inch launch failed at about 700ft. Pilot lowered
nose but used airbrakes belore sufficient speed

acquired. Glider landed hea\lity on skid. Pilot
known ,10 hB\l9 been "ying in 'fatigued condition.

86

L Spatz

2498

S

5.7.83

19.05

17

..

PIK 200

?

K-13

2191

M

N

18.6.83
15.00
20.6.83
12.40

Top of Bishop
Hill

55

N

30

Hili soaring in weak hill lift allowed glider to drift
back over h~1 and while banking way l'Om Mi",
port wing louched ground and' aircraft cartwheeled.

Marchinglon

44

N

800+

Attempting. a short landing due 10 obstructed
runway, aircraft hit undelached obslruction in
111e grass causing damage 10 underside 01 wing.

Camphill

P2

89

Olympia 28

90

K·7

Rolheroombe
Farm.
Peterborough

33

N

68

2489

M

4.6.83

Camphi1l

44

N

202

-

N

-

Husbands
BoSWOr1h

81

N

325

Nr Henley on
Thames

23

N

35

PlK 200

2235

M

Libe!1e

'871

S

4.7.83
17.07
13.7.83
'4.30

NimbUs 2c

1673

S

9.7.83
17.45

94

IBlanik

2'06

M

22.5.83

ASW·19

18

18.6.83
13.00

t3

95

440

N

M

P2

'2

N

31

678

18.00

"

47

2727

M

15.7.83
18.00

Dish10rth

Slight hesitation in laooch after "iIll olJ: landing
la over-run fo!lowed immediately by tun acceleralion causing unconlro"able sleep c~mb blA at
sale speed oJ 50kl. A! 7501'1 ,speed reduced ,la
,

Name

Club

40kl but sW w~h steep angle 01 Cltmb with stu
lully forward. Air'brakes were Ihen opened ,10
slacken cable, and on regaining elevato' conlrol
a steep spiral descenl was commenced durinQ
which pronounced cable drag was lelt. Brakes
were closed at 15Ot1 tOf final lurn and a sate
landing was made. ShOCk rope ,ammed 1n
wheel 00;1\. Winch dnver cut cable 'as. soOn as
glider. entered diving tum.

147
148
149
150

J. C. Bashn
R. Penswick
B. l. Cooper
R. A. Pye

Surrey & Hanls
SGU
Buckminster
Eagle

No.

Name

Club

Pibt selected field at 700ft. Field small, steeply
sloping with rough s.urlace and applO8ch was
90" crosswind. Landed heavily damaging trailing
edges and cockpit.
Pupil Ilaw circuit al excessive speed and
approach was too fast and Sleep wi1h too much
airbrake. Pt rounded out allast moment but too
lale to prevenl heavy landing. P2 eat1y Iraining
on spoaered aircralt where lull spoiler for landing was the norm.
Undercarcarriage collapsed after a normal land-

1/224

J. C. Bastln
R. Penswick
A. J. Norrie
B. l. Cooper
l. E. Frank
l. J. Sole
R. A. Pye

Surrey & Hanls
SGU
Surrey & Hants
Buckminster
Covenlry
lasham
Ea91e

Compelhion fligh!. Field selected and circuit
commenced al 600ft. On approach pilol realised
he would not clear trees on downwind boundary. Auempted to turn 90° and land crosswind in
undershoot field. bul height insufficienl and
gtider slruck ground heavily. Possibly downdraughts on approach due 10 rising ground and
trees.

N

1127

Pilot selected grass field on rljge lap bounded
by standing barley on slope over which
approach made. late on approach racognised
undershool and closed brakes. but wheel hit
concealed bank between helds. Glider thrown
into air and ground looped on grass breaking
fuselage. Possibly curlover lram ridge on
approach.
landed across abrupt tarmaclgrass junction
and undercarriage strut broke. Appr.Qved
smooth landing area was on 10yds 10 one side.
Fractured strut showed signs at fatigue at pOint
of failure.

26

N

160

P2

66

N

-

Six Common.

26

N

250

Pilol did not see power wires across approach
path, despite planning circuit 10 avoid others
which he had seen. Undercarriage struck wire
breaking it. Nonnallanding made.
After ridge soaring in weak lift pilot attempled to
land on sloping ground at bot1om of the hill.
Starboard wing hit a low wall causing aircraft 10
groundloop.
Retuming 10 home airfield after it being used for
an air display glider hit some steel stakes left on
the normal glider operating area by the display
organisers.

.

ALL THREE DIAMONDS
No.

53

Henley

GLIDING CERTIFICATES

R

Ing.

Easlbury Grange
Farm.
lamboume

wingspan. The standard model is hand
carved in limewood with basic surface detail
and can lbefinished as a natural wood model
or painted in one colour with a black canopy.
It comes complete with a base and support
rod, for standing or hanging on the wall.
Peter has developed a new technique to
allow the accurate representation of fabric
covered areas even on a polished natural
wood finish.
The scale will normally be 1/32 and costs
£50 :plus £2.20 p&p.

!Hi

K-IO

2158

S

'2.7.83
18_55

Rhigos

42

N

215

g7

K-13

?

M

20.6.83
NlK

Ouxford

60··

N

983

91

1(·6cR

7

N

26.8.83
16.30

Keevil

42

N

7

•

At beginning of autofow launch glider swung
into crosswind and bounced on a drain. Pilot
Operated release but launch continued. glider
climbing steeply whh shock rope wrapped round
wheel. At the top of launch, car driver released
cable and pilol flew short circuit at high speed
landing with !he cable Irailing.

81ol11k

H12

S

3.7.83
NlK

Sanby

29

N

550

After 200ft cable break P2 retracted lIaps and
turned steeply causing an indpient spin. Pt took
control but wingtip caught in long com causing

100

LS-3....

2639

W!O

15.7.83
15.00

Talgarth

45

N

395

Whilsl circling in thermal lift inside mountain
bowl, aircraft tailed la clear spur. ground looped
breaking off the tail.

ID'

libelle

1519

M

7.4.83
12.30

langorse lake

52

N

830

Pilot decided to IMd in pkJUghed field wi1h
undercafJiage retracted aller ridge lift ceased on
passage 01 snow slonn. Stony ground damaged
underside 01 glider.

1983
3.8
27.6
3.8
27.4

DIAMOND DISTANCE

1/225
1/226
1/227

1/228
1/~

1/;130

1983
3.8
27.6
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
24.4

DIAMOND GOAL

No.
2/1219
2/1220
2/1221
2/1222
2/1223'
2/1224
2/1225
2/1226
2/1227
2/1;128
2/1229
2/1230
2/1231
2/1292
2/1233
2/1234
2/1235
2/1236
2/1237
2/1238
2/1239
2/1240
2/1241
2/1242
2/1243
2/1244
2/1245
2/1246
2/1247
2/1248
2/1249
211250
2/1251
2/1252
211253
2/1254
2/1255
211256

Name

Club

A. Ratcliffe

Humber
Booke'
Devon & Somerset
Esse~ & Suffolk

D. M. Parsons
D. J'. Minson

C. WWby
I. Cor1<ell

Avro

J. A. Bell
A. Yorkas

Booke'
South Wales
D. Thomas
Bristol & Glos
J. H. Belk
Bicester
Kestrel
I. Benzie
J. Evans
Cambridge Univ
C. C. Lyttleton
Bristol & Glos
E. W. Johnston
CotsWQld
M. E. Newland·Smtlh Essex
Aquila
D. S. McKay
P. H. Ltltle
BriSlol & Glos
A. W. F. Edwards
Cambridge Un Iv
R. Mlllington
C,anwetl
P. Fincham
Cranwell
R. N. Terry
Booker
R. N. Cook
Buckminster
M. F. Webster
Bvckminster
M. J. Young
Booker
C. A. Marren
Deeside
S. M. Smtlh
Cambridge Univ
P. G. Becker
Cranwell
R,S. Walker
Cranwell
Surrey & Hants
S. Savage
Wyvern
G. Sharpe
E. W. Lipski
Essex
Essex
J. M. Ley
M. T. Collins
Booker
M.A. M. Pirie
Cotswold
G. E. McAndrew
Northumbria
D. Latimer
Aquila
R. Parsons
London
G. F. Bailey
South Wales
Inkpen
W. T. Murrey

1983
3.8
3.8
3.8
5.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
13.8
3.8
13.8
3.8
3.6
14.8
14.8
3.6
3.8
5.8
3.8
21.1
3.8
14.8
14.8
18.8
3.8
13.8
3.8
18.8
3.8
3.8
18.8
'8.8
3.8
3.8

ground loop.

102

K-13

NlK

N

3.7.83
16.30

Long Mynd

35

N

247

Glider pilot commenced a lurn into a lhermal
about 800ft above launch level only 10 find a
hang glider in sleep right lum Into glider's flight

palh.
103

Mini Nimbus

~248

W!O

22.6.83

Roanne. France

12.45

F - 1aIaI: S

serious; W/O - write-off; M - minor: N .. nil.

43

F

440

After short local soaring ftight pileI lIew normal
downwind and base legs. After compleling the
final turn Ihe glider's nose was seen 10 drop
considerably. Ihe airbrakes were opened briefly
and entered a vertical dive slriking Ihe ground
near perimeter 'ence

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No.

Name

Club

3/592

R. Witham
T. R. Jackson

Hambletons
Lakes

3/593

1983
3.7
26.6

GQlO C COMPLETE
No.

Name

Club

948
949
950
951
952
953
954
955

D. J. Minson
C. Wilby
I. Cor1<ell
J A. Bell
A. Yorkas
C. C. Linleton
E. W. Johnston
M. E. Newland·Smith

Devon & Somerset
Essex & Sulfolk
Avro
Booker
South Wales
Bristol & Glos
Cotswold
Essex

1983
3.8
5.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
13.8
3.8

(Continued on p275)
December 1983/January 1984
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Mid-air repairs .
are a thing ofthe parts.
But for those who want their aircraft given
the
treatment there's our Service Department.
Staffed by experts, with all the right tools. Book in
early to avoid a late take olfin the Spring.
Whichever way you
handle your winter
"_
check over - you'll have
our symbol.

Buy your parts and accessories from us
and you get a little something extra- sound
advice on how best to fit them. This makes
winter refurbishing for the DIY Aviator a
lot less chancy and a lot more fun. Helps
save that embarrassing moment when hiL'S
handiwork proves to ~"___
be a shade too handy.
(Or not handy enough?)

<:\~~
~

fun

fl-

"~=- ~-'W
c~
fl:J

--...

)

"--.~r_,~~'~"----

The best. And it shows.
Booker Airfield, Nr. Marlow, Bucks. SL7 3DR. 0494 445854 (works)
or 0865 890517 (outside office hours). Access & Barclaycard accepted with pleasure.

DON'T BUY A MOTORGLIDER

SOARING (OXFORD) LTD

UNTIL YOU HAVE SEEN, OR SPOKEN TO
ANYONE WHO HAS FLOWN THE FOLDINGWINGED GROB G109B -

wish their customers
and friends a
Very Happy Christmas
and
Good Luck
in 1984

ASTIR -

No 1 Single Seater, the G.1 02 Club

GROB G103 and G103 ACRO - GERMANY'S
FAVOURITE MODERN TWO SEAT GLIDERS
Low-time Demonstrator G1 09 For Sale
Must be sold, contact us for details
274

Sales: JOHN ADAMS 0491-37184
Spares: CHILTERN SAILPLANES
0494-445854
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

1984 NATIONALS PRIORITY LIST
The National Qualifying Lists, which simply decide the order of acceptance if any 01 the 1984 National Championships events is over-subscribed,
have been compiled as stated in S&G, December 1980 (p297), except that the previous year's lists are now dovetailed into the respective lists
into ewry other place Irom position 26 onwards. The Regionals Promotion list has not been published because the final competition results from

two Regionals

are still awaited. When these are available the list will be pUblished

n the BGA newsletter and in the next issue of S&G. If there are

any queries please contact the undersigned via the BGA office.
1 Filchell, B.
2 Lee, D. G.
3 Wells, M. D.
4 Davis, A. J.
5 Cardiff, J. D.
6 $preckley, 8. T.
7 Jones, R.
=8 Garton, C.
=8 Starlley, C. G.
10 Taylor, J. J. T.
11 Kay, A. E.
12 Roberts, D. G.
13 Wills, T. J.
14 Wall,D.S.
15 Cook, P, G.
16 Smith,M.
17 Campbell, D. R.
18 Banoist, J. D.
19 Rollings, C. C.
20 White, S. A.
21 Lysakowski, E. R.
22 Docherty, T. P.
23 Key, W.
24 Cooper, B. L.
25 Giossop, J. D. J.
26 W~liamson, J. S.
27 King, Sally
26 Pozerskis, A.
29 Delafield, J.

(WC)
(WC)
(WC)
(WC)
(15)
(S)
(0)
(15)
(15)
(0)
(S)
(O)
(S)
(15)
(O)
(S)
(15)

30
31
32
33
34

(S)

47
48
49

(0)
(S)

35
36
37

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
4S

46

(15)

SO

(0)
(5)
(15)

51
52
53

(0)
(5)

54
SS

(15)

56
57

(0)
(Ol)

58

Throssen, M. G.
Brown, H. F.
Bromwich, R. C.
May, R. C.
Metca~e, G. C.
Stone, A. J.
Jarvis, H.
Taylor, J. R.
Hood, L. S.
Curtis, C.
Stewart, K.
Carlton, M. R.
Ellioll, B.
Fleming, A. M.
Gorringe, J. P.
Innes, D.
Hodsman, D. A.
Purdie, P. G. H.
Dixon, R. T.
Smith, G. N.
Watson, A. J.
Sheard, P. G.
Batty, C. J.
Camp, G. W. G.
Cruse, C.
Moulang, A. P.
Jelleryes, M. B.
Alldis, C. J.
Fool, R. A.

(15)

59

(0)
(S)

60

(15)
(S)
(Ol)
(S)

(0)
(Ol)
(15)
(S)
(Ol)
(15)

(0)
(S)
(Ol)
(15)

(0)
(Ol)
(S)
(15)
(Ol)
(0)
(15)
(Ol)
(0)
(15)
(S)
(0)

61
62
63
64

6S
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

as

86
87

J. D. Benolst. BGA Competitions and Awards Committee
Zealley, T. S.
Morris, G. D.
Marczynskl, Z.
Parry, N.
Smith, D.
Barrell, J. W.
M'ather, 1·1.
Pozerskis, P.
Gaislorcl, P. A.
Harding, R.
Aldous, R. F.
Hartley, K.
Bishop, J. M.
Keogh, B.
Bridges, R. C.
Farmer, A. T.
Forsey, L. K.
Sole. L. J.
Szulc, 8. J.
Piggoll, A. D.
Cockbum, D.
Forrest, B. R.
Cumner, G. M.
Davies, F. J.
Chaplin, B.
Hunt, S. G.
Cockell, T.
Shephard, E. G.
Read, G. F.

(Ol)
(15)
(S)
(15)
(S)
(Ol)
(15)
(0)
(S)
(S)
(OL)
(0)
(15)
(Ol)
(15)
(Ol)
(S)
(Ol)
(0)
(Ol)
(S)
(Ol)
(15)
(0)
(S)
(Ol)
(Ol)
(Ol)
(15)

88 Redman, S. J.
59 Young, J. R.
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

99
100
101
102
li03
l'Q4
105
100
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115

(Ol)
(0)
(15)
(S)
(Ol)
(15)
(S)
(0)
(15)

Heames, C.
Evans, C.
Go re Iy, T.
Mvrphy, T. J.
Smith, E.
Reading, P. T.
ltllis, J.
Stafford-Alien,
P. R.
(Ol)
langrick, J.
(S)
Bird,M.
(0)
Hackell, N. G.
(Ol)
Thick, 'M.
(15)
Dean, M.
(OL)
Shellield, R.
(S)
Clarlle, M. A.
(Ol)
Morris, B.
(15)
Russen, F. K.
(0)
Hayes, D.
(S)
Hynes, K.
(15)
Torrode, H. A.
(OL)
Macladyen, T. E.
(0)
Woodtord, J. M. . (Ol)
Fletcher, R. W.
(15)
North, S.
(Ol)
Tull, V. F.
(Ol)
Parller, T.
(5)

Murdoch, M.
Blackmore, R. H.
Gardiner, D.
Hanlrey, A. W.
S1ephenson, E.
Steiner, P. H.
Harkins, A.
Walker, D.
Giddings, J.
Wand, J.
Nash,G.
Manley, K.
Corbell, G.
Pope, M. H. P.
Charlolle.Green,
Mary
131 Shephard, E. G.
132 Mitchell, R.
133 Ellis, J.

116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130

WC

=

0

=

15 =

5

=

Ol

=

(15)
(Ol)
(0)
(Ol)
(S)
(0)
(S)
(Ol)
(S)
(15)
(S)
(0)
(15)
(Ol)

(S)
(15)
(Ol)

(0)

1983 World Championships
1983 Open Class
Nationals
1983 15 Metre Class
Nationals
1983 Standard Class
Nationals
1983 Priority list

GLIDING CERTIFICATES - continued from page 273
D. S. McKay
P. H. Li1Ile
M, F. Webster
C. A. Marren
959
S. Savage
960
961
E. W. Llpski
M. T. Colins
962
G. E. McAndrew
963
R. Parsons
9&4
GOlD C o 1STANCE

Aquila
Brislol & Glos
Buckm.,ster
Deeside
Surrey & Hanls
Essex
Booker
Northumbria
London

13.8
3,8
5.8
21,1
18.8
13.8
18.8
3.8
18.8

Nal11l
J. R. Cooper

Club
Covenby
Humber
Booker
Devon & Somerset
Essex & Suffolk

1983
9.4
3.8
3.8
3.8
5.8
3.8
3.8
3,8
3.8
3,8
3,8
3.8
3.8
13.8
3,8
13.8
3.8
14.8
14.8
3.8
3.8
5.8
3.8
21,1
3.8
14,8
14.8
18.8
3.8
13.8
3,8
18.8
3.8
3.8
18.8
18.8
3.8
3.8

956

957
958

A. RlleNa.
0, M. Parsons
D,J, Minson
C. W~by
I, Cor1<eJ1
I. A. Bell
A. Yor1<as
0, Thomas
J. H. Belk
I. 8enzio
J. Evans
C. C. LiItleton
E. W. Johnslon
M. E. Newtand-Srn~h
D. S. McKay
P. H.l.J1Ie
R. MilIington
P. Firlchan
R. N. Terry
R. N.Cook
It F. Webster
M. J, YO<Olg
C. A. Marren
S. M. Srnlh
P. G. Becker
R. S. Waiter
S. Savage
G. Sharpe

Avre

Booker
South Wales
Brislol & Glos
Bicester

Kestrel
Cambridge Univ
Bristol & Glos
Cotswold
Essex
Aquila
Bristol & Glos
Cranwell
Cranwell
Booker
Buckmirlster
Buckmirlster
Booker
Deeside
Cambridge Un",
Cranwell
Cranwell
Surrey & Hanls
Wyvem

E. W.lip6Jd

Essex

J. M. Ley
1/. T. Collins

Essex
Booker
Cotswold
Northumbria
Aquia
London
South Wales
Inkpen

101. A. M. Pirio
G. E. McAndl8w
D.l.atiner
R. Parsons
G. F. Bailey
W, J. Murray

Oecember 1983/January 1984

GOLD C HEIGHT
Name
R. Wltham
G.Carr
J. A. Stephen
M. N. Gnap
J. Hark!e
E. M. Johnslon
A.N.EIy
N. Bra~hwa~e
J. H. Fox
R. C. M. Payne
P. Tickner
SILVER
No.
6455
6456
6457
6458
6459
6460
6461
6462
6463
6464
6465
6466
6407
6468
6469
&470
6471
6472
6473
6474
6475
6476
6477
6478
6479
6480
6481
6482
6483
6484
6485
6486
6487

C
Name
0, J. Laird
R. Stoward
C. Richards
A. P. Hunn
P. L. Hurd
Carol Bevan
G. Soars
D. Hilan
D. Harris
P. Marsh
R. C. Mummery
M. J. Goider
C. J. POllard
P. Meads
A1ison Rumbelow
E. G. Leach
E. W.lllett
R. C. WIIIIs-Flemirlg
C. A.Meir
M. J. Odell
B. J. Howett
N. Dower
D. Moorman
S. McNeU
A. R. Jones
C. Crabb
R. E. McCallum
N.Dufly
Joanna Dannatt
R. D. Bryce-Srnllh
J. P. G. Maller
K. J. Jones
A. Marczewski

Club
Hambletons
Borders
Deeside
Deaside
Cairngorm
Cotswold
Strubby
Lakes
SGU
Cambridge Univ
East Sussex

1983
3,7
3.8
15.7
15.7
29.7
29.7
2.7
26.6
3.9
5.8
29.7

Club
Lasham
London
Enstone
Bath & Wills
London
Booker
Pegasus
Booker

1983
28.6
16.7
20.7
16.7
12.6
3.7
17.7
12.6
19.7
3.8
16.7
3,8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
7.8
2.8
5.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
7.8
3.8
23.7
4.7
3.4
5.8
5.8
10.8
5.6
14.8

Avon

Cotswold
Lasham
Staffordshire
Essex & SUffolk
Coventry
Colswold
Essex & Suffolk
Cotswold
Ch.tems
Staffordshire
Booker
Stratford
Booker
Kent
WoIds
Staffordshire
Mendip
Bicesler
Booker
Cambridge Univ
Camlxidge Univ
Oxford
Herefordshire
Lasham

6488
6489
6490
6491
6492
6493
6494
6495
6496
6497
6498
6499
6500

6501
6502
6503
6504
6505
6506
6507
6508
6509
6510
6511
6512
6513
6514
6515
6516
6517
6518
6519
6520
6521
6522
6523
6524
6525
6526
6527
6528
6529
6530
6531
6532
6533
6534
6535
6536
6537

M. J. Woodhead
Julia Stamp
D. L. Colllngwood
J. S. Goddard
I. R. Tapsen
D. Gidney
M. Hacl<ett
E. Gibson
P. H. Newby
Wendy Harper
P. J. Kelly
P. C. T. WMmore
R. P. Edgson
J. E. Daisley
N. Prirlgle
W. J. Vellch
R,M.Mills
D. M. Byass
R. A. Weslon
J. E. Leonard
C, A. Weyman
D. Bowsher
H. B. 0, Jeans
M,Duncombe
F. B. Jeynes
R.

Hew~l

R.J.Ellis
M. G. Griffiths
C. J. Fane
K. J. Trudgian
0, V. Declancy
G. D. Btocl<lehurst
R. I. Thomson
J. E. Keye
P. R. Wi~ams
D. L. Oarke
A. J. Bennel1
Sharen Piercey
D. Roddie
R. D. G. HMI
B. Klrby
M. J. Ustianowsky
A. Barnes
Annabel Lucas
N. J. Tranler
G. Muggeridge
S. Cha~ett-Green
D. B. Feenan
N. R. Crowcroft
M. C. Hee~s

Lasham
Shalboll'ne
Sll'rey & Hants
Oo<set
Cranwell
Shalbourne
Avon
Doocaster
Trent Valley
Inkpen
Fenland
East Sussex
Inkpen
Cambridge Un '"
Lasham
Cranwell
Wyvern
London
Wrekirl
Stratford
Dorset
Kestrel
Dunkeswell
Booker
Stratford
Surrey & Hants
Kent
Norfolk
Covenby
Kestrel
Wyvem
Shropshire
Ouse
Buckminster
Bannerdown
Booker
Wolds
Bicester

Wolds
pegasus
Stratford
Pegasus
Oxford
Lasham
Cotswold
Imperial College
Bicester
Surry & Hants
Trent Vatley
Ang~a

30.7
14.8
13.8
13.8
14.8
14.8
13.8
13.8
5.8
13.8
14,8
14.8
14.8
13.8
3.8
13,8
13.8
3.8
14.8
14.8
14.8
13,8
7.8
15.8
13.8
3.8
15.8
3.8
18.8
13,8
14.8
14.8
14.8
30.7
14.8
18.8
14.8
21.8
21,8
19.8
14.8
15.8
14.8
18.8
3.8
12.6
29.8
3,8
14.8
26.8
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EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS
Dear Editor,
Having flown in the World Championships I
came home with the strong feeling that European countries treat the European Championships as almost a mini World Championship and certainly as an elevated training
ground well above any National competition.
I am sure our relatively poor performance
at Hobbs could well have been improved by
proper use of this sort of contest. The World
Champion in my Class was the European
Champion, and many of the top pilots competed at Rieti.
It is time we woke up to the fact that the
European Championship is a major competition, and decided upon a way of representing
our country with the best chance of bringing
home European Champions. At present the
system is controlled in such a way that it is
degraded down to about National level.
I would be interested 10 know how other
pilots feel regarding the selection for this
competition, and indeed how other European
countries select their teams.
MARTYN WEttS, Shipston-on-Stour,
Warwicks.
WOMEN'S ATTITUDE TO GLIDING
Dear Editor,
The correspondence in recent S&Gs concerning women pilots and some of their problems has been interesting to me. It so happens that I have recently carried out a survey
0n women and their attitude to gliding with
particular regard to equality, and hope to
have processed the results into an article for
a future issue.
I tried very hard to reach every gliding
female in the UK with a questionnaire, via
club secretaries. 250 were sent out and to my
delight more than 80 returns were made. So
stand by please to receive plenty of points of
view, including my own!
TRISH WATSON, London.

HOW ABOUT AN
GLIDER?

18 METRE CLASS

Dear Editor,
Steady progress in Standard Class performance and the recent great leap in the Open
Class have resulted in an uneven performance distribution between the three FAt
Classes as is illustrated by their B<3A handicaps of 103, 109' and 131 for recent designs
in the Standard, 15 Metre and Open Classes
respectively. There is little incentive for a
manufacturer to tailor a glider to any other
specification, but the widespread use of
extended tips on 15 Metre Class sailplanes
shows the demand for a glider which spans
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the gap between the present 15 Metre and
Open Classes.
Here is a description of the glider I would
like to fly and see compete: It would nave an
18 metre flapped two-piece wing - the maximum which can be trailered easily. Witih
modem materials and design its rigging and
handling. qualities would be good and ,its performanoe would almost match the Nimbus 2
with a best UD of around 47:1 ,and a BGA
handicap of around 116. his glider would
have a really excitingl cross-countl)/ potential
without being impractical or completely unaffordable. In oompetition it would stand
squarely between the Standard and Open
Classes and ,could if desired complement
rather than rep'lace ,the 15 Metre Class.
I believe that the Interests of both general
crO$s-count,ry flying and competitive soaring
would be served by the re-emergence of an
18 'Metre Class glide~
JOHN GALLOWAY, Glenrothes, Fife.
ENSTONE LANDINGS
Dear Editor,
The letter in the last issue, p227, from
David Johnson, secretary of Enstone Eagles,
explained the restriction on mid-week flying at
Enstone. I endor'se all that David says, but
would like to add that a new grass runway
08/26 of 800m length and 50m wide runs
along the south side of the Esso tarmac
task-track.
This runway, which is owned by Gordonair
and operated by Oxfordshire Sportflying Club
flying motorgliders every day, is available as
a safe haven for gliders landing at any time,
and to retrieve tugs by prior permission. After
landing report to the Oxfordshire Sportflying
hangar for tea, telephone and assistance.
GORDON CAMP, Gordonair Ltd, Enstone

DO YOU KNOW THIS POEM?
Dear Editor,
How do you convey with words the joy and
exhilaration of real flying to earthlings whose
aviation is limited to reading a paperback en
route to Majorca?
After about 40 years' experience of little aircraft in general and gliders in particular, I
have enjoyed numerous How-I-Dunnits written by pilots for pilots, but only twice have I
read something that a pre-ab-initio could
really grasp as conveying the sensation of
flight. One of the two is Jonathan Livingstone Seagull, and the other is the reason
for writing this letter.
I refer to a short poem written by a contemporary wartime Canadian pilot who was
killed' aged 19, His name was Magee (spelling?) and 11 am ashamed to say that all I can
remember of his poem is:
"Oh I have shed the surly bonds of earth,
And danced the skies on laughter-silvered
wings."
The last line ended: " ... and touched the
lace of God."
Do any of your readers remember this
poem?
TOM WESTMAN, Isle of Skye.
(If anyone could send us a copy we would
like to reprint it. ED)

BOUQUET FOR SLlNGSBY
Dear Editor,
Having recently returned my glider to
Slingsby's for repairs, I was most impressed
by the first class service, workmanship and
pleasant attitude of both management and
shop floor. What a great pity they are not
making gliders now. However, they have
numerous projects in hand and I wish them
every success in their new ventures.
J. P. BEARDMORE, Thrapston, Northants.

50 YEARS AT OXFORD
Dear Editor,
Referring to my letter in the August issue,
p177, JoM Simpson, a founder, of Cambridge
University GC in 1935, writes that the club's
first flying meeting was on May 29, 1938
when, according to his logbook, he had an
aerotow to 20QOft in his Kirby Kite. Robert
Kronfeld and Amy Johnson were there. This
was in a field near Oxford; but I remember
attending an ,indoor meeting lin some hall at
which the club was officially started, and I
sent a piece about it to The Times and it
should be in their file.
John Simpson has made himself a leading
authority on the "sea breeze" and the lift it
provides. He is just off to China to contact
people working on the subject there.
During the war John was driving ambulances along the Burma Road when he
reached China and contacted a gliding group
who let him fly their Rh6nsperber down from
a mountain top.
A. E. SLATER, Cambridge.

TRAILER SPEED LIMITS
Dear Editor,
No sooner had It pointed out in the August
issue, "Snaking Woes", p177, the anomaly in
the law allowing certain types of four wheel
trailers to be towed at 70mph on motorways,
t/'lan the Department of Transport announced
new rules shortly to be introduced which will
remove this anomaly.
Basically it is proposed that the SOmph
trailer limit be increased on the motorways to
60mph, wh~st those categories of trailer previously permitted to do 70mph will be reduced
to 60mph. Thus there is no longer any point in
planning a glider trailer with the previously
permitted 70mph wheel layout.
However the new 60mph limit reinforces
once more the desirability of fitting a good
anti-snaking stabilizer.
RODNEY B. WIDER, Chester.

INSTRUMENTATION AND STANDARD
PANEL LAYOUTS
Dear Editor,
Like Ralph Dixon, I read Harold Dale's article on "Ergonomics and Glider Instrumentation" in the April issue, p64, with some interest, but rather more resignation, feeling that
such ideas on the design of instruments and
the layout of panels had been put forward, in
virtually identical terms, often enough, over
so many years, that if the regulating
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authorities and individual owners had not got
the message yet, when wQuld they ever.
tt was gratifying, therefore, to see from
Ralph's letter in the August issue, pl77, that
the RAFGSA at least, has done so, ,and
made the standard Instrument layout suggested by Don Austin a mere .20yrs ago,
mandatory for all tts own machines. What
really fascinated me abo\..Jt the details of this
layout, though, was its similarity to the standard layout which I introduced in the London
GC's lIeet in Ihe early part of 1951, when I
was, for my sins, in charge of the club's
instruments. This layout was not just suggested, but was filted, each panel, adapted to
the peculiarities of the individual cockpit, cut
out with my own hands during a series of cold
nights in the workshop at Dunstable.
I described this standard layout, and the
principles behind it, in an article in your predecessor, Gliding in July 1951, p60, illustrated by diagrams to show how it worked out
in examples such as the Prefect, Olympia,
and Gull 4, so there was ample opportunity
for other people to try it out. From the tone of
the present discussion, the idea seems to
have made no lasting impact; I wonder how
much benefit the pilOts of the club machines
noticed from it Of tne sailplanes ,involved, the
Gull 4 was written off later in 195.1, and one
Olympia aoo:ut three years later. The Grunau
Baby and Prefecl survived a good deal
i0nger, as Platypus described being brought
up on them in the late 1950s, in a recent article. Some time, perhaps he would care to say
whether he found the standard panel layout
helpfUl - or even whether he found it at all.
As I remarked above, the cardinal point of
my layout and the RAFGSA one was very
similar, with the ASI to the left of the main
variometer, at the top of the panel. In my
case, they were located on either side of the
centre line, with the Turn & Slip indicator central and. immediately below, so that the three
instruments formed the closest group possiblelor blind flying, while the horizon ahead
combined with the upper two instruments to
form a similarly close group in clear air. The
attimeter was placed low down on the right of
the panel, and the compass at the same level
on the left - with the style of cross-country
flying then prevailing, the compass was
associated more with blind flying. I did not
use the term ergonomics, as the word had
not been coined then, or if it had, was not in
general use.
11 rarely seems possible to mention the
origin of any meritorious idea or action in the
press wi,thout some shadowy figure
materialising, out of the mists of the past, to
claim precedence, so. I shall not be in the
least surprised IQ hear of an earlier application of' standardisation than mine - so, any
advance on 32 yrs?
PETER RIVERS, Buxton, Derbyshire.

MEMORABLE MNEMONICS
Dear Editor,
Jon Leonard (see August issue, p179)
rightly reminds us to use mnemonics which
are easy to remember under conditions of
stress, but surely his seven ,letter WASSSSP
is virtually a field landing check list.
Even our club-taught USTAL is a mouthful
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for students and contains a mixture of control
setting reminders (undercarriage, trim) with
elements of airmanship but, regretfully, it relegates "look-out" to the very end of the sequence which, in the case of a stressed pilot,
may be quite late in the circuit pattern.
I have adopted the landing mnemonic TUF
(trim, undercaniage, flaps) which covers the
basic mechanical settings of most glass aircraft; is simple to remember and quick to
complete in emergencies and the rest of the
time can be spent on those elements of airmanship involved in landing, whether at base
or in a strange field.
Perhaps it should include a reminder that
water should be jettisoned before landing but I
haven't yet found a way of incorporating the
letter J or W into the sequence - crossword
enthusiasts might give it some thought.
PETER WILDBUR, Tonbridge, Kent.
THE ART OF LANDING OUT
Dear Editor,
After reading the February issue, I couldn't
help but reply to the article by Bemard Smith
- "Novioe drops in on a monastery", p21.
As a l1angglider pilot (a what?), I must say I
find it unusual ,not to receive such a welcome
after a cross-country. Sailing clubs, stately
homes etc become targets when landing looks
probable; just a month ago I landed on a prep
school. Okay, so a football field lined with 80ft
oak trees is a bit tight, but use of the telephone, food, drink and a SWimming pool while
surrounded by young ladies was quite passable.
I had an excellent cup of coffee at the Usk
GC, but full marks must go to the Chelmarsh
Sailing Club who, after a defrosting with coffee
and sandwiches, opened up their bar at 4pm!
Here's to many hours of concentric circling.
NEVILLE ALMOND, (Thames Valley HGC)
ANOTHER CASE OF EGO?
Dear Editor,
I was astonished to read Dr Brennig James'
letter, "Instructor's Ego Trip" in the June
issue, p128. This seems to have its origin
among a confusion of facts and unsubstantiated generalisations, macho ("I once had to
belt an instructor on the chin") (emphasis
supplied), and crushed ego. There is no logic
to support the implication that a Gold C pilot is
necessarily more knowledgeable, more
experienced, or safer than a Silver C instructor, nor that "most pupils are self-taught ...
despite many instructors." ,I hope any instructor, regardless whether the, club is large or
small, will take the oppori\t1nity to point out to
Or James his slip ill final turns. Accidents happen to the unwary, the ,inaccurate and the
careless as well as the inexperienced.
Perhaps it is time that Dr James had a
thorough dual check with a suitably experienced and critical instructor.
DEAN CARSWELL, Texas, USA.
Stuck for Christmas presents? Then how about a
set of coasters (£5) and tsble mats (£11)
designed by Daye Parker for the World Champlonshlps fund. They are aYallable from the BGA.

50 YEARS AGO
A.E.SLATER
Although the BGA was formed in December
1929 as a result of spectacular distance and
altitude flights made in Germany that year, it
was not until August 23, 1933 that any British
pilot used anything other than hill lift to cover
distances. On that day Eric Collins, flying the
London GC's Professor, used thermal lift
under clouds in a WNW wind to go about 20
miles.
This was Philip Wills's first year's gliding,
but his delight in this marvellous aerial sport
was brought up sharp in September by the
resignation of the London Club from the BGA.
Philip thought he ought to do something
about ,it, and he did, but it was no! until early
f935 that he and others got the BGA constitution changed so that it represented the
clubs and the London Club could rejoin.

National soaring site
Another example of Philip\s in itiative' was
the feeling that British gliding needed something like a national soaring site on the scale
of the Wasserkuppe in 'Germany, aAd though
we had nothing suitable of that height, he
fixed on Sullon Bank as the nearest possible
and preliminary trials were held there at the
weekend of October 18 when a few short
cross-countries were made.
11 was my first year of editing S&G and one
of its problems was that so many people
regarded a copy of a magazine not as something you actually own, but as something you
see lying around, pick up, glance through and
throw down again. Another problem was to
get readers meteorologically minded, often to
the disapproval of the previous editor, Frank
Entwistle, a professor of meteorology, who
disapproved of anything which had not yet
got into the standard textbooks.
I thought of offering a 'Prize for the best
answers to the usual silly questions, but
could not raise enough questions: there were
only "Why don't you put a Ii'ttle engine in?"
and "How can you control them without an
engine?"
Another widespread belief was that all an
editor does is to take something out of an
envelope and put it straight into another one
addressed to the printer; even Philip Wills
thought this, as he once wrote congratulating S&G writers on the correct English.
III

Who's right of way? Anthony Edwards,
Cambridge University GC's president, was on
a marginal final glide into his home site at
Duxford wondering whether to carry on over
the .last mile-and-a-half when the decision
was taken out of his hands: straight ahead on
the reciprocal heading was - an airship
doing a beat-up. The Airship Industries'
maohine was showing its paces to spectators
at Ouxford whilst on its way back to base at
Cardington. Not sure whether he had right of
way, Anthony went into a field.
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The annual Long Mynd Camp in september was very successful despite poor
weather in the second week. Aobir\ Payne
and Peter O'Oonald achieved Gold heights in
wave, Peter at last remembering to take his
barograph and so complete his Gold C..AIison Lee, Steve COOke and Phil Atkin did their
five hours, Phil to complete his Silver C, Neil
Scott and Steve Cooke achieved Bronze legs
and Dave Picking claimed both and on the
last day wher'l wave reappeared Steve Cooke
took the K-8 to 7500ft for Silver height. Our
thanks to the Midland GC and Jill and Tony
Spicer for their customalY hospitality.
More recently Gilliar'l Rlreman wmpleted
her Bronze C and Peter Treadaway yunior)
went solo· on his 16th, birthday. Our oongratulations to evelYone who has achieved badge
flights or gone solo during an encouraging
season.
P.E.S.M.
Southdown GC thought this photograph of/heir president, Le$ Allard, who died this $ummer, wa.s typical ofhim a bulwark agaiml/he $/orms! It wa.s taken ;" a $noW$/orm ai/he club'$ old $i/e on Firle Beacon during the 1960$.
The obituary is on p282.

Copy and photographs for the February-March issue of S&G should be sent to
the Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, tel 0223 247725, to
arrive not later than November 29 and for the April-May issue to arrive not later
than February 7.
GILLlAN SRyeE-SMITH
October 12, 1983
AVON SOARING CENTRE
(Bldford-on-Avon)
Apart from the rash of prangery just as the
diabolical spring turned into a marvellous
summer, we have had another year of steady
consolidation with membership increasing. A
lot of our launches were by visitors.
Our days of operation in the winter months
are reduced to five (we are closed on Monday and Tuesday) and our airstrip width has
been extended a further 25% to cope with the
increased utilisation.
A.J.
BATH & WILTS (Keevil Airfield)
Tl1e Bronze C course run at the weekends
has proved invaluable. Members have gained
experience in thermal, ridge and crosscountry flying, field landings and aerobatics.
We now have the use of a farmer's field
near Roundway Down from which we are
able to tow the two-seaters onto the ridge in
SW-W winds. Our northerly ridge (Westbury)
has been explored as far as Alfred's Tower
from Urchfont (40km) and there is now talk of
exploring it even further.
We are looking forward to our annual trip to
the Long Mynd.
J.L.
BOOKER (Wycombe Air Park)
The season has produced too many club
statistics for eveA AnD Welch to enumerate.
We have had the oldes!, the youngest; the
fastest, the slowest; the ugliest, the prettiest;
the shortest ,and the longest time to ...; etc
(only modesty and the laws of libel prevent us
naming names). But despite being bigger and
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better, the friendly atmosphere of a smaller
club flourishes.
The 1983 Bad Egg award gets thrown at
Lasham for their dismal disregard for the
Inter-Club League.
P.A.
BUCKMINSTER (Saltby)
At last we have our own access to the site,
off the SproxtonlSkillington Road and hopefully this could mean we will be allowed to
have a bunkhouse.
Our thanks to Don Bricknell, a founder
member, on his retirement as chairman after
14yrs'service.
Congratulations to Mick Webster on completing his Gold C and for his Diamond distance, all in a wooden ship; Mike Jordy and
Jeff Roberts for Gold distance and to Bruce
Cooper and Trevor Murphy on Diamond distance.
We have sold our K-8 and hope to buy
another two-seater. Our early solo pilots will
now convert to the Astir as their first singleseater. We say goodbye to Roy Lancaster
who has gone to the Isle of Skye.
E.A.S.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
lCambrldge and oudord)
Paul Gelsthorpe gained his duration and
Silv.er height for Ihe second time; Richard
Baker his Diamond goal and Gold distance;
Graham Miller Jogged five hours: lan Ely
gained Silver height and Paul Ruskin and
Penny Minnitt flew Silver distances to
Tibenham and Husbands Bosworth.

COTSWOLD (Aston DOwn)
July and August saw us operating virtually full
time with task weeks and well-subscribed
courses as well as passenger ev.enings. We
had a bumper crop of first solos and Bronze
legs, ten Silver distances, six on August 3,
while Mike Pirie raced round the Sherborne,
Alton triangle to complete his first 300km in a
creditable 43/4hrs.
On July 2 Ruth Housden (SHK) 'landed at
8pm after an epic 400km triangle, while on
August 14 she flew her other ship (Libelle) to
Tees-side Airport in a 313km straight line.
Prior permission had been obtained, making
this our first ever "scheduled" flight.
Stubble fire ace Chris Batty heads the Club
Ladder with some consistent performances
on the blue days. David Roberts and Dave
Breeze came 3rd in the Open Class Nationals and Lasham Regionals res~ctively, while
CFI, Trevor Wilson, was 8th in the Enstone
Regionals.
T.H.
COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)
The season gave us more than 7000
launches, 4000 by the end of June, and our
new winch has been very popular with 1200
launches.
The first date for the Inter-Club League
finals at our site were cancelled due ·to appalling weather but the following week we
emerged triumphant as winners, thanks to
Mike Jefferyes, a guest pilot from Essex GC
who was flying for us.
Highlight of the season was the Standard
Class Nationals, see p263. TIilis enjoyable
Comp ended with a barbecue and party in the
clubhouse. Our thanks to all the ,helpers.
We had the annual farmers' party in early
October when our special guests were farmers
,in w'hose fie'lds we have landed. The ladies'
committee organised the buffet and disco.
The annual dinner-dance Is on December 10
and the children's party on December 17.
N.B.
DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)
We are not just a soaring site. Ab-initio training continues throughout the year, with
courses in the spring and summer. Visitors
are well aware of the peculiarities of our airfield, so the challenge of training can be
imagined.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

There is a single narrow EW tarmac runwa; some 600m long. The rest of the airfield
is unusable because of the rough surface
(except for a short emergency landing strip.
There is no under/overshoot, the E end dropping down a 20ft bank, the Wend being
bounded by a stone wall. Running off the side
into the rough is not advised. The runway
must be kept clear until immediately ready to
laun~h, and the glider pushed off after landing. Problems can arise when two or more
gliaers wish to land in quick succession. The
standard procedure is to make a normal
approach, but once a safe landing is assured
the glider is held off or allowed to roll to the
end so that another aircraft can land behind.
Visttors sometimes misinterpret this need to
reach the end and make high approaches
which result in near-overshoot "excitement".
Yet, despite these problems, our instructors manage to train pilots to solo In some 40
launches. It is often said that going solo at
Aboyne is worth a Bronze anywhere else.
Then the easy bit starts. Golds and
Diamonds are a piece of cake by compari-

son.
K.A.H.
DEVON, & SOMERSEt (North Hill)
Congratulations to Philip Whitehead and Steven Fi~zgerald on going solo, Steven on his
16th birthday. He converted to the K-8 the
next day and flew both Bronze legs a week
later. Dave Roberts, Tony Price and Barry
Gage alsO have both Bronze legs.
John Parker (Oly 463) completed his Silver
C with a flight to Sturminster Newton while
David Wolffs barograph failed on a Silver
height.
One experienced pilot was set upon and
beaten up by a stubble fire. It then threw him
thoroughly bruised and disorientated, into t~
nearest convenient cloud which extended
rather murkily from West Somerset to mid
Dorset. Eventually returning to clear air with
the sea to his right, he landed In a desolate
region - Exmoor.
The second task week was convivial with
visitors from Mendips and Usk, three task days
and creditable performances wtth a total of
4111km flown. Our Dave Reilly (Libelle) won
with Phil Hogarth and Colin Watt (Skylark 4)
2nd for the visitors, Colin flying under his
Mendip hat.
I.D.K.
DORSET (Old Sarum)
Although we didn't have a task week this year
due to our restricted weekend only flying, we
had a successful expedition to Nympsfleld on
August Bank holiday, taking the club K-13
and K-6, plus a privately owned Libelle and
Dart 17. We clocked up 30hrs flying in three
days, Neil Davidson narrowly missing Silver
distance with a 2hr 19min flight and Mike
",:att doing his first cross-country with
Richard Ough in the K-13.
We are losing our temporary hangarl'lge
and are looking for accommodation for our
fleet.
Congratulations to Jim Linnegar, Hugh
5tewart and Nick Wall on their Bronze Cs'
David Soott on gaining a Bronze leg; Joa~
~~ and Mike Watt on two Bronze legs;
JI~ Llnnegar and Bill Cook on Silver height;
Nick Wall on Silver distance; John Goddard
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on his duration and to yours truly on completing the Silver C.
We were hosts to the BBC South camera
crew on September 25. They are making a
programme about gliding featuring our club,
due to be screened in the spring.
Bob Harvey and Julian Rees have mol/ed
from the area and we welcome Barney
McCann back from Canada.

at Lasham in the new club K-6cR. The K-21
has now arrived.
Summer evening flying was at Whatfield
and Ipswich where Pete Collier went solo on
his third flight - is this a record in modem
generation training?

R.CA
NB. Pete is the CFI of the local power flying
club.

C.AW.
DUMFRIES & DISTRICT (Falgunzeon)
Summer lasted about nine weeks and we are
now in the grips of frequent depressions with
few flying days. But members have been vis tting other clubs.
lan Carruthers and Frank Smith took lan's
Oly 460 to Booker to help instruct on holiday
courses; John Mclver went to Por1moak and
joined Ken Stewart, a national coach, for a
twO-day course; several went to the Cairngorm GO in September and Mike and Peter
Richardson went to Australia and flew at Kingeroy and Benall·a.
Next season we hope to run holiday
courses for the first time and with· some help
from the Manpower Services Commission
plan to make more site improvements.
F.S.S.
E.NSTONE EAGLES (Enstone Airfield)
Unfortunately the long hot summer broke in
the mid.~le of our Regionals and a promising
competition was cut short by high winds and
rain. Some of the campers were forcibly
removed from the airfield with gusts of wind
up to 50kt. A. Pozerskis won the Open Class
and P. Hawkins the Sport Class. Congratulations to them both.
. C?ur autoom open weekend brought many
VISitors and some publicity with a spot on
RadiO Oxford. The club fleet will soon be up
to strength with another K-7 to replace the
one with the failed mainspar. Our thanks to
Tony Cox on acquiring the glider and congratulations on gaining his inspector's ticket
Steve Williams has gained his Bronze C
and bought into ttie Skylark "900" while Dave
Johnson and Ken Sparkes are now flying a
Kestrel.
G.D.

HAMBLETONS (RAF Dlshforth)
The summer finished with some moderate
thermal and wave days giving several Bronze
legs. We also have a healthy number of new
members to start the winter.
Congratulations to Roger Mann on going
solo and to Richard Letts who on his first solo
managed a soaring flight of over 30min.
Clive Stainer has successfully completed
an instructors' course and the Blaniks after
thei.r undercarriage trouble, should be' flying
again soon.
J.P.
HEREFO.RDSHIRE (Shobdon Airfield)
August and September have been marvellous with a lot of hours logged and numerous
cross-country flights. The end of September
showed the wave season is back and as
usual Mike Costin flew in excess of 10 0001t.
Dunstable are coming for a wave week at
the end of OCtober and quite a few members
spend part of the Christmas holiday wave flyIng. If anyone wants to come along with their
gllde~, or would like to utilise our fleet, ring us
on Klngsland 369.
Unfortunately our tug was overturned by a
freak gust with our tug pilot, Andy Williams
still strapped In. Andy was unhurt but the tug
Will be out of action until January. Thankfully
we have a replacement.
B.J.H.
INKPEN (Thruxton)
There have been many achievements worthy
of congratulation. Mike Lamb and Mark
Baldwin have gone solo; Mike Thorne, Steve
Lambourne, Charlie Davis, Harry McBride
Jim Nipe, Wendy Harper and Robert Edgso~
have Silver heights, Wendy and Robert completing their Silver Cs; Bill Murray (SHK) has
Gold distance and Diamond goal and Bryan
Taylor flew 260km in August and contacted
our wave in June.
Several members are going to Aboyne on
an eXpedition.
T.D.

ESSEX (North Weald)
It is with deep regret we announce the death
of Bob Brown. He was taken ill at the club in
August and died in hospital a week later.
Bob joined the club in 1976, going solo in a
K-13, later flying a Pira! and progressing to a
PIK. He was a very active member both as
an instructor and on the commtttee. 'Bob was
liked by all who came in contact with him. Our
sympathy goes to his w~e and family.
M.R.T.
ESSEX & SUFFOl.K (Whatfleld)
PaUl Robinson made an exemplary contribution .In the Inter-elub League at Crowland by
coming 1st on both days in the Novice Class
to bring us 3rd overall. Paul and Gary Blythe
flew their five hours during our October
expedition to Portmoak and Garry, David
Odhams and Gordon Chalmers have completed their Bronze Cs. Congratulations also
to Steve Hornung on going solo.
Robbie Hatwell, who is tugging with us,
came 2nd In the Inter-University Competition

L

Club News Contr1butol'8:
PIeau note that due to Chrtstmas the
d••dlln. for the next Issue's
November 29.
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~PIGGOTT

BRIIAN WEARE

WAVE
FLYING I

GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
NONITON, DEVON

-----~

Windcones made in MinistryofDefence
Hypa Ion';>, also in nylon and cambric.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
National, Advertising Flags and
Banners.
canvas Covers lor all requirements.
Flagstalfs supplied and erected in
Steel, Aluminium, Fibreglass and
Timber - suitable lor Windcones.
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Slanford Rivers. Nr. Ongar. Essex eMS 9PJ

Tel 0277 363262

Tell: luppltt318 (9-6 pm)
Honiton 41679 (aftet 6 pm)
A must for any glider pilot planning to fly in wave!
Practical Wave FlyIng by Mark Palmer
lfIustrared with photographs and line drawings. J 04
pages. soft cover Order from the publisher for (USI
18.95 + S3.05 postage and handling
I

Sunland Press, p.a. Box 19881
San Diego, CA 92119, USA

Available UK
from HOBBIES I

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND
UGHT AIRCRAFT

C of A OVERHAULS
B.G.A., C.A.A., P.F.A. APPROVALS

8hoffmanri
TWO SEAT GRP MOTOR GLIDER
DOCILE HANDLING
AVAILABLE IN UK
FOLDING WINGS
EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE
THREE POSITION PROPELLER

Contact Airmark Aviation lld, 48 Crosslands Avenue, Southall, Middx

\ WESTLEY AIRCRA;;:;
PERSONAL, QUICK, HIGH QUALITY REPAIRS, MAJOR OR
MINOR TO GLASS AND CARBON FIBRE. STEEL TUBE, WOOD,
METAL, CAA., ARGON ARC WELDING, INSTRUMENTATION,
RE-SPRAY, RE-FABRIC. SUPPLY OF REPAIR MATERIALS AND
GLIDER SPARES. C 01 A's to all types.

SIMON WESTLEY
65 Brooklands Drive, Leighton Buzzard
Beds. LU7 8PE
Tel. 0525-379567
ANYTlME INCLUDING EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

Lomond Country Inn
KINNESWOOD
1 Mile from Scottish Gliding Union, Portmoak

Recently built bedrooms, complete with shower,
toilet, TV, radio, etc. at very reasonable prices and a
first-class.a la carte menu available every evening.
Last orders 9.30 pm.

leI01-574-1603

Whether your
aircraft is built in
wood, metal, or
glass you can be
sure of expert
repairs from:
SOUTHOOWN AERO
.
SERVICES LTO.
LASHAM AIRFIELD
ALTON, HANTS
Telephone Herriard (025 683) 359

Telephone: SCOTLANDWELL (059 284) 253 or 317
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days. Tony Moulang (ASW-20) won League 1

and Dave Moorman (Skylark 4) League 2.
There have been numerous enjoyable
expeditions to other sites this year. Our
commiserations to Don Connelly (Libelle)
who flew 297km on his Gold distance attempt
from Husbands Bosworth.
An expeditiQn re Bidford was enjoyed by
many members who had the use of a Janus.
We are looping to augment our fleet with a
glass-fibre two-seater when funds permit.
Our barbecue in August was well attended.
Congratulations to Doug Berry and John
Reeves on gaining their instructor ratings.
J.B.

LAKES (Warney Airfield)

_
In August Peter Redshaw (Kestrel 19) landed
15km short of completing the first 300km
triangle lrom Walney. He flew to Penrith,
Conselt, Sulton Bank and returned via Penritl}.
Ray Jackson is still top of the Club Ladder.
The Capstan has been given a brand new

canopy.

E.K.

LONDON (Ounstable)
Despite the poor weather earlier in the season, we have manag,ed to fly more than
26000km, largely contributed to by Robin
May who completed his third Diamond with a
500km triangle. For an enoore he did it again
a few days later and extended the flight after
finishing to 650km, probably a club record!
Congratulations to Warren Kay on a fine
performance in the Standard Nationals flying
a glider he had only Ireceived three days
before the competition started.
Recent first solos have included Edwina
Austin, Martin Adams, Michele Collingham,
and Clive Bird.
D.S.
MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
Congratulations to Ted Holmes and Kevin
Hounsom on going solo, to David Cole on
completing- his Bronze C, Adrian Ridley on
Silver distance and John Stuart on his
Diamond goal'. This was a very well-deserved
achievement for John, who had attempted his
300km in the Cobra on several previous
occasions.
Our task week at the end of August went
well, although beset by weak oonditions and
very poor visibility. We managed five contest
days as well as a spot-landing contest and a
trailer-reversing, competition,. Ben and Trish
Watson from Lasham won the trophy for the
3rd year running, alt:hough they had to bring a
Nimbus 2 into play to defeat us this year.
Diana King was 2nd and Chris Alldls 3rd.
We have started 10 oonvert our winches 10
run on LPG with, so far, excellent results and,
we hope, substantial savings in the long run.
D.M.K.
NORFOLK (Tlbenham Airfield)
Thanks to the sterling efforts of team manager Mike Lee, we enjoyed a seoond victory
in the Inter-Club League. Our harvest lask
week was flown in the murk of stubble fires
and won by Norman Clowes (Pirat).
Ernie Cunningham has completed a successful tour of air shows displaying Rumanian aerobatics in the IS-3D.
.

December 19831January 1984

Plans are well In hand for the BGA
Weekend at the Hotel Norwich in March and
we are looking forward to the influx of visitors.
N.F.S.
NORTH DEVON (Eaglescott)
It is 12 months since we moved to this site
and we have now bought the land and completed a 60ft by 60ft hangar for the Grob 190
and other light ;:lire raft. It has proved to be a
good thermal site and wave has been
explored in the motor glider to the lee of
Dartmoor.
Congratulations on going solo to Bob
Peake, Ihe lirstthis year-and in his Qwn Swallow, and to Chris Pittaway, a Boscombe
Down helioopter test pilot. Dave Harris was
the first to solo in the Grob followed soon
after by Robin Boyes. We welcome Dunca",
Andrew back to, gliding and he hopes to have
his Kirby Kite ready for Easter.
Our thanks to Bristol & Gloucestershire GC
friends, Pete Florence, Paul Liltle, Sandy
Rham, Chri$ Ta,ylor and lan Hey who
knocked up, some 1:20 to 180 a'ir experience
flights each week in Ju'ly (see BGA news).
The field will be open seven days a week
as a limited facility airfield from April 1 to SePtember 30 and if flying in, avoid over-flying
the radar station on south side circuits and on
landing beware of the cable run on the north
side of the strip.
B.P.
NORTHUMBRIA (Curroek Hill)
The July expedition to Coventry GC resulted
in Graham McAndrew compleling his Gold C
with a 300km t'riangle in his SHK.
Our courses and-passenger' flying evenings
during the summe'r seemed to attract reasonable weather which never stayed around at
the weekends. Congratulations to Alan Scott
on his passenger rating, to Roy Mitchison for
gaining his Bronze so quickly and to David
Henley (now back at Cambridge) for going
solo.

I

alter 25yrs, and to Richard Thomson on
completing his Silver C. John
Cheeseborough retired as CFI and our
thanks 10 him for two years' hard work. At the
AGM in August Richard Challand, John Reed
and Hugh, Etherington retired from the committee to be replaced by Steve Lee, Neil
Ashworth and Mark Thompson.
R.T.
OXFORD (Weston on the Green)
Our numerouS new members have been
encouraged ,by our pilots' achievements this
season. We oongra,tulate lan Piggott on going
solo; lan Mailer,- Colin Shepard, Phil Barlow
and Nick Porat on Silver distances, Phil and
Nick also ,on gaining Bronze Cs, and Steve
Druce on completing his Silver C with a duration.
Phil Hawkins came 1st in the Enstone Regionals' Sport Class and Jane Randle was 2nd
In the Open with Mike Randle 2nd in the
Lasham Regionals' Open Class.
Glen Bailes and Tom Lamb are new assistant Cal instructors. During our August flying
week Dave Roberts organised a trip to
Enstone whe,re members gained valuable
aerotowexperience.
In our continued search lor a new site we
visited a disused airfield at Barinsfield in
August. A farmer kindly made the land available to us alter harvesting his wheat but while
it was a successful and interesting experience, the long term prospects aren't good
mainly because of the site's proximity to Benson.

PW.
RATTLESDEN (Rattlesden Airfield)
Our August flying week again escaped the
rain and we took advantage of numerous
thermals. Our thanks to the Essex & Suffolk
GC for the use of their Pilatus B-4 during the
week - the tuneful "bong" which accompanied strong lift made a pleasant change
from the usual "creak"!

L.F.
NORTH WALES (Pen-y-Pare, Nr Holywell)
Our secretary, J. Nicholson, is retiring due to
pressure of work and will be succeeded by B.
Sedgwick. We have fitted a new engine to
our winch 10 give better launches.
Lack of soaring days has been compensated by the quantity of launches. Saturday,
July 29 saw a club reoord of 78 launches for
one day.
First solos on our 50 year-old Grunau Baby
were by D. Sprake, I. Walton, A. Sinelair and
E. ,Deyes. B. Tweed gained his first Bronze
leg during his first solo bungy launch at the
Long Mynd.
Our Christmas dinner-dance is on
December 10.
B.S.
OUSE (Rufforth Airfield)
Our e'fforts at publicity and recruitment have
brought an ,influx of enthusiastic new members and our flying evenings were a considerable success. We flew handicapped teenagers lrom a local club and it was such a
shared pleasure we hope to make Ihis a regular fix,ture.
Congratulations to Wally Hayward, Steve
Kirby and Pam Bottomer on resoloing, Wally

J

The tuneful "bong" which accompanied s/rong lift.

Our congratulations to Keith Miller, Paul
Gooch and Carl Shedden on going solo; Rob
Smith and Tony Emmerson for completing
their Silver Cs and to Colin Poole for Silver
distance. Humphrey Chamberlain and
Charles Portway have successfully completed instructors' courses.
RW.
SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)
Poor conditions have limited soaring since
the end of the summer but still allowed our
team to win the SE Inter-Club League. The
regUlar Tuesday evening course has finished
for the year and was again a good success
281
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JSW goes computer-compatible

Glidervvork

NEW ZXBl (16K) programmes
£5.00
- practise calculations!
- assess wind comPQnent vectors!
- .fly' your glider home effICiently!
AND JSW Calculators:
Single weight, K-B - Libelle .....£5.50
Aquarius (2-weight) - ASW-19 to
Nimbus 3
£9.00
AND Dolphin Kits
Single weight .........•.......£27.50
Double weight
£45.00

C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS

=;;:1;;;a

By L. GLOVER senior inspector

Details from:

JSW SOARING

Husbands Bosworth Airfield. Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough B80375
Lutterworth 57544

2 3

1

1 The Jollies, Crondall, Farnham, Surrey
(0252-850299)

SQL

VOL

TM62
TM.62 Ground Set
Fitted with

129.9, 130.1 and 130.4. 5 watts output. Size 21(8 x 5 x 8W'.
Price £195 plus VAT

o
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2
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0
TM.61

0
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TM.61 Glider Radio
Output 1.8 watts at 12.5 volts.
Size 2Y2 x 2Y2 x 7Y2" long,
up to 6 Channels, normally
supplied with 130.1 and
130.4, complete with handheld mike (or Swan-neck
boom mike, optional extra
at (20), speaker and wiring
harness.
Price £180 plus VAT

C.A.A. welding and re-sprays. Repairs to wood, glass-fibre and steei tube
machines. Stocks of most materials for repairs and re-builds. Wide range
of instruments in stock. Barograph and A.S.1. Calibration.

London Sailplanes Ltd.
Tring Road, Dunstable, Bedfordshire Telephone Dunstable 62068

u.K.

Agents for Avionic Dittel 720 Channel Radio
U.K. Agents for Tostand A. Schleicher

Open Monday to Saturday 9.00 am to 5.30 pm
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with several new solo pilots destined for pundit status! Many thanks to instructors Dick
Dickson and Roger Coote and all'others who
hava helpea.
Congratulations on QOiJ19 solo to Paul
White, Finola Cuthell and Jeremy Cook. Also
to Naomi Collier on completing her Silver C.
The syndicate Blanik narrowly missed a
300km in mid-August and put several solo
machines in the shade.
The September eXpeditior;llo Portmoak with
seven gliders was voted a 'success eveA
though the weather was not too good, and
Jim Heath -reached 10 OOOft!

R.W.
Obituary - T. L. Allard
Leslia Allard, chairman of the Southdown GC
for over twenty years and latterly its president, died on August 12 after a long illness.
He leaves a gap in the club which is shaped
characteristically by that large and generous
personality.
When he first joined the club he was a
national figure as a member of a famous
motering family with outstanding successes
in racing and rallying. During his first winter
with us he astonished, delighted and scared
us by winning the Monte Carlo Rally with his
brother Sydney. His interest in motoring continued throughout his life but in gliding he
found a fascination which was a constant
pleasure to him. Long cross-country flights
were not for him, but he would squash himself into the little Tutor, elbows sticking out,
for half an hour on the hillside at Firle which
seemed to give him as much delight as the
most outrageously exciting rallies of his earlier
years.
.
He became chairman at a time when it was
becalmed on a site where there was no security of tenure and where the flying was
limited. He saw the future clearly and led the
search for a long-tenn home with conditions
which would allow the club to develop its
potential. His reward came when the club
established itself at Parham in 1974 and the
flying achievements which followed proved
that his vision was a true one.
He gave us leadership of a very high order.
It was compounded of goodwill, integrity and
wisdom. For this the BGA awarded him its
Diploma and tha club gave him all the honours it could command. But we shall
remember him also as our friend who made
us laugh at his stories, supported us with his
strength and in whom no pettiness was possible. He was a big man.
Joan Cloke

STAFFORDSHIRE (Morridge)
The Shropshire Soaring Group were our
hosts again for their two task weeks at Chetwynd. Our thanks to them for thair help and
hospitality. Alan Jones, Mike Golder and Ken
Whitton completed their Silver Cs and John
Graham managed his five hours.
Alan Jones and Mike Golder have also
completed their instructors' courses and with
David Thorpe, who qualified earlier this year,
and Dick Bowyer from Challock, our instructor strength is now up to ten. the highest
since we moved to Morridge.
The season has given plenty of flying days
but produced little cross-country activity. A
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small group are taking the club K-18 on an
expedition to Portmoak.
B.G.
STRATFORD ON AVON
(long Marston Airfield)
Good QId Fred! (Fred Barratt that is) cracked
it at last, Bronze after 12yrs. Go on Fred you
can do it - Silver; Gold; Diamonds even.
Congratl!llations to Bob Hallon, Ray Hinchley, Mike Ferguson and Alan Broadbridge
on going solo. Silver Cs have been completed by Maureen and John Leonard (same
day), Peter Fanshawe, Frank Jeynes and
Barry Kerby. Colin Bushell has his duration
and special congratulations to Vivienne
Wright on her Whitbread bursary award for
completing Bronze before her 17th birthday.
Our Inter-Club League team have done
expecially well, winning the area title for the
third successive year.
One for the winter social diary - Christmas Party, Saturday, December 10.
M.M.

John Be,1I (Mosquito), Phil GutMrie (Astir)
and John Bastin (Astir) competed in the
Lasham Regionals while Bob, Szulc proved!
that the Ventus in 17m configuration is a
match for Nimbus 2s in the Open Ciass
Nationals.
The annual expedition to Portnnoak is
already under way and as popular as ever.
C.G.S.

A.F.

SWINDONI (South MarstQn)
Our disco-barbecue in August was as sue·
cessful as ever. The gext social evenl is a
Guy Fawkes party -the fire to consist of the
remains 01 Ihe Pirat trailer which AI McCaffrey "field landed" whilst en route to Nyrmpsfield. Somehow the Pirat was, rema,ved
undamaged Irom the wreckage but nis car
was altered a little and the trailer a lot. AI was
shaken but not stirred.
A welcome visitor was, Air Marshal Sir
Michael Beavis, president of the RAFGSA,
who landed on a cross-country llighl frem
Bicester. Once he had overcome his astonishment at the red tape which greets those
who land at South Marston, the Air Marshal
proceeded to cUI a polite but firm swathe
through the Air TraHic Controller's rule that no
"foreign" tugs will be allowed in on retrieves.
lhe clubroom wall now sports a handsome
plaque presented to us by the gliding club at
Salzgitter, Swindon'S twin-town in Germany.
We hope to organise an expedition to Salzgitter'1o sample soaring in lhe Hartz Mountains.
Steve 'Foggin has taken over from Dave
Schofield as CFI - our thanks to Dave for
nis efforts. Richard Chaprman is back on two
feet bul swears thal he will never again be
seen on two wheels. Congratulations to Andy
Sman on re-soloing alter a lay-off of some
years.
P.M.

SURREY" HANTS(Lasham Airfield)
Congratulations to Steve Savage on his
Diamond goal in what has otherwise been a
relatively quiet second half to the season,
unless you count August 3.
Ignoring the many wonhy flights of less
than 500km on that day, the lasham tally ran
as follows: Diamond distances, Lionel Sole,
Tony Norrie, John Bestin, GeoK Gentry
(though he already has a plastic one made in
the USA), visilor Tom Docherty (who flew
660km into !France, see :p246), Chris loveIll,
(60Skm lriangle), Chr,is Starkey, (680Km of a
curtailed 750) andl Alan Purnell who is claiming a 633km triangular distance record.

TRENT VALLEY lKirtonl Undsay)
We were pleased with our progress in the
Inter-Club Northern League" beating Derby &
Lanes into second, place, Doncaster into third
and Newark & Notts into fourth. Congratulations to the pilots.
Eight of our members completed in the
Northern Regionals, our Mick Ward winning
the Sport Class for t.he third successive year.
John Swannack and John Rice came fourth
in the Open Class, sharing a Kestrel 19.
Congratulations to Nick Crowcroft, Paul
Newby and Nigel Bull on their Silver Cs, Nigel
gaining all three legs in one flight, and to
Ohris O'Sullivan on going solo.

STRATHCLYDE (Strathaven Airfield)
Membership is now 54 following a welcome
intakeot new members in recent months. Our
open days on June 26·27 were an unqualified
success with 93 flights logged, inclUding 28
on the Falke. Our thanks to everyone concerned.
Congratulations to Alan Kennedy on gainlng his PPl; to At1h,ut Hughes, David JO~1n
stone and JeH Henderson on their falke
solos and to Jlm Murdoch and Alex Findlay
on going solo.
We are negotiating to buy a 34ft by 128ft
hangar for £61.)00 which we will erect our-

selves.

THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

ULSTER (Bellarena)
We've Iilad a spate 01 lirsl solos - Andrew
McKibben, Campbell McCaughrain convert'ing from power, Alan Sorrens, a US visitor
who'll soon be leaving us, and Carson Boyd.
On our second ab-initio course Carson soloed in only nine flights after a break from flying of almost 40yrs. He hadn't piloted a thing
since 1945 when he was demobbed after
RAF service flying Master Ills towing GA
Hotsp.ms at a wartime GPTS. For all his tugging, he'd never been in a glider before.
Clilarles Hill is a rather newer tug pilot.
Cross-country opportunities have been few
since June though there have been some
good ridge days and, on September 11,
excellent NW wave in which Billy Craig and
Alan Sorrens, on a check flight, rocketed in
the lwin Astir to 15 OOOft where it was still
going strong. Alan McKillen and Laurence
McKelvie gained Gold heights in the ASW-20
and DG-400 respectively and the writer
Phoebussed twice to Letterkenny at
10-11 000ft.
A mid-winter trip to high-summer Australia
is on the cards for a small Ulster/Dublin party.
Meanwhile, the PIK 20D has gone; the Blair/
FarrelVMartin Monerai being built in Lame
should appear shortly; Alan Sands is making
good progress restoring an old Grunau Baby
11 as a change from glass and two other
restoration projects involve a Blanik and a
K-6cR. The club Capstan is to be re-covered
with a colour change.
R.R.R.

WELLAND (Middleton)
Congratulations to Doris Bryant, our CFl's
wife, on going solo; Tony Fisher who has
re-soloed after an eight year lay-off; John
Hytch on his first Bronze leg and to Dick
Short on completing his Bronze C.
Our membership is over 40 with new
members still coming. The flying nights have
been very popular and contributed to club
funds - our thanks to the helpers.
We are going to re-cover the Bergfalke
fuselage ready for winter expeditions;
Bronze C lectures are planned for the winter
evenings and some syndicate changes are
imminent.
R.H.S.

NOW IN OUR 23rd YEAR

WE REPAIR: GLASS LLOYD'S
APPROVED

Our new clubhouse is almost ready for the
official opening.
R.H.

STEEL -

ALLOY -

WOOD

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS

RAPID
SERVICE

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS
FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF

SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN, MARPLE, CHESHIRE
December 19831January 1984

Tel. 061-427 2488
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Pooley's
Pilot's Diary
1984
From the authors of Pooley's Flight
and Information Guides.

£3.45 inc. VAT

£3.90 by post

Alrtour International
Elstree Aerodrome, Hertfordshire WOO 3AW
Telephone 01-953-4870/6064

DEVON AIRSPORTS
WANTED: WINCH DRIVER
PAY:
M.G. P.P.L. on
GRaB 109
Also wanted for 1984
PASSENGER CARRIERS
See BGA Newsletter

+ ASS CAT/FULUMGIR
FULL + PART TIME
0271 78204

WOLDS (Pocklington Airfield)
Thanks to the incredible versatility and untir;'ng efforts 01 many of 0ur members, the site
:is looking very smart and efficient. We have
moved into our new c!l,jbhouse and the structural testing of the magnificent bar is well
underway.
The season has been good for organised
visits and in nearly 60 evenings we have
entertainecl over 1.000 visitors.
Congratulations to Sue Room on going
solo on her 16th birttlday and to the many
others who have gone solo, as, well as to
Steve McNeil, Avelyn Bennel! and Derrick
Roddie on completing their Silver Cs. Or:le of
the most notable flights ,this year was Alan
Hunter's climb tQ 12 500ft in wave (equalling
the club record) in early July.
H.L.
YORKSHIRE (Sulton Bank)
Congratulations to young Newil! on going
solo. Jeff Larkin is our newest instructor and
lan Stromberg a fUlly fledged tug pilot. Dick
Stoddart is in his usual place on the Club
Ladder - top.
Part 01 the airfield has been reseeded in
the hope of stopping the heather from taking
over. The two K·21s are prOVing extremely
popular.
Bristol and Gloucestershire GC visited us
and achieved three Silver heights and one
Gold. We are now looking forward to our
winter visitors.
The Vintage Glider Club have been discussing their involvement in our jubilee week
next year to celebrate our 50th anniversary,
to which everyone will be welcome.
H.H.

AM F ENTERPRISES I'YOU'VE GOT TO HAVE STYLE' I
Without doubt the most
established and
experienced glider
trailer manufacturers
in the UK
Most clubs bUy AM F

YOU KNOW WHAT YOU'RE GETTING
WITH AN AMF TRAILER

Over 90 built to date
Talk to any AMF trailer
owner before you order
The best value for money

Call in, ring or write for details
MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAM BOURN, BERKS
048872224

OXFORDSHIRE SPORTFLYING CLUB
ENJOY MOTOR-GLIDING FROM ENSTONE
in our fleet of GROB 109's
Improve your gliding prowess and safety by a session of field landing
practice and cross-country navigation training. Additionally our
MGPPL training syllabus caters for students at all levels of experience, from the complete beginner to the proficient soaring pilot with a
Silver Badge. And having gained your licence, our aircraft are readily
available for your private use.
PERSONAL TUITION BY CM-APPROVED INSTRUCTORS GORDOH CAMP and TED AYLlHG
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK OPERATION - BOOK YOUR FLYING BY THE HOUR
PAY ONLY FOR FLYING - THERE IS NO MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION

*

FOR SAILPLANE AND MOTOR-GLIDER MAINTENANCE
CONTACT OUR ASSOCIATED COMPANY GORDOHAlR LTD

ENSTONE AERODROME, CHURCH ENSTONE, OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP
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Tel 060872-208
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BANNERDOWN (RAF Hullavlngton)

Brian Logan who won the Inter-Services Regionals'
Club Class in the K-18.

August was super with a record number of
cross-country kilometres flown. All the club
single-seaters went on tasks and one
memorable weekend every single-seater
went cross-country, most on. both days.
Several attempted goal flights - "Noddy"
Williams completed his Silver C with a 70km
flight and Andy Stenton gained Gold distance
and Diamond goal.CQmmiserations to Keith '
Darby (297km) and to Pal Rowney (430km).
Congratulations to Brlan Logan om winning
the Club Crass al the Inter-Services Regionals in the t<-~8. Derek Findlay flew his first
Camp, the Enstone Regionals, in the K-6E.
Brian Law has gone solo, Paul Mason has his
second Bronze leg and Phil Sheard has both.
Our late "soaring" week in September had
plenty of flying but no soaring. A few pilots
and aircraft recently went to Talgarth for an
enjoyable week.
V.R.D.
, BICESTER (RA'FGSA Centre)
The Inter-Services Regionals was well re·
presented by our pilots in all Classes, Terry
Joint coming: 2nd in the Open Class and
Jeremy Beringer 3rd in the Sport. Martin Lowrie and John Hull flew the Enstone Re,gionals.
Among the badges gained recently were
Silver Cs by Simon CoG. Andy Foster and
Shaz Pearcey, Shazcompleting hers at the
Ladies' Gliding Weekend at Cranwell. Jim
Belk achieved Diamond goal in the Cirrus.
Pele Abbey has a full permit for his nomebuilt Cunie War (SE5) and generously let
Club members fly it. Pete is also masterminding the move of the bar to the airfield side of
the hangar.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Paul Steiner is planning another Talgarth
expedition for April. As a result of the success
of last year's visit, this one will be for a jortnight. The Janus will be spending the willter
months at Dishforth fully kitted out for high
altitude flying.

Alf Warminger. an old club member, dropped in when on a cross-country from
T'ibenham, and John Whitworth landed out
one mile from the airfield, the first time in
15yrs 01 continuous gliding!

S.L.

S. & J.
CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforth)
Our competition pilots did well with a special
mention to .Kev Kiely (second in the InterServices Regionals) aAd Ben Benoist {~ixth in.
the Nationals), both in Standard Class glid·
ers. Congratulations to Mark Mercer on Silver
distance in his Blanik and Neil Evans on
going! solo. Andy Smart is now an assistanl
Cal instructor.
We have suffered a series of Blanik undercarriage, collapses bul they are now .back ,on
line. The first of' the winter's visitors have
arrived to sample the delights of wave.
P.W.

I

FENLAND (RAF Marham~
A disappointing summer for achievements
ended with our "professional" pupil, Dave
Hazelton, ruining an unbroken run of five
years'of nstruction by going solo. Pat Heady
and Steve ,Hall have gained Bronze legs,
Steve having since converted to the K-8.
Pete Kelly completed his Silver C by doing
fiYe hours in the SF-26, a feal of endurance
n more ways than one, and Andy "Yank" has
Silver height. Andy Stenton flew a 300km
triangle at Hullavington and Pete Williams
has regained his instructor's rating atter a
long absence lrom gliding.

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Approved agent fo r PZL and Camb ridge
instruments, sales and repairs
Now Sole Agents for Ball variometers
Barographs calibrated

M. G. Hutchinson
5 Glendevon Road
Woodley
Reading, Berks
Telephone 0734 696491

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
GUDlNG CLUB
Welcome private owners, beginners and
hoiiday members to their unique sne in the
Cotswolds
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK - April to October
(Normally weekends only in winter)

HOLIDAY COURSES - April to October
- accommodation on sne.
For details writa or telephone:

The Course Secretary
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
Nympsfleld, Stonehouse
Glos. GL10 3TX
Tel. 0453-860342
December 19831January 1984

HUMBER (RAF Scampton)
At last an Inter-services Regionals where the
weather was warm aod sunny and thermic
the whole ten days! Is this a record? The club
put \JP a very creditable performance, with all
pilots doing~ well. Dick Gibbs was 4th in a
K-18, Alan Clarke 7th in an ASW-19, Chris
Gildea 10th in his SHK and Andy Ratcliffe a
close 11th in the club Astir 77.
Mike Kenl :has completed his Bronze C,
and gained Silver height along with Sandy
Weaver. Colin Wylie has converted 10 the K-8
and flown his first Bronze leg, while Barry
Mun<;lay has re-soloed atter several years
away from gliding.
We have had another influx of pupils which
shotJld keep 'us busy thrOlJQh the winter
months.
K.M.G.
KESTREl (RAF Odiham)
We say farewell to Alpha 2, the elder of our
K-13s, to make room for the new K-21.
We are happy that Lynn Griswood has
recovered from the injuries she received in
Northern Ireland last Christmas and,in addition 10' recently soloing, ha~ been 10 tea at
Buckingham Palare! Other recent solo flights
were by Mark Cooper, Adoan Willis and Dave
Holt whilst Bronze legs have Ileenllown by
Adrian Gardiner, Paul Ross-Smith, Sally
Andrea and Geoff Seaman, Sally and Geoff
have also flown Silver legs,as have Ron
Mitchell and peter Swinhoe, and lan Seabrook and John Trudgian, bave their SilVer
Cs.
The Mini-Nimbus is at Aboyne chasing
Diamonds and a visit is planned to Talgarth in
the spring. Finally ownership of the Swallow
EMK has passed to lan Gorton.
P.A.

PHOENIX (RAF BrOggen)
Our cross,-c()untry mileage is up on last year
but individual achievement isn't as high as
was hoped. John Marrioll flew his Diamond
goal in July and Dave Stewart managed
285km. Sol} Ullle, iony Ouignan and John
Allison have Silver heights and solo flights
were by Katherine Allison, boosting our
fema'le pilots' union 'by 33%%, Dave Tassel,
Steve Wesllake and Clive 'Robinson.
TI'le K-13 has been sold 10 a German club
and the proceeds will help to buY' the second
K-21, due in February. Membership. has fallen
and a recruiting drive is having scant success.
John Norman and lan Smith are taking the
K-18 and Blanik to Bisperode in OCtober hoping for a repeat of last year's crop of durations.
A.F.M.D.
TWO RIVERS (Laarbruch)
We have had a reasonably successful summer, the high point being Simon Hutchinson's
507km triangle. There have been many
500km altempts, the most notable being by
AI Thomson, Bob Dall and Mick Mahon.
The hangarage problem has become more
critical Bnd we are faced with having to rig
and de-rig each weekend.
We welcome Gordon Parker, our new
OCFI, Pete Stralton and Mitch Page with
Ba'rry l=lIioll due in January to take over as
CFI. There are sad farewells to a number 01
club stalwarts including Bob and Jane Longmore, Adrian Thomas, Andy and Lynn Powell, Simon Hutchinson and our CFI, Mick
Mahon.
Congratulations to AI Thomson on becomIng a full Cat; Steve Tape and Les Fellows on
passing their assistant Cat courses and to
Graham Eccles, Stan Stanley and Shaun
Ellis on going solo.
We are just setting off on our ridge soaring
expedition to Bisperode with the Phoenix GC.
Our AGM is in December and we are planning to replace our Cirrus with a DG-300.
M.C.M.

BLACK MOUNTAINS
GLIDING CLUB
Unique setting and topography
ensures more chance of soaring
than anywhere else in UK
(See article RIDGE SOARING REVIVED by Peter Saundby
in August "S&G" pages 152 and 153)

MOUNTAIN FLY TALGARTH
THIS WINTER
Telephone Derek Eckley 0874 711254 (evenings)
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11th INTERNATIONAL VINTAGE GLIDER RALLY
CHRIS WILLS

July 23·August 3, Budakeszi-Farkashegy Airfield, nr Budapest
This was the first time the VGC had held a
Rally behind the Iron Curtain. Due to the nearness of Budapest, airspace restrictions were
imposed, but these did not prevent the 41
gliders flying 630 hours amid beautiful surroundings. The Hungarians were perlect hosts
and even provided hangarage for rigged gliders. The weather was fine and hot with temperature soaring to 36°C. Food and drink were
very cheap.
Teams from Belgium and Austria were with
us for the first time as were the following gliders - the recently restored 1950s built Hungarian Jun ius 18; a Belgian Schweizer 2-22;
the Zugvogel 1 in which Hanna Rensch won
the 1955 German Nationals; the Wasserkuppe Oldtimer Club's recently restored
ES 49, one of five examples built in 1951 by
Schleicher's to an Edmund Schneider design
and the first two-seater built in Germany after

the war; Guy Hamon's Breguet 904; Marc
Bourdon's C 800 and a Fauvel AV 36 flying
wing registered in Germany. which is the first
time we have had a flying wing glider at our
Rally.
We believe Peter Bourne's Scud 2, recently
restored to original finish, caused the greatest
impression of any sailplane at the Rally and
the sight of it soaring in the blue sky at 4000ft
with all Budapest as a backdrop, will linger
with us for ever. Colin Anson and partners'
T-31 was also at the Rally.
We were honoured with the presence of
Alexander Schleicher's son who has a Gold C
and All Three Diamond. He is a member of the
Wasserkuppe Oldtimer Club and we were
pleased he flew the British Rhonbussard for
an hour in thermals. He was most enthusiastic
about the machine which his father's firm had
built, together wnh 219 others, in 1937.

Launching was by PZL WiIgS$, Gavrons
and a winch. The Hungarian VOcsok primary
could only be winch and bUr19Y launched.
Among the visnors was Erno Bub'ie, father
of 1he 'inventor 01 the Cube, who· designed.
nearly all the Hungarian vintage gliders, many
Hungarian veteran glider pilots and Wolfgang,
Spate and his wife, who hoped to visit Ludwig
Rotter, the father of Hungarian gliding, who is
dangerously ill in a Budapest nursing home.
Wolfgang was a famous pre-war Wasserkuppe pilot and won the 1938 RhOn Contest
flying the prototype Reiher.
The Hungarian authorities, who had given
the Rally full support, were pleased with the
event and we believe they are now going to
give the Hungarian vintage glider movement
encouragement. Already three Hungarian vintage gliders have been restored and two more
should follow them next year.
11

Vintage Glider Club's (Rendez Vous) Rally
CHRIS WILLS also reports on the Rally held at Lasham from August 13-29
During the two weeks 27 of our gliders, some
of which were not taking part for the whole
period, flew more than 400 hours wnhout
accident in conditions more suited to duration
flying in thermals rather than cross-country flying. This is not to say that cross-countries
were not done but often the poor visibility
made navigation hard and the fresh wind
made returns to Lasham difficult.
Colin Street was the organiser with
considerable help from members of his T-21C
syndicate and we thank them for their hard
work.
The overall winner and therefore this year's
winner of the Rodl Morgan trophy was Bev

George (Bergfalke 2) who once remained airborne, after an aborted 300km O/R, for over
8hrs. lan Smith (SlingsbyTutor) was only
three points behind and on the last day he flew
for 5hrs 20min in thermals up to 47000 near
Odiham. It was cold in open gliders at these
heights.
All lift during the Rally was from thermals
but when these gave out gliders were flown in
smoke lift from stubble fires of alrnost volcanic
violence and strength. This lift would take
gliders from 700ft to over 4000ft at more than
100OfVmin, so that a hopeless situation at
700ft became startlingly changed two minutes later. We believe that never before have

vintage gliders been flown in such violent lift.
We were glad to welcome Hugo and Ursula
Roth from Switzerland with their Spyr 5 and
Neelco Osinga and partners from Holland with
their Grunau Baby 28.
A particularly good impression was made by
the HOtter H174 which won a day (if not two
days). Bim Molineux brought this aircraft from
Kenya last year. It had originally lbeen built in
Holland. It was also exciting seeing the first
two flights of the "new" King Kite, which were
very successful. David Jones had managed to
finish it after days and nights of work at the
Rally and his flights were the culmination of
3Y2yrs work.

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing ...

a

J

• ....--=....:....:..

CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS

FOR AN IMMEDIATE QUOTATION CONTACT: MATIHEW SELL OR STEWART PEARCE,

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
MICROLlTES, BALLOONS
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT
FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S
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Holmes/Hulbert

Marine & Aviation Limited

Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
London, EC3P 3HL
Tel (01) 283-2000 Telex 8814631
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Overseas
News
Please send news and exchange copies
01 JOurnals to the Overseas Editor: A. E.
Slater, 7 Highworth Avenue. Cambridge,
CB4 2BO, England.
The European Two-Seater cup was
held at Poitiers from August 2-13. There were
33 entries including four foreign entries. Pilots
selected their own tasks and points were
awarded for distance only. The best distance
flown was 502km.
The Ballleau Competition (August 1-11)
saw 66 pilots competing in the Standard and
15m Classes. The winner of the 15m Class
was Patrick Stouffs, son of the well-known
Belgian veteran World Championship pilot.
The GlasflOgel 304 15m glider is to be
produced once again. Georg Brauchle, a
well-known German trailer manufacturer has
bought the moulds and the manufacturing
rights. He has signed an agreement with
JASTREIB of Yugoslavia for the aircraft to be
built there. The firm has previously built the
Cirrus under licence. Three to four 304s per
month are expected to be built. As there will
be no development costs and as labour in
Yugoslavia Is cheap, the price will be very
competitive - DM42 000, some DM10 000
cheaper than its main competitors.
Glaser·Oirks celebrated their tenth birthday
this autumn and in the decade have produced 500 gliders - 105 DG-100s (G); 189
00-2005; 50 DG-400s; 151 DG 100 (G) Elans
and 5 DG-300s. At present the production
rate is ten aircraft per month and work has
started on the two-seater family, the first of
which will fly late in 1984.

The Issoudun Competition (JUly 4-13)
was highly successful. Eight tasks were flown
including five in excess of 300km. There were
16 foreigners among the competitors.
Vinon European Mountain Competition. There were no fewer than 101 entries
in this Competition (JUly 18-27). Tl1er& were
six task days with an average of 400km in the
Open Class and 325km in the Standard
Class. The winners were Jacques Rantet and
Francois Hagot respectively.
The lS-6, the 15m successor to the LS-3,
was due to fly in September. Series production will start In January 1984.
The Italian Champlonshi,ps at Rieti were
won by Brigliadorl, Standard Class, Peter, 15
Metre Class and Vergani, Open Class.
ListenIQOerek Plggotf. Uipe. for beglnnera,
expel1enced pilot. sndlnatructora
"A very useful supplement to yOUl /light Insrrucllon
which wNI seve you time and money"
"Us/en esyou drive Ip ,your gliding sHe"
BASIC INSTRUCTION for beginners
(two C60)
,
POWER PILOT'S trans~ion to gliders
(two C60)
,
,
AEROTOWS, WINCH. CAR LAUNCHES
and emergencies (two C60)
THERMAL SOARING - TECHNIQUES
(one COO)
STALLING and SPINNING GLIDERS
(one COO)
FIRST FLIGHTS ON NEW TYPES
(one C60)
,

£10.95
£10.95
£10.95

£5.95
.. .. £5.95
£5.95

SPECIAL FOR INSTRUCTORS
Five one-hour tapes on instructing technique, including
Derek giving air Instruction.
£24.95 plus p&p 75p
Postage and packing:
Two cassette packs SOp Single cassette packs 35p

From

DEREK PIGGOTT
Lasham Gliding Centre, Ahon, Hanla GU34 5SS

"An ideal presenr /or any gUding enlhusl8sr"

STORCOMM
TWO-WAY RADIO
TR7603 Air Set
TR7804 Vehicle Set
Each set filted w~h all four gliding
channels 130.4,130.125,130.1 and
129.9.
'Volmel' 128.6 optional on channel 4.

*

1984
The venue once again
will be

NORTH HILL
Further information in the
next issue of
Sailplane and Gliding

DEVON AND SOMERSET
GLIDING CLUB
North Hill, Honiton, Devon
December 1983/January 1984

Advertisements, with remittance, should be
sent to Cha/ron Press Ltd, 7 Amersham Hili,
High Wycombe, Bucks. Tel 0494 442423. Rate
30p s word. Minimum £6.00. BOil numbers £2.40
elltra. Replle. to box numbers should be sent
to the $81lllt addre... ,the closing date tor
cl ••• Uled sdverU.emtntt for the
February-March IsslI8 Is January 3, a.m.

*

Full power transmitter with excellent
speech quality.
Highly sensitive and selective receiver
worlls both distant and close range.

* Extremely rugged and reliable.
*

Full back-up service and spares
available.
.

* CAA and NATS approved.
All radios supplied absolutely complete
with easy fit connectors and all fittings.
Detailed information. prices and full
Technical Specifications FREE from
George Storey
Tel. 09327 84422
H.T. Communications
P.O. Box 4
SUNBURY ON THAMES

Middlesex, TW16 7TA

TRAILERS MANUFACTURED 10 your requirements. Timber or Aluminium. Very competitive prices, GLIDER
REPAIRS. C of A. Martyn Wells. Long-Compten (Warwckshire) 217.
'MITY' stailless weak links. 900 or 1100 Ib, Aero towropes,
Winch chutes. Astleys Ltd. Gosford SI. Coventry, CV1 SDJ
(0203) 20771 .
BADGES, Cuff Links, Tie Pins and Presentalion Gills lor
Clubs. I. Markovlls (Badge Maker) Lld. 1/3 Cobbold Mews.
London W12, Tet 01-743-1131.
OLY-28. C of A AprM 1984, Dart type canopy. Enclosed
traler. Barograph, audio vario. £2200. Tel 01-777-9186 (after
5pm).
.
TRAILERS. Made ID Order. Peler Whatford. Tel Leighton
Buuard (0525) 210921.
BLANIK FOR SALE In first class cond~ion, bolh front and
rear panels instrumented. Very low hrs. 2-wtleel open trailer.
Owner now abroad a lot. Musl be sold. Ready 10 fly. Box No.
SG578.
ASW-198 with water ballast. based Dunstable, Instruments.
radio, paraclll.Ce, barograph. Glass-fibre traUer. £11 OOOono.
09276-6752 or 0525-714296.

BOOKER
GLIDING CLUB
Experience the exhilaration of learning to glide over the lovely Chiltern
countryside, at Britain's premier
Gliding Club.
Our professional instructors will
cater for your individual needs, using
our modem fleet of training gliders,
sailplanes and motor gliders.
Open 364 days a year
Short courses available
throughout the winter
Booker Gliding Club

W.A.P., Marlow, Bucks
Tel:

(0494) 442501 or 29263
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NAME TAG WINGS

OLY 463. Fully equipped. Immaculate condition 550hrs wi1ll
good closed tra!er. £3500. East KIr1<by (07903) 249, Graham
Lamyman.

Machine Embroidered Patches 4 l( 2V.in wrth
BOA Wings above you, name. For flying Surt,
Anorak, Hat, etc. Sel·of .. fOr £8.00.

K-4 tandem two-seatS(. 'Instrumenl$, trailer. Recent C 01 A.
Vgc. £875ono. Tel Colchester (0206) 230964 (wor1<), (0206)
863627 (evenings).

JON GODDARD
Creech View, Anth'N CIClflt, Ottnmeed, Hant...
07014 5ell&3
OPEN TRALER - currently rigged tor L-Spatz. Good roadholder. Seen Portmoak. Any leasoneble offer. Tel
031-336-1249 (evenings).
Y5-55 Consort, 13.sm. Standard panel including TE vario,
canopy cover, parachute, C of A. Low line aluminium tra~er.
276 hours. £3500. Chelmslord 467547.
ASW-20F "181" 1/3rd share available now. 'Based at Booker.
Full oompet~ion panel. 360 channel radio. Aluminium tra!er,
exoellent condition. £5500. Contact Chris Tipney, Reading
664073.

ASW·17 No. 40, 1972. Trailer, Instfuments, riggillg aids,
waterballast and spares. Wing covers. Ash radio, 360 channel. Low hrs. 2nd 1982 Nationals. Belonged to Bernard Filchett. £14 800. Will haggle. Tel 0277-352418.
SF·27M 'Cy MOTOR QUOER, 250 m~e range at 70kl. Std
Cirrus performance as gider. T'ailer, chute, numerous extras.
£5OOOono. Also NEW WOODEN TRAILER Ior sale. 30' x 5'
x 5' 8' high. sulable two-seater. £1500000. O. B. James,
Cherry Orchard, Mar10w Common, Bucks. Marlow 3509.
WOODEN TRALER lor sale, good condition, suilable for
t5m gJjder. £65Oono. Phone Crawley (0293) 26674 or Haywards Heaith (0444) 450891.

AV 45.1 FAUVEL PROTOnPE No. 1

~

GLIDER
STICKPINS
for lapels, ties, etc.
Also
GLIDER
PENDANTS

Superb occasion - self launChing , 5m sailplane.
Newest version in wood plywood oonstruction, w~h
new FX 66 H-159 WOtImann airlol especially
developed lor untwisted flying wings-gNde ratio + 30
38hp Rotax 642 engine. Beautiful aspect wilh canopy
from ASTIR. Basic instruments. Radio 220 channels.
(See Soaring October 1979 and JANE·S). £9000.
FranCOis GROSS, Bertrichamps. Le elairupt, 54120
BACCARAT, France.

--

In 9ct gold at £24.00 each
In Silver at £10 each

Supplied 11 a presentation box. The above
price includes post, packaging and Insurance,
Please allow a maximum of 28 days for
delivery.
Cheques payable to:

CRADLEY JEWELLERS
87 High St, Cradley Heeth, We.1 Mldlende B64 5HA
Tel (0384) 635808
COBRA 36-1 OUTFIT. Parachute, radio, baroglaph, oxygen,
full panel including TIS and audio vario, wire and AfT hooks.
Very good condition, low Une trailer and easy two person rigging aids. £5200. Phone Compton (Ber1<s) 9722-8817 (evenings).
COBRA 15. Re-sprayed, Complete outfit: trailer, parachute,
radio, audio, netlo. Excellent climb perlonnance 38/1 UO.
Outstanding value. £44000no. Bennetl 0543 432231.
BLANIK 1973 in very good condition, no traner, basic instruments. 220000 BF. Aero Club Aalst, Afffigemdleer 401,9300
Aalst, Belgium. Tel 053'211603 Mr Lievents J.
COVERED trailer, all metal, 30' long, 50" wide, 64" height
and part finished SlIngsby Sky. Offers East Leake 3906 (evenings).
PIK·20B 1975. Completely refinished 1982. Very nice.
6OOhrs. A1u-covered trai~r (2yrs). Instruments Westerboer
5KB speedcommand, Avionic 720 channel radio. Everything in superb condition. £9400. FOB Esbjerg. Niels Ebbe
Gjilrup, Silkebolgvej 2, OK-7400 Heming, Oenmar1<. Tel
07-127509 (evenings).
L-SPATZ 55. Vgc. 1:29. Reluctant sale due to syndicate
break up, good open trailer, radio and parachute. £22000no.
Can be seen at Cranwell or phone 0205 722654.
L5-3A 15117. Fly as ISm or 17m flapped. Fully fitted AMF
alumIn;"" trailer. Cambridge, AIhorizon, Bohli, 720 channel
D~I etc. £14000 or would consider half share based
Lasham. Telephone Oixon. Walton-on-Thames 244146.
SKY. Full panel including A1H, T&S, Cook vario. All metal
trailer. Rigging aids. Superb condition. C of A to Qct 1984.
Parachute available It required. Wilson, Leeds 579771 (day),
or 560579 (evenings).
K-7, 1960, 1020hrs, original canopy. For more details please
contact K. Fink, Wetztarer Str. 5, 0-6308, Butzbach, West
Gennany. Tel 06033-65585.

I®!~

~
THE BEST COBRA In existence is now avalablel Outfit consists of tra~er, parachute. Full panel includes Burton vario,
Winter vario w~h Dolphin, radio, .oxygen, horizon. Never damaged. Tel 0532-n2990.
K-6E (comp. number 75) oomplele with AlH, T/S, Audio vario,
radio. barograph, oxygen, parachute and well equipped
trailer. Total price £5500000. Early sale could affect final
price. Contact Oave Roberts al Oxford nOO57 for details.
DART 15. Superb condition. Recovered wings and lal', A.H.,
Irvln, Crosslell with audio, Dolphin, Oxygen, parachute.
Aluminium trailer, C of A May 1984. £4200. Tel Rugby 78056.
K-7. One-piece front canopy, Olltel radio 2 mikes. Audio + 2
Winter varios, tra~er, current C or A. £3000. Booker 0832
72244 (evenings).

SPORT VEQA
New March 1982 - 170hrs Only - basic panel plus
TM6 - SlIngsby Traoor ~ttings (no traler). £8S000oo.
BlANIK
Col A - Extensive renovation Jan '83. Dual pane" In very good order. ""rolDw history. £295Oono.
Contact: Bo<l1Cher (0584) 810483 (evenings)
See/Fly at Shobdon Ai1ie1d by arrangement

K-oGR' (DEPI. Immaculate oondition, basic Instruments,
radio, new G 01 A. Open trailer. Based at Saltby. £3400. Contact Ray lancaster, Notlingham 811307.
J,t;NTAR STD 2. Superb condition. Privately owned. Fa-.oourable price. Never been damaged. BaSic instruments. Traler It
wanted. Lars UlIilx, Svendlundvej 3, Rind', 7400 Herning,
Denmar1l. Tel 07·164292.
SPECTRUM OWNERS. Practice final glides all year round.
Choice 0; gliders, shes and difficulty lactors. Requires thermal
selection, navigation, mapworl< and Mal glide calculations.
Not lust a game - a valuable training aid. 48K only. For
fur1her detail write to Ken Stewarl, Iona, l,'lakhanger, Hants,
FOURNIERRF·5B MOtorgllder. TWQ>seater, 1:28,leatherlng
prop, 360 oomm, AOF, 2gph at 75kts, excellenl condition.
Shares £2100. Mike Maid, Exeter 381'76.
BOHLI COMPASSES, Winter barogreph.; 'Mk 20 Altimeters,
Ferranti horizons, electronic variometers. Low 'prices, fast
deNvery, no VAT. FIotek, 581 Ashponds Road, Bristol. Tel
65'4800.
OFFERS are invited lor a Standard Astir 2. Would consider
exchange (wnh cash adjustment) Ior Club or CS /lstir. Tel
0205-822351, ext 85579 day, or 0962-883581 (evenings).
ASW-20 FL for sale. Contact A. Kay, Gl Missenden 2491 or
A. Hegner 01-445-2691.
SLINQSBY SWALLOW. C of A unt~ May 1984. Aitframe in
good condition. Price, including covered tra~er only £1200.
Ring Bournemouth (0202) 528370 or 742951.
LIBELLE 201-B, C of A, instruments, 1&S, Ball electriclaudio
vario, trailer. £5700. Phone Alsager (09363) 2484.
15-28-2B. One owner, low hrs, 2 season. only. Full lronl panel
including horizon. One man ground handling gear. Nearest to
immaculate you will ever see! Open 'trailer chassis - needs
rigging. £58000no Ior QUick sale. 0635-253297.
KOMET trailer for tipped 15m sa~plane, '£1500. Cambridge
Mk 4 vario £245, NAV director £595 (togethe' £750). Botili
vario, taut band (read Rechmann) E295_ Waiter Ontel FSG
6OM, with speaker and mike £795. Postcard only to Richard
Aiddus, 9 Tiemey CoUlt, Riverside, Marlow, Bucks SL7 2BL.
RECONDITIONED Stamo engines and spares irlllock, Some
alrlrame parts avanable (Falke). WANTEO Fall<e airlrame or
parts. Phone 0283-63054 (evenings).
SKYLARK 4, instruments, trailer. C of A to May 1984.
£3750000. Phone 070-14-2878.

-STRING·"R'CNtJTES
Superior, slimline, lightweight para-cushion back parachute, Manufact,ured by leading
American parachute firm. All new parts. Production 'chutes regularly jumped by designer.
Field Testing monitored by U.SA Parachute Association R & D Committee, on standard 'off the shelf packs the following was found: Opening time average two seconds;
Canopy response to controls with no oscillations; Normal rate of descent with 200Ib load
- 16/17 FPS; Rate of descent with 180lb load at 7000ft - 20 FPS; Tested 'up to 350lb
at speeds in excess of 180mph.
REMEMBE R the STRONG LO-PO CANOPY for the following points: Reliability; Stability;
Slow rate of descent; Tolerable opening shoc'k; Steerable; Re-usable; light Weight
(14V2 Ib); Low volume (Back pack 25" x 15" x 2"); Supplied complete with earrying
bag and full repacking instructions.

**

Remember COMFORT is the big word
without compromising safety or performance

SCHEIBE SAILPLANES & MOTOR GLIDERS
Two-seater Motor Gliders:
SF-2SC-2000 Falke, SF-2SF Superlalke
SF-28A Tandem Falke and glass-fibre SF-36
Two-seater Saiplane: SF-34 glass-fibre
NEW ULl microlightl

CRYSTAL TRADING
13 Pound Cr88C4K1I, Marlow, Buck.. SL7 2BQ
Tel: Martow (06284) 5740 (evttnfnll" and ...eekende)
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YOU VALUE YOUR GLIDER HIGHLY. , , ..
WHAT PRICE YOUR LIFE 11111111111

HOBBI'ES

SOLE AGENT for STRONG PARACHUlES in I,he U.K.: I
144 LYTHWOOD ROAD, BAYSTON HILt,SHROPSHIRE SY3 OLW
Tel: 0743-246456 (1004 weekdaya) 074372·3885 (evenings Ind Inawer:pllone)

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

OGAR 2 seal. side by side pusher motor glider. Less than
400Ilrs on engine. New C of A. Offers around £9000. Tel
Buckilgham 813933.

O/K BAROGRAPHS U.K. Agent

£149

BERGFALKE 3. Excellent scratching 2-seater. Good condition. Open trailer. 2 sets basic instruments. Current C of A.
£3250. Ian Taylor, 021 3576547 (evenings).

Please ask for
details

WANTED
CHEAP and airworthy glider lor non compet~ive Sunday
.moon soaring. by ex-ATC instructor after long absence.
Nlythilg considered. Rood. 13 Commoor. East Huntspill.
Hlghllridge. Somerset.

SHK Competition ready outfit £4950
SKYLARK 4 ~ Complete outfit £3500
KESTREL 19 outfit, 1 piece canopy
offers near £75OO?
SWALLOW, ready to fly £800
K-6cR and closed trailer
very tidy example £3900 ono
Repairs andeof Ainspectionson wooden,
metal and glassfibre sailplanes. Factory
trained and approved repair 'agent for
Glaser-Dirks Sailplanes.

WANTED: STD CIRRUS HULL w~tVwithout basic Instnr
menlS. Would consider continental purchase at right price. Tel
(0602) 878280 or wrfte M. Guard. 2 Besecar Close. Gedllng.

B08 McLEAN

Noltilg1am.

241 BawtJryAoad,. Bessacarr

DONCASTER DN4 7AL
Tel 0302-535861 or 0302-64931 (home)

11111 NIMBUS (or similar). hull with instruments. Tel 01-540
7ll7S (9'<enngs).
15111 FLAPPED GLASS. Must be in good condition and
undamaged. Complete outfil preferred but would consider any
combination of hulVinslrumenls/trailer. Box 580.

SITUATIONS VACANT
COURSE IN$rRUCTOR requi'ed from April to the end of
september 1983. Accommodation, lood and meagre remuneration. Contsct the Manager, Booker Gliding Club. Tel High
Wycombe ,(4250 1.

PARl'·l'IME INSTRUCTORS required Ior periods between
end end 01 August 1964. Contact the Manager. Booker

June

GlIQng Club. Tel High Wycombe 442501.

ESSEX GLIDING CLUB
require a
COURSE INSTRUCTOR
for 1984 (March to October)

PARACHUTING WEEKENDS
Stay at one 01 Worcestershire's finest
Ttlree Star hotels and make your first
descent at Halfpenny Green Parachute
Centre wittl approved British Parachute
Association Instructors.
Two-day course. Friday night to Sunday
afternoon, includes full ground training,
full first jump and certificate and two
nights' dinner, bed and breakfast. All
rooms with bath, colour TV etc.
£95 fully Inclusive
Contact Andrew Grubb, Gainsborough
House Hotel, Kidderminster, (0562)
754041 or Tony Oakes HGPC on (038
488) 293.

BGA full rated instructor preferred
A fully appointed flat is supplied

BOOKER GLIDING CLUB

Apply 10 the Course Secretary:

Instructor Courses
Cross Country Courses
Advanced Courses

For dataiis of 1984

Mr L. G. CALLOW
(Bishop's Stortford) 0279 59989

INTELLIGENT, reliable repeir/maintenance stall required for
WOIt< on SaIlplanes and Motor gliders. Previous experience in
GAP. wood. etc an advantage but not essential. Normal holidoy entillement. Salary cornmensU'ate w~ ability. Above
wortl also available on self employed/sub contract basis in our
premises. Contacl Chiltem Sailplanes Ltd. Booker Airfield. Nr
loIal1cw. Bucks SL7 3DR. Tel. 0494445854.
TUG-PILOT Ior 1984 season, May 10 September. Details hom
E. J. filman. Norfolk Gliding Club. 6 Rectory Lane, Chedgr...... NOIwich NR14 6NE.

Write or telephone to:
Booksr Glldtng Club, WAP. Marlow, Bucks
Tel (0494) 442501 or 29263

SERVICES

CANOPY REPAIRS, MODS, ete

CANOPY DOCTOR
April Cottage, Lower Hopton
Nesscliffe, Salop, SY4 1DL
Nesscliffe (074381) 231
NAT. GRID REF. SJ 381 209

CATERING FRANCHISE AVAILABLE AT
MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
Franchil;ee required to take responsi\>Uity tor catering
and'to act as Club House Manager.
Catering experience uselul but not essential.
Details from: Mr. OIANA KING
:t Hatel Grove, Hockle, Heath, Solihull
West MIdlands 994 6QW
Tel Lapworth ,(05643) 2951

GUDING COURSES

KENT MOTOR GLIDING & SOARING CENTRE

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING SrTES
SOAR MINDEN, MINDEN, NEVADA, USA. Cross-Country.
Wave. Rentals: L5-3. Open Cirrus. 00-400. PIK-20. Nimbus
2. PO Box 1764. Minden. Nevada 89423 USA.

PERSONAL
PPlJIMC w~h gliding experience. available at short notice.
weekends and/or midweek for towing. Also avaiable for
courses. Duncen Macpherson 01-223-2988 (evenings).

BOOKS
AVIATION TECHNOlOGY. Out-ol-prnt and currenl. 51ate
specific needs. 4000+ ~em catalogue £2.00. John Roby,
3703M Nassau. San Diego. Calitlmia 92115 USA.

PUBLICATIONS
NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwi" official Gliding Magazine
01 the NZ Gliding Association. Printed October and alternate months. Write NZ Gliding Kiwi. P~ivate Bag.
Tauranga. New Zealand. £6.00 Sterling for year's subscription (inclusive of postage).
SLOPE SOARING with a radio control model seaplane is
a fascinating pastime and a typical phase 01 aeromodelling. Read about this and other aeromodelling subjects in
Aeromode/ler and Radio Control Models and Electronics.
the world's leading magazines published monthly. Model
& Allied Publications Lld.. 13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts.
"SOARING" -official monthly journalof the Soaring Society of
America. The only US periodical devoted entirely 10 the sport.
For subscription send $25.00 US by international money order
or international cashiers check payable to the SSA at PO Box
66071. Los Angeles. CA 90066.
AUSTRALIAN GLIDING, monthly publication 01 the Gliding
Federation of Australia. Editor AIlan Ash. A complete coverage of Australian Soarng and exclusive leatures 01 international interest. Subscription. $A16.00 by cheque on an
Australian bank or by money order. Airmail extra $A2t.25.
Box 1650. GPO. Adelaide, South Australia 5OOt.

DON'T MISS OUT
AGAIN THIS WINTER
CHRISTMAS CARDS - original and amusing cards lor gUding folk. Set of 10 cards (envelopes included) £2.50
CALENDARS - Segelflug ,Bildkalender '84 £7.75; S.SA £7.50; Hobbies 'Year at a glance' £2.75.
GLIDING PICTURES - 26to choose from £10-£25 (Iramed~
BOOKS· - see S&G OctlNov issue Page 197 -Ior list and prices.
GIFTS - Christmas or any ,time. Subscriptions to gliding magazines le. American 'SOARI NG'; New Zealand'KIWI';

Australian 'GlIOING'; Canadian 'FREE FLIGHT'.
CAMERA AND MOUNT (ta match) £16.75. Camera only £6.00. Mount only £11.50. Instamalic mount £11.50.
BOUND lOG BOOKS: TAIL LIFTING AIO: JSW CALCULATORS: SOLDERING IRON (Works from 12v battery).

4 DAY GLIDING COURSES
THROUGHOUT THE WINTER

GLlOING POSTCARDS: GLIDER OECALS. etc. etc, etc.
Send lor lull price Ils110r lurther details.
AEROMART - buy and sell secondhand. unwanted or surplus items. Anything that can be of use to the glider
pilot accepted! Trailers to split pins. min. altimeters to Cosim varios. Selling £1.00 per item
Buying, send SAE.

ONLY £75

HOBBIES, 144 Lythwood Road, Bayston Hili, Shropshire SY3 OLW. Tel. 0743 246458
(weekdays 10-4) or 074372 3885 (evenings, weekends and sometimes Ansaphone)

Manston, Ramsgate, Kent

December 1983IJanuary 1984

084389 222
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The Cornish Gliding and Flying Club
Trevellas Airfield, Perranporth
Cornwall. Tel. Perranporth 2124

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
AMF Enterprises
Aero Mar1<eting Associates
Air Apparatus & Valve Ltd
Airmar1< Aviation Lld
Airtour Intemational Lld
Anglo Polish sailplanes Lld
Associate Circuit Publications
Austin Aviation
Beaumont Aviation literature Lld
Black Mountains Gliding Club
Booker Gliding Club
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
British Gliding Association
R. Bull
Cambridge University Gliding Club
Chi~em Sailplanes Lld
Classifieds
Commercial Credit Services Lld
Competition Enterprise
Cormish Gliding & Flying Club
Coventry Gliding Club
Cradley Jewellers
Crystal Trading
Deeside Gliding Club
Devon Airsports
Essex Gliding Club
Field1ech Heathrow Lld
Gainsborough House Hotel
Glider Instruments
GlidelWor1<
J. S. Goddard
Gordonair Lld
J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Lld
Herefordshire Gliding Club Lld
Hobbies
Horizon Sailplane Services
HolmeslHulbert & Co Lld
H.T. Communications
Irvin (GB) Lld
JSW Soaring
Kent Gilding Club
Kent Malor Gliding & Soaring Centre
Lasham Gliding Society
Logbooks Intemational
Lomond Country Inn
London Gliding Club
London Sai1planes Lld
London School of Flying
R. L. McLean
Marchington Gliding Club
Midland Gliding Club
Miller Aviation Models
Mowbray Vale Insurance
John Murray Publishers
Nine Four Aviation
NorfOlk Gliding Club
Oxfordshire Sport Flying Club
Piggoft Bros & Co Lld
A. O. Piggott
RD Aviation Lld
Rematic
Sailplane & Engineering Services Lld
Sailplane & Gliding
Scottish Gliding Union
Soaring Equipment
Soaring Oxford
Soulhdown Aero Services Lld
Southern Sailplanes
Specialist Systems
Speedsoaring
Speedwell Sailplanes
Sunland Press
Thennal EqUipment Lld
Three Counties Aero Club Lld
Brian Weare
Westley Aircraft
C. P. Witter Lld
Wyatt Intematlonal Lld
Yor1<shire Gliding Club (Ply) Lld

290

284
262
244
280
284
243
269

249
244

285
287
285
271,272
289
290
274
287-289

MODEL SAILPlANES MADE TO ORDER
Basic model hand made in Hmewood, polished or
painted one colour. la 1/32 scale with cast resin and
stainless stool standlwaJl bracket. £52.50 ine post and

packing.
Models la any scale and any degree of detaR. send
requirements for quotation. My type 01 aircraft built.

MILLER AVIATION MODELS
Red Cot. New Street. GIe..,.ford. Sudbury
Suffolk COl0 7PY
Tel: (0787) 280425

Gliding courses from April to October
- fleet includes motor glider - B.G.A.
fully-rated instructors - line soaring lovely coastal airfield - ideal for a different family holiday - No increase on
last season's prices.

The Course Secretary
Tremearne, Breage, Helston
Cornwall
Tel: Helston62294

245

287

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB

290

290
288
288
'290
284
289
241
289
285
282
288
284
242
290

288,289
242
286

287
245
282

THE SOARING SITE

CLUB LOG FOR 1982/83

The Name may sound a trifle exclusive,
but the Cambridge University Gliding
Club is open to everyone.
We winch and aerotow from Duxford
all year. mostly at weekends, and
aerotow only from Cambridge. We run
holiday courses from April to September for beginners and solo pilots.

IBC

289
IBC

240
280
IBC

282
240
289

For genersl
information write to

The Secretary
55 Moor1ield Rd
Duxford
Cambs

For Course
de/sUs write to

Course Secretary
"Cirrus"
5 Wallmans Lane
Swavesey, Cambridge
Tel. Swavesey 30533

NOV 22,000 ft
DEC 14,000 fl
JAN 31,000 ft
FEB
SKIING
MAR 31,000 ft
APR 27,000 fl

MAY 12,500 ft
21,000 fl
25,000 ft
AUG 20,000 ft
SEP 19,500 ft
OCT 23.700 ft

JUN
JUL

3 out of 4 flying days in 1982
were soarable

BOOK YOUR SOARING NOW!
AB-INITIO COURSES TOO
GET IT ALL AT DEESIDE

Phone or write to:

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
DINNET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel: 0339 85-339

IBC
IBC

290

SHOBDON

IFC

268
266

Your easily accessible wave site in
superb unspoilt country on the
Welsh borders.

IBC

284
280

287
242
244

242
254
IBC

244
274
243, 280
BC
269

240
283
280

244
240
280
280

287
245
IBC

11 you're an experienced glider pilot and
looking for a good base to fly from on your
holiday. Coventry Gliding Club Is the place
for you.
Situated just outside Husbands Bosworth
within easy reach of many other Clubs.
Aero-tow launching ensures maximum
soaring opportunity for both long distance
and local gliding.
Club facilities include Licensed Bar, first
class accommodation. good company and
easy access from motorways.
We also extend a very warm welcome to
the not so experienced and the beginner,
our holiday courses are amongst the very best.
For details ring:
Market Harborough 880429 or 880521
For holiday courses ring
Market Harborough 880484
or write to: COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB
Husbands Bosworth Air1ield,
Husbands Bosworth, Leics.

Vega, Blanik, Twin Astir. Easy
to-get-away cross country
possibilities. Good wave set up by
the Welsh mountains. Private
owners and club eXpeditions
welcome. but be sure to book.
Courses tailored to YOllr requirements. Power and parachuting
avaRable. An excellent area for small
hotels. amiable landladies. selfcatering, historic towns. stately
homes, beautiful walks and choice
pubs.
Please write to the Secretary.
Herefordshire Gliding Club.
Shobdon Airfield, Leomlnster,
Herefordshire

Telephone. Klngsland (056881) 369
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

for 5-day gliding holidays
Ridge Site with winch and aerotow
launches.

'rom £132-£198.
(All inclvsive of flying, professional
insttVCtion, .accommodation, meals and

VAT.)
Visiting gliders welcome

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE lONG
MYND
All-inclusive
5-day holiday courses.
Book early for the best weeks.
Soar the early-season Westerlies.

Kenl GLIDinG CLUB
Please ring ChaJlock (023 374) 274 or307
Or write to The Secretary. Kent Gliding Club
Challock, NI. Ashfold. Kent.

LASHAM
Super soaring at Br~ain's largest gliding
centre.
Weekday and weekend Beginners' Courseslearn tor 2, 5, 7 or 9 days.
Temporary members are always welcome to
bring their own gliders and compete with
pundits, or to receive specialised training, or
simply to take advantage of our 7-day
operation tOr local soaring.
Expeditions from other clubs welcome.
Cross"COunlry facilities include a
comprehensive briefing room with facsimile
weather machine for the latest weather charts,
Instructional video-tapes and lectures for bad
weather days.
Excellent aerotow and car launching facilities,
Comprehensive clubhouse facilities and
accommodation.

Lasham Gliding Society
Nr. Alton, Hants
Tel Herriard (025 683) 322 or 270

T-lONOON GUDING CruB

Ounstable Downs, Bedfordshire
Telephone: 0582 63419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
(just Off the M1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment including tug aircraft.
This famous site has plentiful
thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourable winds throughout
the year. Resident instructors,
Il:I catering, every day (weekends only
I in winter), licensed bar, accommodation and other facilities. Visitors
welcome,
Write for Course brochures or
club niembers~ip details to the
MaAlIger, or ring, 0582 63419

NORFOLK GLIDING CLUB
Bronze or Silver 'C' to PPL (SLMG).
Courses throughout the year. Small
groups, C.A.A. instructors,
Bronze 'C' checks and Super Falke field
landing training.
Friendly club Licensed bar.

full accommodation -

Write to the C.F.I.

Ray Woodhouse
Winch or bungee launch into hill
lift and climb into wave.

Oak Cottage, The Hili, Long Stratton

Norwich NR15 2AH
Tal: Long Stratton (0508) 31406

Send now for the 1984
Course Prices:
The Course Secretary
Midland Gliding Club
Church Stretton
Shrop.shlre SY6 6TA
Tel: Unley (058861) 206

MARCHINGTON
GLIDING CLUB
Situated in the Midlands. Offers holiday
courses from May to September.
Good local soaring and cross country.
Courses to suit your requirements. Private owners welcome.
Please contact Course Secretary:

Marchington Gliding Club
Marchlngton Airfield
Morton lane, Marchlngton
Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8lP
Telephone: 0283-222046

SOAR YORKSHIRE
For your COURSE!
SUTTON
For your EXPEDITION!

BANK

For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities.
:RIDGE SOARING
12 miles in suitable
conditions

THERMAL SOARING
Club record is 582 km.
frorn aerotow, 524 km.
from the winch

WAVE SOARING
Clubabsoluterecord is
30,200 ft. Club record
gain is 29,500 ft. Both
from the winch

Our rates are amongst the best - £6.50 for aerotows to 2000 ft. Visit
us and stay in our fUlly licensed residential clubhouse. Full catering
available in season, Self catering at other times.
COURSES -

April to October

Visitors always welcome

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237
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